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Abstract 

This thesis describes a novel approach for designing 7-segment and 5-angle pocket and collar 
planar antennas (for operation at  900 MHz). The motivation for this work originates from the 
problem of security of children in rural Nigeria where there is risk of abduction. There is a 
strong potential benefit to be gained from hidden wireless tracking devices (and hence 
antennas) that can protect their security.  An evolutionary method based on a genetic 
algorithm was used in conjunction with electromagnetic simulation. This method determines 
the segment length and angle between segments through several generations. The simulation 
of the antenna was implemented using heuristic crossover with non-uniform mutation. 
Antennas obtained from the algorithm were fabricated and measured to validate the proposed 
method. 

This first part of this research has been limited to linear wire antennas because of the wide 
range and flexibility of this class of antennas. Linear wire antennas are used for the design of 
high or low gain, broad or narrow band antennas. Wire antennas are easy and inexpensive to 
build. All the optimised linear wire antenna samples exhibit similar performances, most of 
the power is radiated within the 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺900 frequency band. The reflection coefficient (S11) is 
generally better than -10dB. The method of moment (MoM-NEC2) and FIT (CST Studio 
Suite 2015) solvers were used for this design. MATLAB is used to as an interface to control 
computational electromagnetic solvers for antenna designs and analysis. The genetic 
algorithm procedures were written in MATLAB.  

The second part of the work focuses on meshed ground planes for applications at 900 MHz  
global system for mobile communications (GSM), 2.45 Hz  industrial, scientific, and 
medical (ISM) band and 5 Hz  wearable wireless local area networks (WLAN) frequencies. 
Square ground planes were developed and designed using linear equations in MATLAB. The 
ground plane was stitched using embroidery machines. To examine the effect of meshing on 
the antenna performance and to normalise the meshed antenna to a reference, solid patch 
antenna was designed, fabricated on an FR4 substrate.  

A finite grid of resistors was created for numerical simulation in MATLAB. The resistance 
from the centre to any node of a finite grid of resistors are evaluated using nodal analysis. 
The probability that a node connects to each node in the grid was computed. The circuit 
model has been validated against the experimental model by measurement of the meshed 
ground plane. A set of measurement were collected from a meshed and compared with the 
numerical values, they show good agreement.  

 

 

Keywords- Linear wire antennas; Genetic algorithm; Reproduction operation; Stitched; 
Embroidery; Meshed ground plane   
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 Chapter 1 
Introduction  

1.1.   Background 

In today’s technology advancement, wearable antennas are becoming a major part in our 

daily paraphernalia. Wearable electronics is a fast-growing industry across both civilian and 

military markets. Textile antennas have been designed to be body worn while in use for 

various applications. These textile antennas are used in systems, since they are flexible, for 

detecting body motion during exercise activity, monitoring heart rate and blood pressure. The 

basic requirements for wearable electronics include portability during operation, operation 

consistency, controllability and robustness that guarantee a good fitness of the electronic to 

the human body application. Many commercial wearable devices are currently fitness 

watches and heart rate monitors, but stitched antennas are designed to be integrated into 

garments. Garment integrated wearables are more challenging due to the unconventional 

materials used. The stitched antenna consists of a conductive element integrated into a non-

conductive material known as the substrate. These stitched antennas are lightweight, flexible, 

not expensive, easy to produce and can be easily and seamlessly integrated into clothing [1.1-

1.2]. 

 

Research into the designs and development of flexible textile antennas has continued to 

receive great attention because of the possibilities of integration of electronics into wearable 

textile systems that can communicate wirelessly with a base-station. Research has been 

initiated out of the need to integrate a wire antenna and RF system into garment with a view 

to reduce the size and shape to fit into existing garments. A cost effective and covert system 

is being sought. Smart clothing and smart textiles are active research areas. The application of 

this covert antenna is on humans. This antenna, that is applicable to civilians, is targeted for 

security applications in Nigeria and needs to be hidden in garments. [1.3]. 

 

An optimisation method for positioning of the radiating element within the existing garments 

was developed. This method considered the need for shape, size, cost and comfort of the 

wearer. In this thesis, an overview of the optimised linear wire antenna as a representative of 

pocket and collar antennas design is described along with the experimental results of 

prototype. The antennas are designed not to be visible and in conspicuous on the wearer by 
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integration within the garment. These antennas can be used for monitoring and tracking 

civilians with their consent using GSM900 within the Niger Delta terrain of Nigeria. 

 

1.2.    Area of Research 

This thesis will focus on antenna design for textile applications. These include the 

optimisation of wire antennas using GA-NEC2, planar and stitched monopole antennas, 

stitched mesh ground plane and meshed microstrip antennas. An optimisation inspired 

wearable textile antennas (that operate in the 850-950 MHz for GSM900 application) has 

been proposed and designed using the genetic algorithm and Numerical Electromagnetic 

Codes. A set of compact linear wire antennas containing five segments with a linear ground 

plane were transformed into planar antennas and fabricated. The antennas were stitched using 

embroidery. Meshed ground planes have been developed for textile antenna applications. 

Measurement of resistance across the meshes were compared with the theoretical results.  

1.3.   Wearable / Textile Technology 

 
Wearable technology has advanced significantly in the last 10-15 years because of the ease of 

integrating antennas into clothing and garments. The advances in this application are as 

results of miniaturization, seamless integration, functionality, comfort, data processing and 

communication [1.4]. The integration of systems in garments creates some different 

applications for fabric industries because most clothes and garments are for the protection of 

human body. Systems in garments designed for wireless functionalities can communicate 

with wearers and their immediate environments.  

Figure 1.1 shows a representative example of garments with multifunctional integration of 

wearable antennas and sensors. A miniaturised antenna followed by an RF rectifying circuit 

capture the RF waves and convert the RF energy to dc. The 2.45 GHz wireless device band is 

used since it has vast band for energy harvesting. The purpose is to provide power to 

electronic devices. [1.5]. The body worn antennas were fabricated by embroidering 

conductive fibre onto regular fabrics.  
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Figure 1.1 Multifunctional shirt integrated with wearable antennas, sensors and power 

harvesting devices to enable body-worn wireless communications (Zhang et al, [1.5]) 

 

Textile wearable antennas have rapidly developed into flexible structures used for 

communication systems. Textile antennas are easily integrated into garments and find 

applications in wearable devices because of their advantages; lightweight, flexible, low 

fabrication cost and low maintenance cost. These antennas are made of two-parts textile 

conductive element integrated into a non-conductive textile material as the substrate. Textile 

antennas have been fabricated using conductive fibre (E-fibre) for GSM and Wi-Fi 

application for communications. A dual-band flare dipole was developed with two arms 

connected by a loop cover the two bands 830 − 993 MHz and 1710 − 2210MHz [1.6]. 

 

Short range and long-range wireless communications play important role in mobile wearable 

system. In wearable systems different subparts may be connected to each other via a wireless 

link, e.g. headset usually needs a wire connection, that could be replaced by a wireless link.  

Covert antennas could be implemented for civilian applications by either wearable 

electronics-based consumer devices or integrating electronics intelligence into clothes. 

Electronic devices are implemented into textiles not only as wearable but has the capabilities 

of monitoring, computation and wireless communicating [1.7-1.8]. There are numerous and 

increasing applications for textile electronics including: 
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• Sport monitoring 

Wearable system for measuring performance of baseball players were exploited using 

an array of wearable sensors, synchronous Inertia Measurement Unit (IMU) with 

digital magnetometer application in analysing human motion. This network of 

compact sensor devices has a wireless data system that is worn on the wrists and 

ankle [1.9-1.10]. 

 

• Health monitoring 

Ambulatory cardio monitoring was designed and implemented using sensor at 

2.4GHz Doppler circuit integrated patch antenna with microcontroller with 12-bit 

ADC converter as a sampling technique [1.11]. The biomedical application uses smart 

sensors and processors as interface, to analyse and interpret chronic disease data 

between patient and health care provider [1.12] 

 

• Communication systems 

In the body area network (BAN) used for proposed frequency bands is accomplished 

with wirelessly connected sensor node and actuators node around, in and on the body. 

The wireless personal device (PD) for acquiring information and supporting devices 

are employed for various BAN applications in emergency services, patient monitoring, 

defence, computer games, emotion detection, sport and fitness etc. Sensor integrated 

in clothes are applied for continuous health monitoring [1.13-1.14]. 

 

• Wearable computers 

The wearable Motherboard is a wearable computer that monitors vital signals of an 

individual using an interface of clothing or garments. This universal interface 

provides functionalities where a wireless communication system could be integrated 

with wearable Motherboard for different application in fields such as public safety, 

sport training performance monitoring, battlefield by soldier, space experiments, 

hazardous/emergency services and personalized information processing [1.15-1.16]. 

 

The antenna plays a vital role in the optimal design of wearable or hand-held unit in this 

application [1.17]. In designing these antennas, wearable or hand-held units the 
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electromagnetic interaction among the antennas and the human operator is an important 

factor to be considered.  

Some applications where wearable antennas have found use are:  

 

A textile antenna was designed using fabric for rescue workers [1.18-1.20].  The antenna was 

inserted into the protective garment. Interactions between the wearer and the surrounding 

environment were achieved using wearable sensors. Wearable antenna designs not only 

consider the effect of the lossy body on the wearer, but the antenna can equally be used in a 

harsh environment. The environments may be cold, rain, heat, smoke, dirt or gases. This 

wearable antenna has been used in services such as police, paramedics, fire fighters and 

rescue operations  

 

Medical monitoring the application textile antennas with sensors for data transmission to 

monitor the inpatient in and out of hospital environments. Miniature wireless sensors are 

enclosed in patch antenna and bandages for the purpose of collecting and transmitting data. 

These antennas are very compact and comfortable for the wearer because of their flexibility. 

A flexible patch antenna was designed to monitor athlete pulse rate during sports events 

having a sufficient maximum gain and sufficient range coverage of the area of application 

[1.21].   

 

1.4.   Motivation for Thesis Application  
 

Currently limited work has been reported or published in the area of covert antennas, this 

work looks at some odd shapes on garments (e.g. pocket,) and designs wire antennas that 

could fit into or be hidden in the available areas. The purpose of this thesis is to proposes an 

optimisation procedure and to explore other design spaces to create novel linear wire 

antennas for textile application. This process is optimised by automating the design using 

genetic algorithms with an electromagnetic simulator to produce the design. The research not 

only looks at linear wire antennas but creates a novel stitched monopole antenna. The designs 

were produced using embroidery.  

 

The concept involves wire antennas (seven elements) to produce a conformal antenna, that 

can be hidden in a garment. Some of the locations on the garments to hide an antenna are 
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shown in Fig.1.2.  Considering the space available the straight monopole (λ⁄4) is non 

conformal or covert [1.22].  These constraints were applied to the design so that the 

optimisation is governed partly by the space available on the garment (for example using the 

space around a shirt pocket, collar, and shirt label, top (or front) of a hat, and school 

children’s bags). This wire antenna was optimised to make use of whatever space is available.  

 
 

Figure 1.2 Candidate space for hiding an antenna on garments. 

 

Recently much research has been carried out on the design of textile antennas using 

monopole antennas, dipoles and microstrip patch antennas for wearable applications [1.23-

1.24]. The developments of a linear wire antenna using a genetic algorithm has been explored 

by research based on the open literature [1.25-1.29]. In a designs of linear wire antennas 

using genetic algorithms with Numerical Electromagnetic Code the MiniNec ground plane 

was used. In this study, a linear ground plane is proposed. The transformation of the linear 

wire antenna into planar linear wire antennas was achieved by etching the antenna on an FR4 

substrate. Stitched versions of the linear wire antennas were fabricated using embroidery 

techniques. 

The original drive for this research is born out of the challenges faced in Nigeria. These 

include incidents like kidnapping of school children, killing of farmers, herdsmen and suicide 

bombing within cities. Wearable textile antennas with an acceptable performance can be 

Possible positions 
of hiding an antenna 
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potentially placed on schoolchildren’s bags and on body. While Nigeria is very large country 

(923,768 km2) every part is covered by mobile communications systems. GSM base stations 

are not sparsely spaced within the Niger Delta terrain. Textile wearable antenna at GSM900 

for communications could be used by herdsmen since people measured their wealth in cattle. 

The herdsmen carry cattle from place to place, of that they need active communication due to 

civilian challenges. The design solution will reduce the civilian challenges in Nigeria by 

application of wearable textile antennas using local fabric materials. 

 

1.5.     Research Objectives 

 
This research is both numerical and experimental based. In order to achieve the primary 

focus of this study the following goals were required to be accomplished: 
 Explore covert wearable antennas made using very low technology manufacturing 

techniques such as embroidery stitching. 

 Consider the constraints of optimising in specific wearable situations like pocket and 

collar of a shirt. 

 Analyse techniques for achieving stitched ground planes and radiating elements 

 Implement an optimization technique for developing novel shaped antennas using a 

Genetic Algorithm. 

 Design automated wearable their wire-based antennas that are suitable for textile 

devices. 

 Explore and select suitable optimisation techniques for linear wire antennas design.  

 Investigate the possibility of integrating conductive materials and components into a 

textile material and develop a stitched ground plane for wearable applications. 

 Reduce the material cost of the production of stitched antenna by minimizing usage of 

embroidery thread. 

 

1.6.    Primary contribution of the Thesis 

 
The primary contributions to this thesis are: 

(1) The method of using MATLAB to aid the modelling of wire antennas is proposed 

using an EM simulation software package (NEC2) built on the application of genetic 

algorithms. 
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(2) The exploration of the design of stitched antennas in both linear and planar form for 

textile devices 

(3) A method to optimise the stitch patterns with conductive thread for antenna ground 

plane for 900 MHz global system for mobile communications (GSM) that is common 

in rural areas in Nigeria, 2.45 Hz  industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band and 

5 Hz  wearable wireless local area networks (WLAN) frequencies. 

(4) A theoretical and measurement study on stitched and continuous ground plane.    

(5) A practical confirmation of (4) and validation of the methods of the thesis. 

 
1.7.    Structure of the Thesis  

 
Chapter 1 gives a description of introduction to the thesis, that includes textile and wearable 

technology. It offers an overview of the application of textile antennas used in wearable 

applications. A brief summary of the area of research, objectives, purpose and primary 

contribution of the thesis were also presented.  

 

Chapter 2 begins with an overview of wire antenna. An outline of textile antenna technology 

along with methods of implementing stitched antennas showing the embroidery technology 

used in the fabrication of stitched antennas is also given. A brief introduction to the theory of 

linear wire antenna employed in the design is contained in this part. Antenna measurements 

in a full wave (anechoic) chamber are also presented in this section. 

 

Chapter 3 describes the research procedure and method used for Wire and Planar Antenna 

design. The numerical method and optimisation techniques are described. Genetic algorithm 

advantages and applications in electromagnetism are summarised in this section. The steps 

for the implementation of a genetic algorithm with the electromagnetic simulator are 

discussed.  

 

Chapter 4 details optimised linear wire antennas design and fabrication of wire, planar and 

stitched wire antennas. Measurements of linear wire antennas design for reflection coefficient 

and radiation patterns are presented. Also presented are results on the effect of the ground 

plane on different antenna samples based on the S11 response. Stitched mesh monopole 
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antennas and the possibility of integrating these antennas into fabric are also included in this 

chapter.  

 

Chapter 5 introduces experimental measurement of stitched antenna components. It also 

provides the design of meshed ground plane using an infinite resistive array study. This part 

discusses the possible way to incorporate the designs into microstrip patch antennas. 

 

Lastly, Chapter 6 outlines the main contributions of the study and gives suggestions for future 

work. 
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   Chapter 2 

Textile Wearable Antennas 

2.1.          Introduction 

An antenna is defined by (IEEE standard definition 145-1983) as a means of radiating or 

receiving radio waves. In addition, the antenna is the transitional structure between free-space 

and a guiding devices or transmission lines which may take the form of a coaxial cable, 

microstrip or waveguide. The guiding device transports electromagnetic energy from the 

transmitting source to the antenna or from the antenna to the receiver [2.1]. 

Since F. Braun proposed the first wire antenna in 1898, different types of wire antennas have 

emerged such as dipole, monopole over a ground plane, rhombic, Beverage, Yagi, log 

periodic, helix and spiral antennas. In late 1920 Prof Yagi and his student S. Uda designed 

the series of parallel wires where one element is driven, one element is behind the driven 

element and is referred to as the reflector, other elements are the directors [2.2]. These 

antennas have been applied in communication, radar and remote sensing systems. The earlier 

designs were undertaken using Maxwell’s equations to formulate an equation for current 

distribution of each part of the antenna, and the electromagnetic properties of the antenna are 

then evaluated. Antenna structures that are complex or simulated with a computer program to 

closely approximate the designs [2.3]. 

Antennas are amongst the most essential components in any wireless system, as they 

transform a signal that flows through wires into an electromagnetic wave that propagates 

through free space. A good design of antenna improves the overall system performance [2.1]. 

Antenna design is performed either empirically or via simulator using a numerical method. 

These are broadly classified into those based on the integral or differential form of Maxwell’s 

equations. The former typically produce frequency domain solution and the latter time 

domain. Once the antenna properties are known the parameters are optimized using guides 

such as intuition, experience, simplified equations or empirical studies. An alternative is to 

use an optimisation method such as a genetic algorithm combined with electromagnetic 

simulation. Typically, there are several parameters such as a dimension, making it difficult to 

do an exhaustive search for the best solution.  
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2.2. Desirable properties of an antenna. 

2.2.1. Radiation Pattern, Antenna Efficiency, Directivity, and Gain 

The Radiation pattern is a graphical representation of far-field region as a function of the 

spherical directional angles  𝜃𝜃,𝜙𝜙 . The parameters plotted are amplitude, polarisation and 

directivity. 

Radiation Efficiency (𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟) is the total power radiated (𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟) by the antenna to the net power 

accepted an antenna from the transmitting source. The power dissipated in the form of heat in 

the antenna is called the (𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙) [2.1, 2.4]. 

𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 = 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟
𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟+𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙

= 𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟
𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟+𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙

                                                                                                                 (2.1)  

  where 𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟 is the radiation resistance, 𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙 is loss resistance. 

                                                                       

                          

The antenna Efficiency (𝜂𝜂𝑎𝑎) take into account the mismatch at the antenna terminals and 

𝜂𝜂𝑎𝑎 ≤ 𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑟 in all cases. 

𝜂𝜂𝑎𝑎 = 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟
𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎

= 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟
(1−|Γ𝑎𝑎|2)𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟

                                                                                                              (2.2) 

𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎  includes dielectric losses, conduction loss and reflection (mismatch) loss, (1 − |Γ𝑎𝑎|2) is 

the reflection (mismatch) efficiency at antenna, Γ𝑎𝑎 is the reflection coefficient at the antenna 

(Γ𝑎𝑎 = (𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑍𝑍0) (𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑍𝑍0)⁄  where 𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = antenna input impedance and 𝑍𝑍0 = characteristic 

impedance of the transmission line). 
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Figure 2.1 Antenna system 
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Antenna Directivity is the intensity function in a given direction from the antenna to the 

average value of radiation intensity in all direction. 

𝐷𝐷(𝜃𝜃,𝜙𝜙) = 𝑈𝑈(𝜃𝜃,𝜙𝜙)
𝑈𝑈0

= 4𝜋𝜋𝑈𝑈(𝜃𝜃,𝜙𝜙)
𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟

= 𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎
𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 

                                (2.3)                                                                        

Where 𝑈𝑈(𝜃𝜃,𝜙𝜙) is the radiation intensity in the direction 𝜃𝜃,𝜙𝜙 and 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟 is the radiated power. 

Antenna Gain (G) of an antenna is ratio of the intensity in a direction to radiation intensity 

over power accepted for antenna isotopically radiated. It is expressed as  

𝐺𝐺 = 4𝜋𝜋 𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 (𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟)𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟

= 𝑈𝑈(𝜃𝜃,𝜙𝜙)
𝑈𝑈𝑎𝑎

= 4𝜋𝜋𝑈𝑈(𝜃𝜃,𝜙𝜙)
𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎

                                                          (2.4)                                                                                                                                                              

Where 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎  is the accepted input power to the antenna. 

2.3. Antenna measurements (Reflection coefficient and Radiation pattern in 

anechoic chamber) 

2.3.1.     Reflection coefficient 

The reflection coefficient (Γ) is the ratio of the electrical field strength E of the reflected 

wave over the incident travelling wave at an interface port. S11 of an antenna is a measure of 

the reflection on the circuit side of the antenna. The reflection coefficient gives the operating 

bandwidth of the antenna. Antenna bandwidth is the frequency band over which the 

magnitude of the reflection coefficient is below −10 dB.  

Γ = Electrical field strength E of reflected wave
Electrical field strength E of incident travelling wave

                                                                (2.5)                                                               

  2.3.2.   Radiation pattern in anechoic chamber 

The radiation pattern is an antenna characteristic measured using far field or near field 

techniques.  A rectangular anechoic chamber is typically used to measure the radiation 

pattern and far-field gain of antenna under test (AUT). An anechoic chamber is a controlled 

environment free of unwanted reflections and designed to minimise electromagnetic 

interference. It operates in certain range of frequency. The concept of their design is based on 

geometrical optics techniques which intend to reduce or to minimise specular reflections [2.7]. 

Chamber wall, floor and ceiling are shield with RF absorbing material, specular reflections 

can occur from their surfaces in the case of large angles of incident [2.7].  
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 The radiation pattern is a full 3-D measurement. Often radiation patterns are plotted over two 

principle plane cuts. As shown in Fig. 2.2, these are the 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 plane (azimuth plane) and the 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 

plane (the elevation plane).  Measurement at the chamber is performed by rolling the phi axis 

while the theta stepping per ‘‘Great Circle cut System.’’ The theta axis is disc spinner or 

azimuth control. Phi axis controls the elevation or the roll positioner. Subsequent 

interpretation of the radiation pattern and two planes will be based on the configuration of 

(Fig.2.2 and Fig. 2.3). 

The positional axis measurement for the anechoic chamber used is shown in Figure 2.3. This 

guide is used for understanding the radiation pattern from the chamber setting. A typical 

software setup for a positioning movement involves the following steps (1) Initialise 

positioner (2) Positioner control (3) Analyser control (4) Antenna gain calibration file and (5) 

Measure. Two polarisations are used in the chamber, the reference antenna (horn antenna) is 

vertical (EΦ) and when the horn antenna is horizontal, (Eθ).  A reference horn antenna is 

used because its radiation patterns have minimum side lobe levels [2.7]. 

Taper anechoic chamber are designed in the form of a pyramidal horn that lights from a small 

illuminating end to a larger rectangular section. Different transitional shape of the tapered 

chamber has evolved across the years from square to cone and octagonal transformed into 

cylindrical launch sections [2.8]. The design principle could be explained numerically from 

the ray tracing techniques. There a little difference in phase between the direct path and 

reflected ray at any test point within the tapered chamber. This chamber is used for low 

frequencies because the antennas are physically very large. 

Tapered chamber experiences two effects: deviation from the 1 𝑅𝑅2⁄   dependence and a 

decrease or increase in signal when compared with free space transmission. These two effects 

limit the performance of tapered chamber when used within the indoor range. At low 

frequencies where low directivity antenna is used, there is significant variation between the 

transmission loss and free space loss [2.8]. The transmitting antenna is usually placed at the 

small distance from the apex. The tapered chamber experiences multipath effects compared 

to the rectangular anechoic chamber. The change in phase difference between the direct and 

the reflected rays across the chamber is small as smoother amplitude illumination is obtained 

compared to rectangular chamber [2.9]. 
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Figure 2.2 Standard spherical coordinate system used in antenna measurements [2.7]. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Positional axis for chamber measurements 
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2.4. Wearable Antennas  

Wearable antennas are designed and meant to be part of clothing for application on the 

human body or animal. Wearables have attracted industry interest due their applications and 

increasing demands in the wireless world. Wearables are devices worn on the body that use 

advanced circuitry and have independent processing potential. Wearables are part of daily 

functionalities for data analysis and communication between smartphone and body. These 

devices make use of a combination of sensors, machine learning and data analysis to provide 

information to consumer’s body. The commercial market has various types of wearables 

devices including fitness trackers, smartwatches, smart glasses wearable cameras, gesture 

devices, location trackers, body sensors and smart clothing. The devices are used for various 

applications ranging from healthcare to sporting notifications [2.10-2.18]. 

Wearables offer portability during operation by allowing hands-free or hands-limited use; 

attract the user attention even when not in use. Numerous ranges of form factors have been 

evolved from wearable computers since the early 1990s. The early form factor of wearable 

computers includes, belt mounted configuration called Vumen, Vest and jacket configuration 

to blend with fabric and IBM Smart Watch [2.10]. Figure 2.4 (a) Half keyboard. Edgar 

Matias and his colleagues developed this system in 1994. Systems using the half-keyboard 

approach are available from the Matias Corporation (www.matias.ca) and Fig.2.4 (b) 

Wearable system that overlays computer information on the wearer’s view were introduced 

by the University of South Australia in 2003. 

 

Figure 2.4 Examples of early wearable applications [2.10] 

(a) (b) 

http://www.matias.ca/
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A textile-based circuitry was constructed using e-broidery (electronic embroidery) for 

creating computation active textile. The examples of these applications include, an electrical 

dress and a musical jacket using an e-broidered keypad and fabric buses. A musical jacket 

was turned into a wearable musical instrument and the wearer plays notes, chords and 

rhythms. Figure 2.5 (a) is the Musical Jacket, comprising a fabric keypad on one side, a MIDI 

synthesizer “boat” on the other side, speakers behind speaker grills in the pockets, and fabric 

buses visible inside the jacket. Fig.2.5 (b) is a composite image of both sides of the circuit 

board attached to the back of the fabric keypad [2.11]. 

                         

Figure 2.5. Functional chordingkeyboard embroidered into a jacket [2.11] 
 

Textile antenna designs have received great attention from many researchers using flexible 

fabrics and conductive materials for various applications (see Table 2.1). For the design of 

wearable textile antenna three aspects are important for an improved performance: evaluation 

of the dielectric constant of fabric materials, the conductivity of the conductive threads and 

methods for optimising the fabrication process.  

2.4.1. Antennas types for wearable applications 

Antenna designs can be classified into two types which include conventional solid antennas 

and flexible antennas. The conventional antennas are based on rigid substrates. Flexible 

antennas may be of the form of wearable or textile antenna. The wearables textile antennas 

include planar dipole [2.12-2.13], monopole [2.14], planar inverted–F (PIFAs) [2.15] and 

Microstrip patch antennas [2.16]. These antennas appear in most literature for the design of 

wearable and textile antennas. Most of the research work on wearable antennas are centred on 

(a) (b) 
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patch antennas (rectangular microstrip antenna) because their advantages of miniaturisation, 

ease of integration and good radiation patterns. 

Wearable antennas must be biocompatible and compliant with health and safety requirements. 

Some basic antennas are of textile a patch antenna that is made of three conductive layers: 

upper and lower conductive layers, a middle of dielectric substrate. The mesh ground plane 

has low sheet resistivity (≤ 1Ω square⁄ ), same resistivity over the fabric area, flexibility and 

stretchability [2.16]. 

Most of the research for fabric antenna is carried out using microstrip antennas due to the 

advantages of miniaturization, ease of integration and good radiation pattern. Microstrip 

antennas seem to find more application in wearable or textile antennas than wire or whip 

antennas because of their radiation pattern. Conventional wire antennas are more efficient 

than patches. When antennas are placed close to the human body, there is a reduction in 

radiation efficiency of the antennas radio link failure [2.17].  

Wearable antennas designed and constructed from non-fibrous materials such in the inverted–

F antenna in which U-shaped slot etched to form for dual band operation were made of  non 

fibrous material [2.15]. The dual band antenna was developed for GSM1900 and WLAN 

application using fleece fabric material. Conductive material is copper tape while the antenna 

substrate may be in fabric. These conducting elements give the antenna a flexible form, low 

profile and low weight [2.18]. 

In [2.13] a comparison was made between the silver fabric and embroidered dipole textile 

antenna to determine their performance using differernt conductors. Seven different dipole 

antenna structures were studied. The embroidered antennas were achieved through two 

strategies, single layer or dual layer using conductive thread. Their experiment suggested that 

using the double layer embroidery gives a gain of 1.5 dB over the single layer. Alignment of 

the stitched lines was  along direction of the current flow in the structure.  

In [2.19] a high conductive metalized Nylon fabric-Dell Nora is used as the conductor for 

fabrication of a textile UWB antenna for WLANs. The dielectric substrate, an acrylic fabric 

of 0.5 mm thickness is used. The substrate has the advantages of being light with good 

drapabililty and stable in height. A design of a Leaf-shaped dual band textile antenna was 

reported [2.20] for 1.8 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥 and 2.6 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥. A denim substrate of 𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 of 1.67  and loss tangent 

(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) = 0.025   was used since the material is robust, flexible and lightweight. Two 
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different  conductive materials were used for this design: Copper tape with a thickness 

of 0.035 mm  and conductivity (σ) of 5.8 × 107  S 𝑚𝑚�  and ShieldIT fabricwith thickness 

of 0.17 mm and 𝜎𝜎 = 6.5 × 104  S m� .  The Zip based monopole antenna design at 2.5GHz 

used felt fabric of relative dielectric permittivity (εr) of 1.22  and loss tangent 

(tanδ) of 0.016. The thickness of the dielectric substrate was 2 mm. The radiating element of 

this antenna the Shieldit electrotextile [3.36]. Using low loss tangent and relative permittivity 

materials tends to reduce the surface wave loss and gives an improved bandwidth for textile 

antennas [2.16].  

The feeding method is important for determining characteristics of the textile antennas 

specifically the impedance bandwidth. The stitched ground patch antennas were fed using a 

microstrip line inset from the radiating edge. The input impedance  of the patch antenna 

depends on the connection between the feedline and patch, and also on the thickness and 

permittivity of the substrate. To attach the connector to the  antenna, two ways were used: 

soldering the embroidered circuit under low temperature or conductive adhesive layer is used 

to glue the connector to embroidered circuit. These processes produce good electrical 

connections and flexibility between the 50Ω SMA connector and wire antennas. Feeding the 

stitched antenna using this method is efficient and comfortable for wearable applications 

[2.21-2.23]. 
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Table 2.1 Review of a selection of wearable antenna found in the literature 

 

 

Antenna Conductive 
layers 

Dielectric layer Antenna gain 
(dBi) 

Frequency 
Band 

Antenna 
Efficiency 

(%) 
Patch 
[2.24] 

embroidered 
using silver 

coated 
Amberstrand 

yarn 

Taconic RF − 45 
𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 =  4.5 and 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 =

 0.0037 

- 2GHz 31-53 

Patch 
[2.25] 

silver-plated 
copper 
threads, 

Cordura® 
fibres yarns 

woven fabric, 
conductive 

electro textile 

Rogers Duroid® 5880 
𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 = 2.2, 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 =

0.0009 
polyester fabric 𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 =
1.9, 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 0.0045 

1. Copper 
patch 

antenna=7.42 
2.E-textile 

patch (metal) 
=6.59 dB 
3.E-textile 

patch Antenna 
(fabric)=7.09 

2.44 GHz, 
WLAN 

applications 

1.copper 
patch antenna 
as reference 
measured 

95% 
2. E-textile 

patch (metal) 
78.5% 

3. E-textile 
patch 

Antenna 
(fabric)=88.1

% 
Patch 
[2.25] 

Flectron 
(patch and 

ground plane) 

Substrate material: 
protective closed-cell 

foam,𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 = 1.12 
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 0.003 

8.4 1.4-1.8 GHz  

Patch 
[2.26] 

Materials used 
for ground 
plane and 

patch: Copper 

Insulating fabric 
material employed:  

Polyester and 
polyester combined 

cotton 
curtain cotton fabric 
𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟=1.44-1.51, 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 =

0.01− 0,02 

7.2-9.6 2.-3GHz 61-70 % 
Measured 

Textile 
Patch 
[2.27] 

1.Copper foil 
2.Knitted 

Fabric 

a permittivity 
𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟=1.45 ±

0.02 for the felt 
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 0.02 for felt 
𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟=1.14±0.025 for 

spacer fabric 

9.0 
5.5 

2-3GHz 99.0% 
44.9% 

E-Fibre 
Based 

antenna 
[2.28] 

Flexible silver 
coated 

Amberstrand 
fibers, 

Polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) substrate 
𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟=3.0 and 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 =

0.02 

5.6 dB Planar 
surface 

3.0 dB Curvi-
linear surface 

2.2 GHz  

Textile 
antenna 
[2.29] 

Conductive 
yarn 

Fleece 𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 = 1.17 5.0 2.4GHz 
1.5-3.5 GHz 
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2.4.2. Textiles wearable antennas for on-body applications. 

Textile antenna design for wearability focuses on two aspects; the shape of the wearable and 

the active relationship or position with human form. Textile antennas are designed to work at 

different frequency bands for various applications and placed on different locations on the 

human body. The implementation of a covert wire antenna in textile introduces some 

additional constraints. Compared to conventional antennas, the issue of the space to attach the 

antenna is fixed and the antenna must be hidden. In the work [2.30] multiple arrays around 

the body give omnidirectional radiation pattern.  

Antennas have been stitched on a fabric or integrated into personal accessory (such as shoes, 

glasses, buttons, helmets and vests) [2.31-2.33]. High impedance surface (HIS) for wearable 

dipole antennas designed to operate at frequencies 0.1 −  1.5 Hz  and used in body armour 

vest 2.32]. The armour has a relative substrate permittivity (𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 = 2) and conducting layers.  

In [2.33], where two wearable antenna systems were integrated into a floating life jacket and 

connected to personal Locator Beacons (PLBs) of the Cospas-Sarsat systems.  The antennas 

operate at 406 MHz installed in two possible placements; in the front/ chest part and 

head/neck of a life jacket. 

An antenna placed on the body experiences de-tuning which cause the RF power radiated 

from the antenna to be reduced. These effects could be reduced by isolating the antenna from 

the human body using separation and selective shielding as shown in [2.33]. The separation 

can be achieved using EBG surfaces. Impedance bandwidth can be increased for any 

proposed antennas.  These antennas have been placed in various positions on the body, front, 

back and shoulder of garments. 
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Figure 2.6 Commercial floating lifejacket: (a) front view, (b)-(c) two possible placements for 

the meandered dipole antennas developed in [2.33], to enlarge antenna coverage of the 

personal locator beacon for satellite-based search-and-rescue systems at 406MHz. 

Embroidered radio frequency identification (RFID) antennas with a wireless link were placed 

on human arm for on-body measurement. The measurement was done considering by 

separation between antenna and arm to be 0.7 mm. When antennas are placed on the body, 

the effects on the body is prominent if the antenna to body isolation is small and absorption 

dominates. This leads to reduction of efficiency. When the between the body and the antenna 

is increased, the body could be modelled as a reflector [2.34]. 

Wire antennas and planar antenna printed on substrate experiences change in wavelength and 

change in the resonance frequency when operating in a stand-alone mode. Antenna design 

with ground or reflectors (microstrip patch antenna) experience less effect when placed on 

the human body. Figure 2.7 shows a textile patch antenna placed on the human chest and 

conformal on the human arm. The effect of changing positions on body, which degrade the 

performance by detuning the frequency and leading to pattern deformation at resonance 

[2.35].  

(b) 

(c) (a) 
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Figure 2.7 Fabricated textile patch antenna placed conformal on the human arm 

for experimental analysis of the body effect on antenna performance [2.36] 

 

In the work [2.37] where eight element e-textile antenna array, shown in Fig. 2.8(a), operate 

at 2.45 Hz . The patch antenna is linearly polarised with a conductive fabric. A Nomex 

(Shieldex Trading, Palmyra, NY) felt fabric  (𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟) = 1.18, 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 0.004  is attach using 

conductive threads. These antennas are made of e-textiles and integrated into astronaut 

systems. The Nora-Dell conductor textile (0.03 Ω/sq) is used for several different antennas. 

Figure 2.8 (b) shows six complementary -8 antenna elements is placed periphery of an 

astronaut suit. Pattern diversity is used and implemented by rotating antenna element through 

900 increase polarisation.  

 

Figure 2.8 Six e-textile complementary-8 antennas placement on astronaut suit [2.37] 

 

(b) (a) 
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2.4.3. Antenna properties on Flat-body Phantom 

When the EM field penetrates a lossy dielectric power is dissipated. The EM fields decay in 

the material and there is a heating effect. Usually this is an extremely small effect where 

temperature rise is insignificant. However even at nonthermal levels caution is usually 

exercised and SAR is quantified and limited. Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) is a measure of 

the rate at which energy is absorbed in a unit mass of tissue when exposed to an EM field 

[2.38-2.39]. The SAR limit for Europe standard is set maximum level of 2 W/kg for any 10 g 

of tissue [2.40]. The International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection 

(ICNIRP) guideline defined SAR limit for occupational exposure and general public 

exposure for frequency range 10 MHz-10 GHz as 0.4 W/kg and 0.08 W/kg (whole-body 

average SAR) respectively [2.41]. SAR is defined as [2.38]:   

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅 = 𝜎𝜎|𝐸𝐸|2

2𝜌𝜌
                                                                                                                           (2.6) 

where 𝜎𝜎 is the conductivity of human tissue (𝑆𝑆 𝑚𝑚⁄ ), 𝐸𝐸 is the electric field strength (𝑉𝑉 𝑚𝑚)⁄ , 𝜌𝜌 

is the density of the human tissue (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑚𝑚3).⁄  The value of SAR varies from location to 

location since its depends on tissue density, electric field strength and conductivity. The 

properties of the human tissues in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 were used to simulate the 

interaction with human model and antenna radiation in CST Microwave Studio at 900 𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥 

and 2.45 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥. 

Table 2.2 Dielectric properties of human body tissues at 900MHz [2.39] 

Tissue Permittivity 

𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 

Conductivity 

(S/m) 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

Skin 39.59 0.693 1126 

Muscle 60.73 1.198 1059 

Fat 4.786 0.053 943 

Bone 12.61 0.172 1850 
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Table 2.3 Dielectric properties of human body tissues [2.40] at 2.45GHz 

Tissue Permittivity 

𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 

Conductivity 

(S/m) 

Loss 

Tangent 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

Skin 31.29 5.0138 0.2835 1100 

Fat 5.28 0.1 0.19382 1100 

Muscle 52.79 1.705 0.24191 1060 

Bone 12.661 3.8591 0.25244 1850 

 

2.5.   Challenges of wearable antennas 

As well as absorbing energy radiated from the wearable antennas worn on the lossy human 

body tissue experience frequency response changes and radiation efficiency degradation. In 

order to reduce these, antennas are simulated using human phantom and measured on a real 

human body or a phantom. The measurement and simulation consider S11, near field, far field 

etc. Measurement could be carried out in an anechoic chamber or in a real environment 

(outdoor or indoor). Measurement is of practical since applications rely on measurement 

results rather than pure simulations [2.42]. 

2.6.   Methods of Implementing stitched antennas 

Usually textile antennas take the form of planar structures that conform to the human body or 

follow underlying shape of the garment (e.g. a hat).  Several material properties influence the 

working of a textile antennas. Permittivity and the thickness of the substrate determine the 

bandwidth and efficiency of a planar microstrip antenna. The use of textiles in antenna design 

requires characterisation of their properties. The accurate characterisations of textile substrate 

properties are fundamental before the antenna design. The conductivity of the ground plane 

and of the patch is an essential critical factor in determining the efficiency of the antenna 

[2.30]. Over the years, many techniques and materials have been employed in producing 

textile antennas. Textile antennas can be fabricated by several methods, but embroidery, 

weaving and printing are examined in this section. 
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2.6.1       Embroidery Techniques 

A digital embroidery machines at Loughborough University is shown in Fig. 2.9.  

Embroidery was chosen as the method for fabrication of stitched antennas because digital 

embroidery is fast and flexible in pattern generation and the integration of high frequency 

systems into clothing [2.43]. Stitch antennas do not require glue or cutting or lamination 

processes only stitching the design onto fabric. Antenna designs are converted into a format 

compatible with an embroidery machine for production. In embroidery patterns are 

superimposed onto an existing fabric and a stitch design is created. This technology provides 

high speed, ease of manufacturing, accurate and easily modified stitch antennas. Antennas are 

automatically integrated into fabric through this process which reduces cost of production. 

Conductive threads are expensive. A sample quantity of Amberstrand silver yarn costs £1 per 

metre [2.43]. Embroidery uses specialist conducting thread that have a polymer core and 

coated with a silver / nickel.  

A number of authors have addressed the issue of fabricating textile antennas using 

embroidery [2.12, 2.17, 2.24, and 2.43-2.48]. Embroidery was used to incorporate RF 

functions into garments and clothes. The more closely the stitch space the better the electrical 

connectivity between neighbouring stitches and the better the antenna performance.  

      

                   Figure 2.9 Brother Pr1000e embroidery machine at Loughborough University 
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Figure 2.10(b) is a sketch of the lock stitch formation comprising; conductive thread (1) and 

non-conductive thread (2). To create stitch pattern on a substrate material two threads are 

required. The stitched antennas in this work were embroidered using textile conductive thread 

(Liberator or Amberstrand) on denim or felt substrate. Conductive thread was set up in the 

bobbin of the embroidery machine; see Fig.2.10 (b) in the blue in this study as in Fig.2.10 (a) 

because of tension on the conductive thread. Using the conductive thread in the bobbin 

allows the thread to be straight. The upper thread was a non-conductive polyester yarn that 

goes into the substrate material during embroidery. The principle used in creating a lock 

stitched pattern employed by embroidery is the needle containing the upper thread is sunk 

through the fabric material into the lower section of the machine where the conductive thread 

is placed in the bobbin.  A hanger hooks onto the upper thread just after the thread goes into 

the needle. A rotating mechanism loops the upper thread around the bobbin and then a feed 

dog pulls the extra upper thread available around the bobbin back to the top of the fabric. The 

conductive thread is then pulled along the bottom of the substrate forming a lock stitch. In the 

process of embroidery, small portion of oil was applied to Liberator thread and Amberstrand 

so that the threads would not unravel or break during the stitching process. This makes the 

thread filament stick together and reducing the unravel loss.  Single-layer embroidery was 

used to realise higher conductive textile surfaces giving a lower DC resistance [2.43-2.44]. In 

all the fabrications of wire antennas, planar wire antennas and microstrip antennas single 

layer stitching densities were employed. 

 

Figure 2.10 (a) Sketch of the lock stitches and (b) Bobbin with top thread and looper thread 

(from [2.45]) 

           (a) 
         (b) 

Bobbin 

Needle 
(1) Looper 
thread 
(nonconductive) 

(2) Embroidery 
thread 
(conductive) 
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2.6.2.      Weaving and Knitting 

In weaving two different sets of threads or yarn are used called warp (longitudinal) and weft 

(lateral). The two yarns are interlaced at right angles to form a fabric [2.49]. The warp yarns 

are chucked and run length wise through the machine. The weft yarn is woven into the warp 

yarn. The yarn could be arranged into different formations for examples either as conductive 

thread integrated into fabric in the warp direction or flexible plastic fibre with integrated 

electronic functionality and contact pads into a fabric material in the weft direction as in Fig. 

2.11. This gives an example of an application of weaving. The conductive thread and contact 

pads on the e-fibre are connected. Embroidery is more flexible when applied to fabric sheet 

compared with weaving when changing designs. Weaving is suitable for large and 

customised conductive area like wearable/Textile Frequency Selective Surface (FSS). The 

wider fibres correspond to plastic fibres with integrated electronics. Four warp yarns are 

replaced with conductive threads and the black dots symbolize contacts between conductive 

threads and plastic fibre. Sensor-ICs or more general electronic devices are distributed 

randomly (black rectangles). 

 

Figure 2.11 Schematic of a woven textile with warp yarns in white and weft yarns in dark 
grey [2.49]. 
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Figure 2.12 (a) Weft knitted (on left) and warp knitted (on right). The blue yarns represent a 
particular row inside the fabric. (b) A fabric with knitted tubes [2.50]. 

 

Knitting is the process of using two or more needles to loop yarn into a series of 

interconnected loops to create a finished garment or fabric. Knitting creates multiple loops of 

yarn called stitches, in a line or tube as shown in Fig.2.12. Knitting has multiple active 

stitches on the needle at one time. A knitted fabric consists of several consecutive rows of 

interlocking loops [2.50]. Knitting is very versatile but does not produce textiles that is of 

good pattern resolution. 

2.6.3. Printing a conductive layer fabric 

Conductive ink on fabric is achieved through two processes which include Sheet-based 

inkjets and screen printing. Inkjet printed interactive electronic textiles are produced using 

conductive inks. These inks when printed on textile or materials create electrically active 

patterns. It is one of the most suitable ways of introducing conductive materials onto textile 

substrate. Screen printing is a technique used to impose design on a screen of fine mesh. The 

mesh is composed of an area coated with an impermeable substance. The ink is forced 

through the mesh onto printing surface by moving the squeegee across the mesh [2.51] 
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2.7. Fabrication of Conductive threads  

2.7.1. Conductive fibres 

Textile structures that have some degree of conductivity or are used to supply electronic or 

computation functionality are often referred to as electro-textiles. The functionality may be 

for the electromagnetic interference shielding or electronic application. A wire drawing 

process is applied to produce metal fibres. Figure 2.13 (a-d) shows the various drawing steps, 

called coarse, medium, fine and carding train [2.42].  

                             

Figure 2.13 (a) Metal coated wire combined in iron tube; (b) Several diameter reductions of 

tube; (c) Bundling of tubes; (d) Leaching, realizing fibres [2.42] 

There are three known techniques for creating conductive threads [2.42]. Filling of fibre with 

carbon or metal particles, coating of fibres with conductive polymers or metal or the use of 

fibres that are completely made of conductive materials. Conductive threads are made from 

single or multiple strands of conductive and non-conductive   fibres.  Figure 2.14 (a-d) shows 

a multifilament conductive thread. The multifilament of Fig.2.14 (a) is formed by twisting 

many thin elastic silver-plated nylon fibres together. Figure 2.14(b) is made of 60 copper 

fibres and diameter of each of the fibre is 40µm. The composite threads in Fig 2.14(c and d) 

are formed by spinning 40 𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚  silver plated copper fibres around a nonconductive core, 

which is composed of multiple nonconductive fibres. Figure 2.14 (e) is monofilament 

conductive thread. Each of the conductive threads has different electrical properties. Their 

wearability and reliability characteristics of the conductive thread vary [2.54]. 
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Figure 2.14 Various conductive threads [2.54] 

 

2.7.2.   Conductive Fabrics 

Conductive fabrics may be in the form of fibre, yarn or built structure. The conductivity of 

the conductive fabrics is enabled either after manufacturing or during manufacturing.  This 

process is achieved through coating or conductive threads. Electrically conductive fabric is 

produced by integrating conductive yarns into a textile structure by the process called 

weaving and knitting. A plain-woven textile structure was created by twisting polyester yarns 

with one copper thread [2.41].  Figure 2.15 (a) is standard design and the hybrid fabric is 

called (PETEX) in Fig.2.15 (b).  Single filament yarns (PET) consist of woven polyester with 

a diameter of  40 µm and a copper alloy of diameter 50 ± 8 µm. The copper wire is coated 

with an electrical insulation known as polyurethane varnish. The spacing between the nodes 

is 570 µm as indicated. 
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Figure 2.15 (a) Standard design of copper yarn twisted with polyester fibres; (b) PETEX (picture from 

[2.42]) 

 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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2.8      Electrical properties of the conductive thread 

The skin effect is the process whereby at high frequency alternating current and magnetic 

flux penetrate into the surface of wire only to a limited depth. It is explained in terms of 

inductive reactance as discovered by Maxwell, that the voltage required to force a changing 

current through a wire increases more than would be expected. At higher frequencies the 

magnetic fields within the conductor cause current to concentrate on the outer surface of the 

conductor in a thin skin. The depth of penetration depends on the frequency, properties of the 

material, its conductivity or resistivity and its permeability [2.52]. For antenna design, the 

fabric materials are characterised by the surface resistance to show their electrical properties. 

The conductivity of the fabric 𝜎𝜎, surface resistivity ρs  and 𝑡𝑡 thickness of fabric is defined in 

equation (2.7) [2.53].  

𝜎𝜎 = 1 ρs⁄ . t                                                                                                                          (2.7)                  

The DC resistance of a uniform wire having a length 𝑙𝑙 and cross-sectional area 𝑆𝑆 is given by 

equation (2.8)  

𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑 = 1
𝜎𝜎
𝐿𝐿
𝐴𝐴
                                                                                                                              (2.8)                                                             

where  𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑 is the DC value of a given length of thread, the length of wire sample is  𝐿𝐿,   σ is 

conductivity of the metal (S m)⁄ .  Skin depth  𝑡𝑡  depends on frequency and conductor 

dimensions of the conductor radius.  

               𝑡𝑡 = �2/𝜔𝜔𝜇𝜇𝜎𝜎                                                                                                           (2.9)                                                                                                                

𝜇𝜇 = 𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟.𝜇𝜇0                                                                                                                              (2.10) 

𝜇𝜇0 is the permeability of free space equal to  4π × 10−7H/m , 𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟 is the relative permeability 

of the material. The high frequency resistance (𝑅𝑅ℎ𝑜𝑜) of uniform current distribution along the 

length of the wire is given as [2.49] 

𝑅𝑅ℎ𝑜𝑜 = 𝐿𝐿
𝑃𝑃
𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 = 𝐿𝐿

𝑃𝑃 �
𝜔𝜔𝜇𝜇0
2𝜎𝜎

                                                                                                           (2.11) 

where  ω = 2πf , f is frequency, 𝑃𝑃 is the perimeter of the cross section of the rod  (𝑃𝑃 = 2𝜋𝜋𝑡𝑡 

for a circular wire of radius 𝑡𝑡) and 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 is the surface resistance of the conductor. 
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Equation (2.8) and (2.11) are used to analyse a uniform metal rod for uniform current 

distribution but the conductive thread does not have a uniform metal structure as Liberator-20 

and Amberstrand silver 66 are all made of several filaments. The cross-sectional area normal 

to the current flow direction of metal in single filament of Amberstrand is 

approximately 50 µm2. The total cladding for Amberstrand silver 66 in the entire thread is 

66 × 50 µm2 = 3300 µm2.  The calculated resistivity of the metallisation is given as 

2.2 × 10−8Ω𝑚𝑚,  while the conductivity which is given as 1 ρ⁄  is 4.5 ×  107S/m   is small 

compared to silver with σ = 6.2 × 107S/m and is the value of equivalent conductivity of 

solid conductor of the same overall dimensions [2.43].  

2.9. Review on Optimisation techniques 

Structures of wire antennas may be simple, but antenna design is complex and achieving the 

design using an analytical approach to get the optimal solution is not always possible. Search 

spaces for antenna design are highly multimodal and using a numerical approach or trial and 

error seems to yield poor results. Antenna designs need a starting point close to the global 

optimum or they could get trapped in a local minimum. This thesis focuses on GA as an 

optimisation method, the choice of which will be justified later [2.2-2.3]. 

 

Genetic algorithms are used to explore the design domain and automatically discover novel 

antenna designs that can be more effective than would be developed by other means [2.3]. 

Genetic algorithms are numerical algorithms modelled on the concepts of natural selection and 

evolution theory, which modifies and optimise results over several generations. GAs operate 

on a population of potential solutions applying the principal of survival of the fittest to 

produce better and better approximations to a solution [2.59-2.60]. 

 

Wire antennas have been reported for the WLAN multiband operation (in the literature [2.59-

2.65]). The desirable frequency band covered is 2.4-2.484 GHz for British Telecom 

applications, 2.4GHz and 5GHz for Wi-Fi applications, and 2.4 GHz, 5.2 GHz, and 5.8 GHz 

for WLAN applications (WLAN IEEE802.11 standard) [2.61]. The wire antenna for WLAN 

applications is designed using the Structure-based Evolutionary Design (SED) where the 

antenna is analysed with NEC2 during the evolution process. The folded wire antenna was 

designed to reduce the interaction between the mobile terminal and the human body. This 
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antenna structure consists of two open loops, one larger loop and smaller loop providing half-

wavelength modes for the GSM900 (880-960 MHz) and DCS1800 (1710-1880 MHz) [2.62].  

Genetic Algorithms have been successfully applied to crooked-wire antennas, planar wire 

antennas, zigzag patterns, meander-line and even fractal geometries [2.2-2.3]. Genetic 

algorithm has been applied to designed and optimized antenna problems like microstrip spiral 

antenna with 6 and 10 segments [2.62], wire antennas with 4 segments and crooked-wire 

genetic antenna with 7 segments [2.2] and small wire antennas with 7 segments [2.63-2.64]. 

In this study the methods of multi-segment wire structure are used similar to the one applied 

in [2.2-2.3]. This antenna design is achieved through the unique approach of 

bending/meandering the antennas to reduce the size and give it a compact design [2.2-2.3 and 

2.60-2.65]. 

This thesis differs from other works by developing an automated generic method for 

optimisation and simulation of linear wire antennas. Using this application, a set of novel 

covert antennas which could be attached to pocket and collar area of garments were 

optimised and fabricated. These covert antennas can be retrofitted to existing garment designs 

and there is a high level of flexibility. Monopole stitching and stitched mesh ground plane 

were modelled as wearable and flexible antennas using a novel manufacturing method. This 

method provides better interconnection between the mesh nodes and reduces the 

discontinuities of the stitched path. This work also optimises stitched pattern and reduces 

overstitching of the mesh. 

The crooked wire genetic antenna was optimised using both binary and real chromosome. 

The number of wire segments and connection representation was investigated using 5, 6, 7 

and 8 connected wire segments. Results from the investigation indicate that 7-wire genetic 

antenna give better performance than 5, 6 and 8 segments. All the wire segments are 

connected in series for simplicity and ease of construction. A singular goal optimisation was 

to obtain right hand circular polarisation 100 above the horizon over the hemisphere for the 

crooked wire genetic antenna at a frequency of 1600 MHz  [2.2, 2.65]. 

Antenna design problems are complex multi-objective optimisation problems. Using 

traditional methods to solve the problem is difficult and time consuming. NASA’s space 

Technology 5 (ST5) which has a goal to launch multiple miniature spacecraft, to test and 

demonstrate the technologies by measuring the effect of solar activity on the earth for three 

months. Each satellite consists of two antennas at the top and the bottom of each of the 
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spacecraft. The wire antennas with four identical monopole arms, each set 900  from its near 

neighbours were used. Evolutionary antennas were optimised based on the method used in 

the crooked wire antenna design. This work creates a new model to solve antenna problems. 

Feasible solutions to solve the antenna problem were realised and optimal solutions were 

found [2.3]. Figure 2.16 was evolved for applications in a variety of aerospace applications. 

Figure 2.16(a) is one of the best antenna designs ST5-3-10 and Fig.2.16 (b) is one of the 

evolved antennas ST5-33-142-7 successfully launched into space. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.16 Photographs of prototype evolved antennas: (a) the best evolved antenna for the 

initial gain pattern requirement, ST5-3-10; (b) the best evolved antenna for the revised 

specifications, ST5-33-142-7 (picture from [2.3]) 
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Conclusion 

This chapter has reviewed the current state of the art in Textile Wearable Antennas. There is 

a vast array of literature, some of which will be expanded in subsequent chapters. The present 

thesis narrows the scope to stitched antennas and their optimisation. Even with this narrower 

focus there are significant areas of research which can be expanded. One specific advantage 

of stitched antennas is their simplicity of construction. They can be retrofitted to existing 

garment designs and there is a high level of flexibility. The thesis develops methods for 

making use of two flexibility by considering a set of problems with many variables and 

seeking optimal solutions with GA methods. 

 The study has centred on optimisation inspired wearable wire antennas. A review of a 

selection of textile antennas was conducted. Several authors for the design of textile antennas 

used different conductive materials and dielectric substrates. Textile antennas have been 

fabricated by various methods including weaving, knitting, lamination, printing and 

embroidery. An embroidery technique was chosen because of the compelling technique for 

fabrication of stitched antennas in this thesis.  

The application of genetic algorithm for the optimisation of crooked-wire antennas, planar 

wire antennas, zigzag patterns, meander-line and even fractal geometries is briefly discussed. 

Chapter 3 presents methods and optimisation technique for the realisation of the designs. 
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Chapter 3 
 Optimisation of a Linear Wire Antenna on a Garment                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 
3.1. Introduction  

Antennas are characterised based on frequency, aperture, polarisation and radiation pattern.  
Polarisation of an antenna is the orientation of the electromagnetic wave radiated by the 

antenna in each direction, which may normally be in linear (vertical/horizontal/diagonal) or 

circular polarisation. The radiation pattern of an antenna may be loosely classified in the 

following shapes: omnidirectional, directional or hemispherical. Antennas are generally 

placed in one of these groupings: Wire antennas (dipole, monopole, helix and loops), aperture 

antennas (Horn antenna), reflector (parabolic reflective antenna and Cassegrain antenna) and 

microstrip antennas (patches) [3.1].  

There is a number of options for antenna geometry covered in this chapter. However, some 

are unsuitable due to size and have limited options for integrating into existing garments. A 

simple antenna type that can be changed in shape easily is the linear wire monopole. The 

input impedance and radiation pattern of a monopole antenna changes as the dimensions of 

the wire element and ground plane vary. The direction of peak radiation of a monopole 

antenna is assumed to be horizontal relative to the ground plane. The radiation pattern of a 

monopole is uniform in the azimuthal plane and has an omnidirectional pattern in that plane 

[3.2].  

3.2. Antenna Optimisation 

For complex antenna installations, it is often necessary to change the shape of conventional 

antennas to make them fit into specific locations. In wearables, it is often the case that the 

antenna must conform to the body and may be too physically large to fit onto garment 

features. Therefore, the optimisation task is to ensure best fit for the garment whilst 

maintaining adequate antenna performance (S11, pattern, etc.). In order to optimise, it is 

necessary to make use of a numerical solver, which computes the solution of Maxwell’s 

equations and couple solution this to a mathematical optimisation technique. This chapter 

aims to produce an optimiser for a particular example garment and select suitable 

optimisation and EM numerical solvers. 
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A number of numerical techniques are briefly discussed as background before focussing on 

the chosen technique. The Numerical Electromagnetic code (NEC2) simulator is used for this 

research because MoM is designed for wire antennas and considered accurate and reliable for 

wire antenna structures [3.3]. The numerical optimisation consists of two components namely 

the evolutionary optimisation and computational electromagnetics. The Genetic algorithm is 

an example of evolutionary optimisation and is used for this research  

3.3.     Numerical Modelling 

Numerous problems in electromagnetics are analysed in terms of electric and magnetic fields 

that propagate in space and distribute themselves in various media. Maxwell’s equations 

explain the relationship between electric and magnetic fields and their interactions with 

boundaries. The concept of numerical solutions of electric and magnetic field is given 

important consideration in [3.4, 3.5]. Numerical methods are used to solve Maxwell’s 

equations subject to the required boundary conditions. The antenna is treated as a boundary 

valued problem (usually that the tangential electric-field components vanish at the conducting 

surface). These methods provide very accurate solutions to well defined problems. Full–wave 

numerical methods can be subdivided into integral and differential equation-based technique 

as shown in Table 3.1. These numerical methods are divided into frequency domain method 

(such as Method of Moments and Finite Element Method) and Time Domain Technique 

(Finite Difference Time Domain and Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) method).  
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Table 3.1 Comparison of numerical methods (MoM [ 3.3], FDTD and FIT [3.4-3.5]). 
 

 MoM FDTD FIT 

Solution domain Frequency domain 
method 

Time domain method Frequency and Time 
domain method, 
depending on 
formulation. 

Method  EFIE with MoM is 
used for curved 
surfaces 
 

FDTD uses the 
differential form of 
Maxwell’s equations 
and its iterative 

FIT uses the integral 
form of Maxwell’s 
equations 

Example of 
simulation tool  

NEC Empire CST MWS 

Advantages It is simple and 
efficient for a single 
frequency Efficiently 
applied to thin wires/ 
planar and surfaces 

It is an efficient 
technique to solve 
complex transient 
problems giving 
broadband output at a 
single run. 

The transient and 
frequency domain 
solver can give 
broadband at each 
simulation 

Disadvantages Dielectric material is 
challenging to model 

It relies on an 
absorbing boundary 
condition which is 
not efficient.  

Ripples in the 
frequency response 

 

3.3.1. Theoretical analysis of basic monopole antenna. 

 
Monopole antenna is a form of dipole which is divided into two halves and fed from the 

midpoint against the ground plane. Figure 3.1 shows a quarter wavelength monopole (𝑙𝑙 =

𝜆𝜆 4)⁄  that is placed above a ground plane and is fed by a coaxial line.  The principle of image 

theory is presented in Figure 3.1(b). To account for reflections where a monopole is 𝜆𝜆 4⁄ , an 

image is introduced to form the 𝜆𝜆 2⁄  equivalent. The input impedance of a quarter wavelength 

monopole above the ground plane is equal to one-half of a dipole and is given as 

𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚) = 36.5 + 𝑗𝑗21.25.  The quarter wavelength monopole has differing radiation 

pattern when the ground plane is finite or infinite as shown in Fig. 3.2. The solid line 

indicates the radiation of infinite ground while the dotted and dashed lines shows the 

radiation pattern using a finite ground plane. Using finite ground planes, the maximum 

radiation is not considered with respect to ground but at an angle above the ground 𝛼𝛼 [3.6]. 
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Figure 3.1 Quarter-wavelength monopole on an infinite perfect electric conductor [3.1]. 
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(b) Equivalent of 𝜆𝜆 4⁄  monopole on infinite electric conductor 
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In Nakano et al. [3.7], a bent dipole antenna was studied as a function of bending angle, if the 

bending angle is increased the intensity of the radiation in the antenna plane tends to decrease. 

The antenna characteristics varies with increase in the bending angle. 

In this thesis a wire monopole antenna was modified into the 5 segments with a linear ground 

for textile applications. Monopole antennas were chosen because of ease to design, light 

weight and omni-directional radiation pattern in the horizontal plane [3.6]. 

3.3.2.   Summary 

There are many different of numerical techniques. A few have been covered in this chapter 

These includes FDTD, FIT and MoM. However, MoM chosen for the EM simulation 

within the optimisation system because the software package works well on 

wire antenna. NEC is a well-established and extensively validated package, which justifies 

its use in this thesis. 

 

 

 

𝜶𝜶 

𝑍𝑍 

𝑌𝑌 

Figure 3.2 Vertical plane patterns of a monopole of 𝜆𝜆 4⁄  on infinite ground plane 
(solid) on finite ground plane (dashed and dotted) [3.7]. 
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3.4. Optimisation Methods 

 
Optimisation methods are classified into two different distinctions as local or global search 

techniques. Conjugate gradient methods [3.8], Quasi-Newton methods [3.9] and Simplex 

method [3.10] are examples of local optimisation while the global optimisation includes 

Random Search Methods [3.11], Simulated Annealing [3.12], Genetic Algorithms [3.13] and 

Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) [3.14]. Local techniques are highly dependent on the starting 

point or initial guess while global optimisers do not need initial conditions. Simplex (Nelder 

and Meed) is type of linear optimisation techniques that use continuous variables with linear 

constraints and a single linear objective function. Nonlinear optimisation methods such as 

quasi-Newton’s method and gradient descent approach are categorised as being easily 

coupled to the solution domain and resulting in fast converge to a local minimum. Local 

optimisation methods search for best solutions using gradient or random guesses. The 

gradient method can easily get stuck in local minima since it requires gradient calculations, 

working on continuous parameters and is limited to few parameters [3.15, 3.16]. 

Global methods do not require defined starting point and the amount of required information 

is small compared to other antenna design techniques. These methods use few constraints on 

the solution domain, due to absence of constraints the global optimisation is more robust in 

an ill- performed solution space.  Gradient type calculations are not used during the search 

process. Global techniques are employed for broad range of problem optimisation especially 

in microwave circuits [3.16].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 

Evolutionary optimisation uses guided random search techniques where added information 

serves as a guide to the search. Evolutionary algorithms (EA) are numerical techniques based 

on evolution any concepts and are probabilistic in nature. A flow chart for evolutionary 

algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.3, defining the processes and variables.  

 

EAs are population based and the entire population of candidate solutions are processed at the 

same time. Individuals of the population which meet certain criteria reproduce and other 

individuals die. The population only converges to those that meet the set criteria for the next 

generation. The computation dynamics of the EA follows the Darwinist evolution theory. The 

EA is separated into classified categories that include genetic algorithm (GA) genetic 
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programming (GP), evolutionary strategies (ES), evolutionary programming (EP) and 

learning classifier systems (LCS) [3.14] - [3.18]. 

 

Evolutionary optimisation methods are used to optimise performance of existing antennas 

and to create new or novel designs of antennas. A genetic algorithm is one of the examples of 

Evolutionary computation technique. Genetic algorithm works on a set of instructions 

contained within the chromosome, where instructions are coded into a set of genes. Designs 

are number of instruction or specifications like length, frequency, diameters, materials or 

other characteristics. These instructions may be reduced into a series of numbers giving the 

necessary information. These specifications are arranged into a series that will indicate 

properties of the designs [3.19].  

 
 

Figure 3.3 Flowchart of Evolutionary Algorithm (adapted from Streichert [3.19]) 
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3.4.1. Swarm intelligence  

Swarm Intelligence and Evolutionary algorithms have been applied to antenna design and 

electromagnetic optimisation in recent years [3.20-3.24]. Global optimisation methods 

include: Swarm intelligence algorithm, genetic algorithm and differential evolution [3.21]. 

Examples of Swarm Intelligence Algorithms (SI-based algorithms) includes: Ant Colony 

Optimisation (ACO) [3.22], Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) [3.23], Glow worm Swarm 

Optimisation (GSO) [3.24] and Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) [3.25]. PSO and GA are 

commonly algorithms used in antenna synthesis but performs differently in some cases. The 

two methods traverse the problem they solution space differently [3.20].   

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a stochastic evolutionary computation technique based 

on the movement and intelligence of swarms of bees in a field. The swarm theory was 

inspired by social behaviour of birds flocking to a food source. This behaviour birds are 

related to an optimisation search for solutions to non-linear equations. Particle swarm is a 

population-based search method. Each individual has a position called current location in the 

current solution, a current velocity and a best position prior to the search point. Particle 

swarm does not use the selection function from its processing but uses two operators: 

crossover and highly directional mutation. In particle swarm parent information is contained 

within each particle and evolutionary optimisation is shared among the individuals. Particle 

swarm optimisation does not implement survival of the fittest, but all particles uses updated 

velocities. Particle swarm optimisation has been demonstrated to solve different kinds of 

problems as genetic algorithm [3.20-3.23]. 

 3.4.2. Genetic Algorithms  

There are various techniques for optimising the antenna characteristic so that they can meet 

the design criteria. Complicated problems where the solution cannot be easily solved by 

analytical methods have been solved by means of numerical optimization algorithms. Among 

these, genetic algorithm, simulated annealing and particle swarm optimizers have become 

widely used in electromagnetics. In this design the genetic algorithm optimizer is used 

because it is a robust, stochastic search method, modelled on the principles and concepts of 

natural selection and evolution. As an optimizer, the powerful heuristic of the GA is effective 

at solving complex, combinatorial and related problems. GA Optimizers are particularly 

effective when the goal is to find an approximate global maximum in a high dimension, 
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multi-modal function domain in a near–optimal manner. GAs involves three major operations 

in every generation, which are selection, crossover and mutation. Implementations of the 

decision variables were encoded as strings of binary alphabets, zero and one [3.27-3.29]. The 

genetic algorithm was chosen because it has significant advantages over traditional 

optimization techniques [3.18]: 

• It can be applied to a wide range of problems. 

• It conducts a universal search in the solution space. 

• It does not require previous knowledge of the optimization problem. 

• It does not depend on the initial conditions of the search. 

• It operates on continuous or discrete variables. 

• It does not require derivative information of the cost function. 

• Good results are obtained using a large number of parameters. 

• It optimizes variables with quite complex cost surfaces. 

• It provides a list of best parameters, not just a single solution. 

 

3.4.3. Summary 

In this thesis, GA is used because of its advantages of modelling various problems in 

extensive range of disciplines, such as aerospace, operational research, social science, and 

quantum physics. Optimising antennas using traditional optimisation techniques such as 

gradients or random guesses have some drawbacks, which include quick convergence of the 

algorithm once it reaches the local minimum and being trapped in local minima. In random 

search methods, gradient calculation is not required but tends to be slow and it can easily 

become stuck in local minima [3.30-3.33]. 

3.5. General properties of Genetic Algorithms 

The genetic algorithm with Numerical Electromagnetic code is used to search resonant for 

wire antenna configuration that best defined the linear wire for the desired frequency.  This 

approach has the following properties: 

(1) The principle advantage in using the GA (MATLAB)-NEC2 method is the ability to 

automate the design of new linear wire antennas. The evolutionary optimisation with 
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electromagnetic simulation is used to search the design space to create compact and 

novel antenna designs [3.27-3.29]. 

(2) The Genetic Algorithm integrated with Electromagnetic solvers is an efficient 

procedure for antenna design automation. This approach allows designers to generate 

an optimal antenna structure based on specified design goals [3.13]. 

(3) Programming with GA, the parameters are selected for optimisation and the solver 

employed runs independently from the user. GA has high degree of freedom to make 

change in mode of operation of antenna to fit new designs. 

(4) The automated design procedure can search a larger solution space than standard 

optimisation algorithms [3.29]. Search spaces for antenna design are multimodal. 

Conventional antenna designs are difficult to optimise and are almost impossible to 

optimise manually because of the number of variables involved.  

 

Chromosomes are represented in two ways using either binary or real values. Binary coding 

has N number of bits. The value of N is different for each of the parameters. For calculation 

of the cost function, the chromosome is decoded first. A binary chromosome has    𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 

parameters that are encoded into 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝  to give an array of quantised versions of the 

parameters (𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛). The total number of chromosomes is given as  𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝 = 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝 × 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 . 

The original values of the solution are recovered through the process of decoding [3.18]. 

Earlier implementation of GA used the binary codes to represent the search space to avoid 

local minima, but the computation cost is high. The binary GA representation has some 

setbacks, which include difficulties when it is applied to problems having a large search 

spaces and requiring high precision. To overcome the inherent difficulties in using the binary 

representation, real encoding of chromosomes is used [3.30-3.34]. 

In real value coding all parameters are represented as real numbers. When a real 

representation is used the steps of encoding and decoding are not applied in the GA execution 

process. Large domains are easily explored when real parameters are used [3.34]. 

3.6.      Application of GA in Electromagnetics 

Genetic algorithm (GA) methods have been used for the design of electrically loaded wire 

antenna with stubs or lumped components such as LC, RL or RLC  networks. Matching 

networks, transformers or attenuators were used as part of load wire optimisation. A 
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monopole loaded with modified dipole for uniform power pattern with six design variables 

has been designed using a GA [3.15]. Stub-loaded miniature whip antennas find applications 

in mobile and ground-based communication systems. In [3.16] GA has been quite useful and 

successfully applied to optimise array pattern, thinning circular arrays, planar arrays with 

directional elements and scanning planar arrays. 

Convoluted wire antennas [3.33] and printed wire structure have been design using GA to 

select the wire from predefined rectangular grid where all wires joined at their end points. 

Modelling of the structures through solving the current distribution is performed by 

electromagnetic solver (NEC2). NEC2 is used in collaboration with the GA solver to evaluate 

the convoluted structure properties. In this analysis, the convoluted antennas were optimised 

without dielectric substrate or ground plane. 

There are various techniques for optimising the antenna characteristics so that they can meet 

the design criteria. Complex solutions of electromagnetics are solved by means of numerical 

optimization algorithms. In this design, genetic algorithm optimisers are used because they 

are robust, stochastic search methods, modelled on the principles and concepts of natural 

selection and evolution [3.32]. 

3.7 Implementation of a Genetic Algorithm using MATLAB and NEC2 for 

simulation 

 
This thesis develops an implementation of a GA-MoM simulation driven by MATLAB. In 

this research on linear wire antennas, modelling was the primary focus; NEC2 was used for 

wire modelling due to its fast computation and accuracy. In linear wire antenna modelling 

three things are considered; the geometry of the antennas and segment excitation and the 

properties of the ground. The input file of NEC2 consists of a set of commands (called a card) 

specifying the geometry of the wire antenna, the excitation and electromagnetic properties of 

the antenna [3.13]. 

The MATLAB-NEC2 automated program structure for the design of linear wire antenna 

combines evolutionary optimisation and a computational electromagnetics method. The 

former uses a real coded Genetic Algorithm and the later uses NEC2. MATLAB is the 

control for the optimisation process. The automation cycles begin with a linear wire antenna 

design in MATLAB, which uses real valued variables. The correct dimensions of the antenna 
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design at 900 MHz was used and MATLAB was linked to NEC2. The operational frequency 

ranges from 850 to 950 MHz to cover a mobile frequency band. The GA generates the 

parameters of each structure of the antenna and sends them to the fitness function module, 

were the computation of the fitness values of all the structures are calculated. The GA adjusts 

the antenna structures automatically and communicates with the NEC2 solver to calculate the 

fitness values. The NEC2 calculates reflection coefficient (S11) of each of the antennas and 

substitutes them into the fitness function module. 

Real Coded Genetic algorithms (RVGA) use real values as parameters of the chromosome in 

the population. In this scheme, no coding and decoding processes are needed before 

evaluating the fitness value of individuals. However, in optimization problems, it is more 

natural to represent the gene directly as real numbers since the representations of the 

solutions are very close to the natural formulation. The RVGA narrows the search space to a 

much smaller area of the entire search space. Other conventional methods, such as conjugate 

gradient methods can be used to optimise the parameters of antennas but for this design, the 

GA is applied because they are very likely to find the global optimum while the conventional 

methods can be easily trapped in local minimum. Genetic algorithms use an objective value 

and not the parameters to determine the direction of the search. GA was broken down into 

several steps, which involved problem definition, problem representation, fitness evaluation, 

selection method, crossover procedure and mutation scheme to achieve the optimisation 

process. In the present thesis, the optimisation technique has been implemented using 

MATLAB as the controlling program for NEC as shown in Fig 3.4. The detailed 

implementation of the GA itself can be found in Fig.3.5. The combination of this flow chart 

was built into an automated tool for the fast estimation of the wire antenna geometries. The 

operations performed by the GA optimiser could be summarised into six main functions: 

(1) Representation of the design variables 

(2) Create a population of individuals. 

(3) Initialise a starting population. 

(4) Evaluate and assign fitness values to everyone in the population. 

(5) Perform reproduction of offspring through the fitness-weighted selection. 

(6) Create a next generation (new population) through the process of crossover and 

mutation. 
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The genetic algorithm is used to select random sample of possible solution from a population 

of all the wire configurations. The GA is also used to specify the number of the population 

and the number of generations. The performance (S11) of wire configurations is computed 

using NEC2 and ranked in order of fitness. This evolutionary process for the linear wire 

optimisation proceeds until at optimal wire configuration are achieved.  

 

Figure 3.4 Software flowchart showing the link between NEC and MATLAB in this thesis.  
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Figure 3.5 Detailed process flowchart for the GA 
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3.7.1.     Antenna Parameterisation for Genetic Algorithm 

Identifying parameters is the first step in any optimisation procedure for antenna design. In 

this design of linear wire antennas three parameters were require, namely the segment length, 

angle between segments and the radius of the wire. The parameters can be varied to obtain 

the desired frequency of operation for the antenna. A mathematical model was developed and 

demonstrated with a 7- segment parameterised antenna structure (see Fig.3.6). Each segment 

of the wire is defined by starting points and endpoints. The antenna configuration has 12 

input parameters that create the antenna geometry (l1,θ1, l2, θ2,l3, θ3, l4, θ4, l5θ5, l6 and l7).  

A mathematical model based on coordinate geometry was used to calculate the segments and 

angles from the equations (3.27) – (3.37).  Segments are closely fitted together and follow the 

path of the conductor. The boundaries of the design variables were determined. The segment 

of the antenna was defined in the range of   λ/40 ≤ segment ≤ λ/15. The ranges give the 

GA a boundary for search space. The angles were defined as 300 ≤ angle ≤ 600 . The limits 

of these angles are chosen to avoid segment overlap leading to meaningless results.  

 

                                    Figure 3.6 CAD design of linear wire antenna 
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3.7.2. Implementation details 

 
In design of the linear wire antennas geometry in NEC2, a card structure is use in writing the 

input script and consists of the following antenna geometry as shown in Table 3.2. NEC2 has 

a file interface for input and output that makes it easier to use with optimiser. The 

writeInput.m script was used to generate the input data. Wire segments are connected in 

series. 

Table 3.2 Format of antenna geometry 

 Start 
point 

End point Radius 

Wire 1 (0,0,0) (x1,y1,z1) r 
Wire 2 (x1,y1,z1) (x2,y2,z2) r 

Wire 3 (x2,y2,z2) (x3,y3,z3) r 
Wire 4 (x3,y3,z3) (x4,y4,z4) r 

Wire 5 (x4,y4,z4) (x5,y5,z5) r 
Wire 6 (0,0,0) (x6,y6,z6) r 
Wire 7 (0,0,0) (x7,y7,z7) r 

 

In the pocket antenna its ground plane was symmetrical and was not varied in orientation. 

The collar antenna ground plane was asymmetrical and not straight. The ground plane 

remains linear in the plane containing the monopole as the final design is intended to be a 

planar antenna 

MATLAB script, meander new.m, builds the model and checks its integrity: continuity, 

overlaps etc  

Starting from 

X0 = (0.0) and Y0 = (0.0) 

A(1,1,j)=X0; 

A(2,1,j)=Y0;                                                                                                                 (3.27) 

First length does not need to be check for intersection. 

A(1,i,j)=L1(j)*sind(θ1(j))+A(1,1,1); 
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A(2,i,j)=L1(j)*cosd(θ1(j))+A(2,1,1)                        (3.28) 

Creating the second line and using the line intersections: 

A(1,i,j)=L2(j)*cosd(θ2(j)+θ1(j))+A(1,2,j); 

A(2,i,j)=L2(j)*sind(θ2(j)+θ1(j))+A(2,2,j)                   (3.29) 

Line intersection for line line1 and line2 

line1=[A(1,1,j)  A(2,1,j)  A(1,2,j)  A(2,2,j)]; 

line2=[A(1,2,j)  A(2,2,j)  A(1,3,j)  A(2,3,j)].            (3.30)                                                          

Creating the third line and checking if the lines are intersecting. 

A(1,i,j)=L3*cosd(θ3(j)+θ2(j)+θ1(j))+A(1,3,j); 

A(2,1,j)=L3*sind(θ3(j)+θ2(j)+θ1(j)+A(2,3,j).                 (3.31) 

Checking the line intersection: 

linex=[A(1,k,j)  A(2,k,j)  A(1,k+1,j)  A(2,k+1,j)] 

line3=[A(1,3,j)  A(2,3,j)  A(1,4,j)  A(2,4,j)]             (3.32) 

Creating the fourth line: 

A(1,i,j)=L4*cosd(θ4(j)+θ3(j)+θ2(j)+θ1(j))+A(1,4,j); 

A(2,i,j)=L4*sind(θ4(j)+θ3(j)+θ2(j)+θ1(j)+A(2,4,j).          (3.33)                            

Plotting and checking the line intersection: 

linex = [A(1,k,j) A(2,k,j) A(1,k+1,j) A(2,k+1,j)]; 

line4 = [A(1,4,j)  A(2,4,j)  A(1,5,j)  A(2,5,j)].                        (3.34)                                           

Creating the fifth segment: 
 
A(1,i,j)=L5*cosd(θ5(j)+θ4(j)+θ3(j)+θ2(j)+θ1(j))+A(1,5,j); 
 
A(2,i,j)=L5*sind(θ5(j)+θ4(j)+θ3(j)+θ2(j)+θ1 (j))+A(1,5,j).     (3.35)                                                                                                                    
 
linex = [A(1,k,j)  A(2,k,j)   A(1,k+1,j)    A(2,k+1,j)]; 
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 line5 = [A(1,5,j)   A(2,5,j)   A(1,6,j)    A(2,6,j)].           (3.36)                                                     

 
The wire radius is small compared to wavelength of linear wire antenna. The current on the 

surface of a wire segment is referred to as a filament of current. Only currents in the axial 

direction of wire segments are considered as discussed in section 3.3.4. The thin wire 

structures were subdivided into segments and the currents is assumed to flow along the axis. 

Segments of the created antennas were designed to be non-intersecting and connected in 

series. The segments are electrically connected and have coincident ends.  

The linear wire antennas with invalid geometries were discarded see for examples of 

geometries Figure 3.7((a), (b) and (c)). The MATLAB code was written to remove 

geometries touching the ground, extending below the ground and having intersecting 

segments. The segments with invalid solutions were excluded from the design. A set of 

physically feasible linear wire antennas was produced (Figure 3.7(d)).  

Figure 3.7 Antenna geometries (a), (b) and (c) are invalid geometries (d) Physical feasible 

antenna 
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A set of initial populations of linear wire antennas was created and assigned a random value 

from the domain of each chromosome using a random function generator as in equation 

(3.38). Randomness was introduced into the GA to move the solution from possible local 

minima to a near optimal solution.  The total size of the chromosomes depends on the wire 

segments and the angle between the antenna lengths. The population consist of sample of 

each antenna and all the information about that sample is in chromosome. This information is 

stored in the chromosome. Each individual is represented by a real variable. The Genetic 

Algorithm processes starts with the generation of a population of 30 individuals. These were 

created by using random number generator in MATLAB. The population undergoes 

evaluation using three operators: selection, recombination and mutation to form a new 

generation. 

                       

                   npv = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 + (𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙 − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) ∗ rand(noantenna, 1)                        (3.38) 

Where 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛 is the new parameter value, 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 is the lower limit and 𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙 is upper limit. S11 (input 

reflection coefficient) is voltage ratio. In dBs it is a power ratio.  

 

           Fitness = min (S11)                                                                              (3.39) 

                

        Reflection coefficient (S11)  = 𝑍𝑍𝑎𝑎−𝑍𝑍𝑙𝑙
𝑍𝑍𝑎𝑎+𝑍𝑍𝑙𝑙

                                                 (3.40)  

 

           Return Loss = −20log|S11|dB                         (3.41) 

 

Where the Input impedance (𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝) = 𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝  +  𝑗𝑗𝑋𝑋𝑝𝑝,   𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝is the resistance and 𝑋𝑋𝑝𝑝 is reactance 𝑍𝑍𝑙𝑙  is 

the characteristic impedance of the transmission line feeding the antenna  50Ω. S11 and return 

loss were computed from equations (3.39) – (3.41). The line count command was used to 

keep track of the line number, get data written, and assign it to line. The line count looks for a 

specified string in the line. The data of input impedance was obtained from the NEC2 output 

file and then extracted data.  

 

A summary of GA parameters for the proposed design is listed in Table 3.3. A convergence 

criterion was used to terminate the genetic algorithm run. At the start of the GA run, the 

maximum number of generations is defined. GA can equally be stopped when many 
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generations have passed without achieving a significant improvement in the next generations 

[3.41], 

Table 3.3 Genetic Algorithm parameters 

GA parameters Value 

Number of variables 12 

Population size 30 

Maximum number of generations 500 

Selection mechanism Rank-based fitness weighted 

Crossover rate 80% 

Mutation rate 1% 

Fitness limit 

Cost function 

-10dB 

min{|𝑆𝑆11|},𝑓𝑓 ∈[900 MHz] 

 

A genetic algorithm was used to explore the design domain efficiently and automatically 

discover novel antenna designs that can be more effective than might be developed by other 

methods. Genetic algorithms are numerical algorithms modelled on the concepts of natural 

selection and evolution theory, which modifies and optimised results among several 

generations. GAs operates on a population of potential solutions applying the principal of 

survival of the fittest to produce better and better approximations to a solution. Genetic 

algorithms are different from conventional calculus-based search algorithms in parallel 

computation of a population of solution using simple stochastic operators (selection, 

crossover and mutation) to explore the solution domain in the search of optimal solution and 

no gradient information. 

 

3.7.3. Model implementation of the wire antenna  
 
In this study, several scripts were written in MATLAB to execute this design. 

Meander_new.m is for generating the antenna structures, calculating the segments and 

drawing the segments. This file was used to produce NEC2 input and output files. 

OutputFile.m contains the initialisation of generation, maximum number of generations to 

run calculation of the return loss each of the antenna parameters and computation of the 

objective function. S11 results are displayed as plots and array. Individual S11 and average S11 
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results are computed. Optimised (GA.m) program calculates the fitness value, the sum 

objective value and sort fitness values in descending order. These scripts generate a new 

population. Crossover and mutation parameters are also calculated in these scripts.  

 

In this design, the design parameters are real values.  The real numbers are mapped into a 

chromosome which is a representation of the design. The real valued GA was used in contrast 

to most works that have use a binary implementation. Binary implementations are described 

in [3.30]. 

 

The NEC2 output scripts consist of several relevant simulation details. The files are in array 

forms, which include structure specification, wire coordinates, frequency of operation, and 

distances in wavelength, radiation patterns and input impedance data at the point of excitation. 

The optimising programs generate an input file and execute the NEC2 solver. All relevant 

information such as input impedance for the computation of the objective function is output. 

 

3.7.4. Reproduction Operations 

 
The evolution operators in GA provide a basic search mechanism and create a new 

population from the existing solutions in the population. The evolution process in GA 

consists of three basic units, which include reproduction, crossover and mutation as 

illustrated in Fig. 3.2.  According to the flow chart, the first step is to create a model of the 

design and initiate the population, and then assigns a random value from the domain of each 

chromosome. The aim of random selection is to ensure that the initial population is uniformly 

distributed over the entire search space. Each antenna is defined by 12 variables. The 

population of the antennas are simulated to estimate the cost function. The reproduction 

process utilises the principle of survival of the fittest. This process evaluates each antenna’s 

fitness and uses fitness-weighted selection to produce the next population.  Reproductions 

consists of the selection of new individual based on probability distribution of the individual 

in population with respect to current population.     
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3.7.5. Fitness function 
 

The fitness function is designed to identify the frequency at 900 MHz and to get a return loss 

better than 10 dB. In this linear wire optimisation, the evaluation function computes values 

for each individual by calculating the difference between its individual S11 and the goal S11.  

The evaluation function returns an absolute measure of the individual in the population. 

These differences give the objective value of each individual, a smaller difference equates to 

a higher objective value. The average error is given as the summation point errors divided by 

the number of frequency points.  The fitness function is a measure used to define the quality 

of an individual in a population. The fitness function is designed to provide an assessment of 

each individual in the current population. The fitness function is also a measure of value of an 

individual relative to the rest of the population [3.33].  

 

3.7.6. Fitness weighted selection 

 
Selection in the GA is in two stages, selection for reproduction and selection for replacement. 

The latter creates a new generation from the current one while selection for reproduction aims 

to identify better chromosomes in the population for reproduction. The selection operator 

performs two functions select fitter individuals and discard inferior individuals based on the 

fitness value. Everyone in the selection pool has a reproduction probability based on the 

individual’s objective value and the objective value of the rest of the individuals in the pool. 

Uniform scaling takes place across the population by ranking and this gives an uncomplicated 

way of controlling the selective pressure. In the ranking method, the selection probability is 

defined (3.41) [3.34] 

 

𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑦𝑦[𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆 𝑏𝑏ℎ𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏ℎ 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙] = q(1− q)r−1/1 − (1 − q)p                 (3.42) 

 

Where q is the probability of selecting the best individual; r is the rank of the individual after 

sorting (with 1 is the best after sorting, P is the population size). 
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3.7.7. Heuristic Crossover 

 
The crossover operator is a method for sharing information between chromosomes; it 

combines the features of two parent chromosome𝐶𝐶1 = {𝑥𝑥11, 𝑥𝑥12, 𝑥𝑥13, 𝑥𝑥14, 𝑥𝑥15, … , 𝑥𝑥1𝑛𝑛}  and 

𝐶𝐶2 = {𝑥𝑥21, 𝑥𝑥22, 𝑥𝑥23, 𝑥𝑥24, 𝑥𝑥25, … , 𝑥𝑥2𝑛𝑛} to form an offspring H1and H2, were the fitness of 𝐶𝐶2 is 

higher than or equal to the fitness of 𝐶𝐶1  as in equation (3.43)-(3.45). In practice, not all 

parents in the mating pool are selected depending on fitness for crossover operation so that 

some of the good strings may be preserved. This crossover method uses the objective value to 

define the direction of the search space. Offspring are produced according to the rule [3.37]: 

Offspring =  parent1+ ∝ (parent2 − parent1)                                                                (3.43) 

H1 = C1+∝ (C2 − C1)                                                                                                         (3.44) 

 H2 = C2 − (1−∝)(C1 − C2)                                                                                              (3.45) 

Where ∝ is the scaling factor chosen uniformly at random over an interval [-0.25, 1.25] for 

each variable of a new offspring. The value of the parameter d defines the size of the area for 

possible offspring.  

3.7.8.    Mutation  

After crossover of parents to produce the offspring, each offspring undergoes the process of 

mutation. Non-uniform mutation is used in  real coded GAs [3.26].  Mutation creates a new 

individual from only one chromosome by altering one or more genes in the search space. 

Mutation is achieved, to ensure that the population is not trapped in a local minimum. The 

two individuals (children) resulting from each crossover operation will now be subjected to 

the mutation operator in the last step to form the new generation. In this study, the mutation 

process was evaluated using equations (3.46) – (3.48) and mutation probability occurs at 1% 

[3.38]. 

Xold = {x1, x2, … , xn},                                                                                                          (3.46) 

xknew = LBk + r ∗ (UBk − LBk),                                                                                         (3.47) 

Xnew = {x1, x2, … , xknew, … , xn},                                                                                         (3.48) 
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Where 𝑚𝑚 the number of parameters and 𝑟𝑟  is is a uniformly distributed random number 

between 0 and 1. LB  and UB are upper and lower bounds of the on the parameter, 𝐿𝐿𝐵𝐵𝑘𝑘  and 

𝑈𝑈𝐵𝐵𝑘𝑘 are the low and upper bound at location k.  𝑋𝑋𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜 is the population before mutation and 

𝑋𝑋𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 represent the new population after mutation operation. 

3.8. Procedure for the proposed method 

 
The procedure for the proposed GA method is summarised based on the Fig. 3.2 and 3.3: 

(1) Define the following; Antenna configuration, GA parameters, type of variable, 

population size, fitness function, maximum number of generation and convergence 

criteria. 

(2) Generate the initial population using random number generator. 

(3) Calculate the objective function and evaluation function using NEC2: check the S11 

plots. 

(4) Analyse the GA results, the number of generations that were set as the convergence 

criteria and if satisfied with S11 results terminate the run or if in the GA yields no 

improvement in fitness value end. 

(5) Generate next generation through reproduction process: selection, crossover and 

mutation. 

(6) Repeat steps (3) through (5) until....... 

3.9. Novel wearable antennas based on the linear wire. 

The NEC2 was used to evaluate the performance of the linear wire antennas. Finite ground 

planes were used for the evaluations. All the wire antenna designs had the same diameter of 

0.75 mm.  Use of larger wire radius changes the wire connections and leads to inaccuracy in 

NEC2. The initial population consisted of 30 antennas. Each antenna consists of 12 

parameters based on the designed antenna structure. A physical model of the optimised wire 

antenna in Fig.3.8. The wires consist of five for the radiating length and two segments as the 

linear ground plane.  

The theoretical percentage bandwidth of the achieved solution at -10 dB S11 was: 

Bandwidth =
f2 − f1

fc
× 100 = 11.1% 
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where: 

f1 = 850 MHz 

f2 = 950 MHz 

fc =
f2 − f1

2
+ f1 = 900 MHz 

The percentage bandwidth optimised solution is 3% more than the theoretical solution with 

an S11 of -27dB. 

The NEC2 results were compared to CST simulations, a FIT solver, before fabrication as 

shown in Fig.3.9. The slight variations in the 4NEC2 to CST simulation were because of the 

differences the feed points and the differences caused by meshing in CST and choice of Basis 

Functions inherent in NEC2. The ground plane remains linear in the plane containing the 

monopole as the final design is intended to be a planar antenna. The only time this not same 

is for the collar antenna. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Geometrical model (physical) of the wire antenna designs visualised in (a) NEC2 

and (b) CST 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 3.9 Simulated S11 results of linear wire antenna sample in CST and NEC2 

It takes 50 minutes to run 100 generations of wire antennas with a population of 30. The 

specifications of the computer are: Processor Intel(R) core (TM) i5-4460 CPU@ 3.20 GHz 

3.20 GHz, System type: 64-bit operating system, x64 based processor. 

Population size remains the same across each generation. After each GA run, the data were 

stored observe see the progression.  From the GA history, useful records of the number of 

simulations are saved for analysis. It is observed during GA runs, that some antennas would 

shows good fitness but poor S11 results. Each GA runs gives different results either good 

characteristics or poorer result than anticipated. Sometimes GA can converge to a wrong 

answer, but the efficiency of the GA improved by beginning with defined coarse searches 

that leads to a refined search [3.39].  

The GA code initialises a sample of 30 individuals with 12 parameters to optimise. The GA 

evolved a sufficient number of generations that converge toward an optimum as illustrated in 

Fig. 3.10(a) and (b). Both plots have the same starting point and almost the same average 

value in used to achieving the desired results. The plots show the best, worst and average 

objective value of each generation during the runs. The objective value increases to 1.71 at 

the first generation and between the generation 2 and 16 the objective values were constant at 

2.06. From the generation 16 the objective function increases to 2.36 at generation 17.  The 
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fitness value increases from generation to generation making the solution better. At the 

generation 22 to 23 increases to 2.72, the objective function remains constant to generation 

100 there was no improvement in the objective functions (at 2.72). There may be some 

distortion in generations due population diversity. Similarities and distance between 

individuals or chromosomes may be the reason. The higher the objective values the small the 

error in the target. 

 

                

 

Figure 3.10(a) GA-optimised solutions after 100 generations.                    
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Figure 3.10(b) GA-optimised solutions after 100 generations. 

Based on the GA-NEC2 process, a population of thirty individuals has 30 % overlap from 

generation to generation. The GA runs was stopped after a hundred generations were 

completed. The GA goal is optimised wire antennas with a centre frequency of 900 MHz at 

acceptable S11. Figure (3.12-3.22) represent some selected antenna samples for fabrication. 

Their dimensions are in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5. The wire antenna dimensions, S11 values, 

objective function and fitness values are shown based on the GA convergence since no 

improvement average scores. The probability that there will be significant change if several 

generations are evolved is low.  

3.9.1. Pocket antennas  

The pocket antenna is visualised as a wire antenna in Fig.3.11. The wire antenna could be 

stitched on the front pocket of shirt and covered with fabric materials. All the linear wire 

antennas were design and optimised inside a static boundary using the bounding box 
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geometry. The bounding box has been created in the shape of shirt front pocket. Intersection 

point between the wire antennas and the bounding box was determined using line intersect 

analysis. The possibilities of the both shapes intersecting was eliminated by developing the 

polygon shape first and connecting the final point and first points.  

The data consists of antenna segment, coordinates, ground plane, excitation source, operating 

frequency of antenna, number of frequencies, radiation pattern, and loading parameter. 

Antennas were designed within a bounding box as on the front pocket of shirt. In designing 

wearable antennas, placement is critical because the antennas should be positioned on the 

areas that have low movement/ flexibility even when the body is in motion. 

 

                 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Wire antennas on Shirt front pocket design 
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Table 3.4 Optimised samples of wire antennas for shirt pocket 

 

 

 

 

Antenna 

samples 

Pocket A Pocket B Pocket C Pocket D 

L1 (mm) 12.96 16.68 19.21 11.15 

θ1(degree) 49.11 42.25 26.12 57.55 

L2 (mm) 24.09 10.86 48.90 14.93 

θ2(degree) 46.68 53.67 52.00 32.50 

L3 (mm) 9.38 16.09 17.64 29.02 

θ3(degree) 42.27 35.48 50.82 35.79 

L4 (mm) 23.69 10.91 22.52 10.01 

θ4(degree) 30.97 45.78 57.14 45.48 

L5 (mm) 20.52 11.99 19.06 14.90 

θ5(degree) 48.00 54.66 49.54 36.89 

L6 (mm) 16.75 12.42 11.71 16.81 

L7 (mm) 16.74 21.06 38.08 39.68 

S11(dB) -22.50 -17.70 -19.34 -24.47 

Objvalue 2.47 2.72 2.53 2.36 
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Figure 3.12 Geometry of pocket antennas 

Pocket D Pocket B 

Pocket A Pocket C 
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Figure 3.13 Simulated S11 of Pocket A 

 

  

Figure 3.14 Simulated S11 of Pocket B 
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Figure 3.15 Simulated S11 of Pocket C 

 

  

Figure 3.16 Simulated S11 of Pocket D 
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3.9.2. Collar antennas 

The wire antennas with a fixed ground plane on the collar were optimised using the genetic 

algorithm. The collar used the seam around the edges as ground. Figure 3.17 demonstrate 

how the wire antenna on the collar can be connected to electronics. One advantage to this is 

that is the collar sits further away from the body.  

 

 

Figure 3.17 Diagram of the antenna in a shirt collar showing (a) the garment in its natural 

shape (adapted from [3.43]) and (b) the planar implementation. 
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Figure 3.18 Geometry of collar antennas 

Collar A Collar C 

Collar B Collar D 
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Figure 3.19 Simulated S11 of Collar A 

 

Figure 3.20 Simulated S11 of Collar B 
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Figure 3.21 Simulated S11 of Collar C 

 

Figure 3.22 Simulated S11 of collar D 
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Table 3.5 Optimised samples of wire antennas for collar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.9.3. Summary 

During the GA runs, parameters were evaluated quickly to determine whether they were 

appropriate for this GA and MoM optimisation. Once started, the process does not require 

any user input. Results are not always obtained immediately requiring several generations are 

evaluated.  Observing the GA run, the run terminated if results obtained are not acceptable. 

Several generations are run before achieving the target solution. In the GA optimisation, the 

use of cross over, mutation and selection improve the fitness function in the next generation. 

These operators create a necessary variety in the GA runs and thereby facilitate novelty in the 

use of this optimisation technique. The wire antenna was designed and fabricated in the form 

of pocket antennas and collar antennas were optimised using the optimised method. For the 

pocket antenna, a minimum return loss range of 17.70 dB - 24.47dB was realised at 900 MHz 

and, for the collar antenna, optimised return loss minimum range of 16.73 dB - 26.77 dB was 

evolved. Pocket and collar antennas are resonant at 900MHz. 

Antenna 

samples 

Collar A Collar B Collar C Collar D 

L1(mm) 28.63 23.77 17.93 16.85 

θ1(degree) 43.88 43.78 36.20 44.43 

L2(mm) 10.01 18.02 14.09 27.12 

θ2(degree) 38.53 49.02 30.96 37.84 

L3(mm) 20.10 12.51 17.07 22.54 

θ3(degree) 43.02 31.77 32.53 51.14 

L4(mm) 15.55 17.93 13.69 13.69 

θ4(degree) 58.95 32.30 35.95 39.09 

L5(mm) 17.23 16.88 12.79 20.52 

θ5(degree) 43.75 45.96 36.33 34.85 

L6(mm) 24.82 14.77 14.24 14.07 

L7(mm) 53.58 55.15 45.77 38.92 

S11(dB) -16.73 -24.81 -26.88 -26.77 

Objvalve 2.23 2.73 2.68 2.24 
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Conclusion 

Comparisons were made between NEC and CST for wire antenna designs. The integration of 

a genetic search engine with an electromagnetic solver method for the design of linear wire 

antennas was used. Several numerical methods were considered for this design but the NEC2 

solver which is designed for wire antennas, coupled with a genetic algorithm was chosen 

because of its robustness and consistency  In the process of these designs, several MATLAB 

scripts were written including Meander_new.m, Lineintersect.m, writeInput.m, 

OptimisedGA.m, Newexecute.m, and PlotBoundary.m.  All these scripts were used in 

executing the automated design. The Genetic algorithm was explained as a means selecting 

optimal parameters of designed antennas.  

One of the major advantages of this novel scheme for designing linear wire antennas is that it 

works without prior knowledge of any design equations. The method was used for 

determination of parameters of the antenna namely the segment length, angle, radius of the 

wire. The fitness function has been defined to optimise magnitude of the reflection coefficient. 

The controlled parameters of genetic algorithm were selected based on literatures reported in 

this Thesis. The fitness weighted selection method (based on ranking) was used in selecting 

the antennas for reproduction. 

A real-valued code represents the design variables. In this real valued genetic algorithm, no 

coding and decoding of the antenna parameters is necessary. This makes the calculation 

efficient and easy to implement. Several GA generations were evolved in this study. Results 

was analysed based on the optimisation procedure. In the next chapter the fabrication, the 

measurement of optimised wire antennas and on body applications are analysed.   Compact 

and novel antennas were selected and built based on their S11 response.   

This chapter has presented the numerical results for two novel wearable antennas based on 

the linear wire. The first is designed for planar implementation on a shirt pocket. The second 

is for a collar. 
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Chapter 4 
Implementation and Validation of the Optimised Antennas 

4.1. Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to validate wire antenna and designs from the previous chapter. 

This will be explained in use of a more complex computational model and in fabrication. 

Two manufacturing approaches are given, firstly using a conventional planar method with 

good conductors (substrate base) and secondly using actual stitched devices and fabrics. The 

chapter also considers the manufacture of wider conductors using multiple stitched lines 

which becomes the focus of chapter 5. 

This section also presents prototype antennas in the form of linear wire, planar and fabric 

antennas which are built and measured. Results in free space and on body are compared with 

simulated results. The effects of bending are shown in terms of resonant frequency and 

bandwidth. The antenna samples were optimised in free space in NEC2 without any dielectric 

loading. Four optimised linear wire antenna samples were fabricated on a FR-4 substrate of 

relative permittivity of 4.3 for mechanical support.  

A design example is presented that has been optimised at 900 MHz. The method of moment 

(MoM-NEC2) and FIT (CST Studio Suite 2015) solvers are used for this design. MATLAB 

is used to as an interface to control NEC2 solvers for antenna design and analysis. The 

genetic algorithm procedures are written in MATLAB.  

4.2. Optimised linear wire antenna design 

Currently there is limited reported work on covert antennas. To make a wearable antenna 

practically and cost effectively it would be desirable if a stitching method such as embroidery 

could be used. Some assumptions considered are 

• The antenna is intended to be hidden. 

• It is not possible to change the space available for the antenna. 

A wearable antenna will need consideration of the cost and performance trade off in terms of 

the amount of conductive yarn used. Using commercially available textile systems will 

provide a cost-effective production process. The ease of retrofitting antennas through basic 

embroidery, and ease of inclusion of standard embroidery machines in the projection line, are 
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the main driving factors. This thesis focuses on these issues as well as the electrical 

performance. 

4.3. Measurement of linear wire antenna designs 

 
Experiments were conducted using an Anritsu 37397D VNA for measuring scattering 

parameters (S11) of the designed antennas as shown in Fig. 4.1. The measurements were 

conducted on a test bench, experiments showed the environment had little influence on the 

results. The working frequency range from 400MHz to 2000MHz was selected and the VNA 

was calibrated using the Anritsu 36582KKF autocal module to minimise instrument errors 

and achieve the best possible results.  

 

Figure 4.1 Measurement set up with Anritsu 37397D Vector Network Analyser 

To meet the design requirements, several generations were evolved, and selection was 

implemented to get the best antenna design for fabrication and testing. Using the optimised 

results several prototype antennas were built. An example of the prototype is shown in 

Chapter 3. The NEC2 results were compared to CST simulations before fabrication. Possible 

sources of variations in the results can be put down to the CST mesh settings and the 

variation in the source position. It is shown that all the four antennas were well matched at 

their resonant frequencies.  The return loss of pocket B is 21.29 dB at 900 MHz with 98MHz 

10dB bandwidth. 

The (pocket B) antenna was compared to the linear wire monopole in terms of S11 since both 

antennas have the same radiating length λ 4  at 900𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀.⁄  The linear wire monopole was 
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simulated in CST and with an S11 result of -13.11 dB at 893 MHz, a -10dB bandwidth of 51 

MHz was produced. The linear wire monopole was designed using a linear wire ground plane 

of length  120 mm . Measured S11 is −17.16𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 at 896 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  and −10 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  bandwidth of 

92 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀.  Measured and simulated S11 of the linear wire monopole against frequency is 

shown in Fig. 4.2. Good agreement was shown in the return loss characteristics. The 

simulated results give a resonant frequency which agrees with the measured result. 

Bandwidth is the useful range of operational frequencies of antenna and it is usually expected 

to be as large as possible. It is expressed in percent as the ratio of the useful span over the 

nominal operating frequency [4.1]. Figure 4.2 shows the simulation and measurement model 

of a linear wire monopole. The different in the results is due to the dielectric substrate, which 

may be affecting the upper resonance differently to the lower. There could also be dielectric 

resonances. Feed different is also different, as there is a wire attached in the measurement. 

       

Figure 4.2 Simulation and measurement feeds of linear wire monopole (a) CST model and 

(b) fabrication model. 

(a) (b) 
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Figure. 4.3 Measured result S11 compared to simulation of linear wire monopole antenna 

 

Figure 4.4 gives a comparison between the measured S11 of linear monopole antenna and 

pocket B (as one of the samples of the optimised pocket antennas). Measured S11 of pocket B 

is −21.41𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 at 900 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 with -10 dB bandwidth of 100 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 A Pocket B has a bandwidth 

of 11.1% while the  linear wire monopole has a bandwidth of 10%. The picture of pocket 

antenna B is shown in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.4  Comparison of measured S11 of linear and pocket B antennas 

The geometry of the proposed antenna was presented in chapter 3. The antenna consists of 5 

segments and 5 angles between the segments. The ground is a linear wire of radius 𝑟𝑟 and 

given as 𝑙𝑙6 + 𝑙𝑙7. The total length of the antenna 𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇 is 𝑙𝑙1 + 𝑙𝑙2 + 𝑙𝑙3 + 𝑙𝑙4 + 𝑙𝑙5. The linear wire 

antenna length  𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇 = λ/4 , where 𝜆𝜆 is the wavelength corresponding to design frequency of 

900MHz.  Results were analysed from the GA run and four samples of linear wire antennas 

was selected based on the S11 parameter.  The antenna samples were named Pocket A, Pocket 

B, Pocket C and Pocket D. The optimisation technique generated the resulting design 

parameters in Table 4.1 including summary of the total length and ground plane size of all 

four antennas. All four antennas. with different configurations were referred to as optimised 

pocket antennas. The antennas were fabricated using copper wire of radius 0.75 mm, based 

on the simulation results.  
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4.3.1. Radiation pattern 

Figure 4.4 is a slight deviation  of pocket A antenna from the linear wire monopole in the E-

plane. Pocket A wire antenna gives a similar radiation pattern to the conventional linear wire 

monopole. In the H-plane, pocket A and linear wire antenna give an omnidirectional radiation 

pattern as shown in Fig. 4.5. Pocket A wire antenna shows a reduced gain only in the H-plane. 

 

Figure 4.4 Simulated far field gain pattern (E-plane) of pocket A antenna 

  

 

Figure 4.5 Simulated far field gain pattern (H-plane) of pocket A antenna  
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Table 4.1 Results of performance of Pocket antennas 

 

 
Figure 4.6 Photograph of pocket antennas

Antenna 

number 

𝒍𝒍𝑻𝑻 

(mm) 
𝒍𝒍𝟔𝟔 + 𝒍𝒍𝟕𝟕 

(mm) 
Resonant 

frequency 

(MHz) 

Simulated S11 (dB) Measured 

S11(dB) 

-10dB 

Bandwidth 

(MHz) 

Radiated 

Gain (dBi) 

Radiated 

Efficiency 

(%) 
NEC2 CST 

Pocket A 84 84 900 -22.50 -12.45 -15.07 70 2.34 83 

Pocket B 86 78 901 -17.70 11.70 -21.29 110 2.63 88 

Pocket C 83 80 897 -19.34 14.45 -22.83 102 2.54 87 

Pocket D 85 78 930 -24.47 13.56 -32.05 127 1.85 70 

Pocket A Pocket B Pocket C Pocket D 
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4.3.2. Effect of Linear wire antenna parameters on Resonant Frequency 

and Bandwidth 

The magnitudes of S11 versus frequency (also known as return loss) for the 4 samples of 

optimised pocket antennas are shown in Fig. 4.7 – Fig. 4.11. Most of the radiated power of 

the 4 sample antennas will be within 850-950MHz. The measured return loss of the optimised 

linear wire antenna shows an impedance bandwidth with referenced to 900 MHz that covers 

the required bandwidth of the GSM system. These four linear wire antennas exhibit similar 

resonant (𝜆𝜆 ⁄ 4 in length) properties with centre frequency at 898MHz. Pocket A and Pocket 

B antennas exhibit similar performance characteristics except that their matched. Pocket A 

antenna has got the least -10dB bandwidth of 70MHz. The antennas show S11 resonance 

before the design frequency -1.954dB at 497.50MHz and -4.977dB at 691MHz. The measured 

S11 of the four linear wire antennas are Pocket A antenna is -15 dB at 903 MHz with 70MHz 

10 dB bandwidth, Pocket C antenna has a return loss of 22.83 dB at 897MHz with 10 dB 

bandwidth of 102 MHz, Pocket B antenna has return loss of 21dB at 901 MHz with 10dB 

bandwidth of 110MHz while Pocket D antenna with S11 of -30.05 dB at 930 MHz and 10 dB 

bandwidth of 127 MHz  

 

Figure 4.7 Simulated and measured S11 of the Pocket A 
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Figure 4.8 Simulated and measured S11 of the Pocket B 

 

Figure 4.9 Simulated and measured S11 of the Pocket C 
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Figure 4.10 Simulated and measured S11 of the Pocket D 

 

                       Figure 4.11 Measured S11 of pocket antennas 
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4.3.3. Radiation patterns 

The radiation patterns of the optimised linear wire antennas were measured using 11point 

interpolation for each antenna on the 850 MHz to 950MHz range. The peak gain of antenna 

(Pocket B) is 2.63 dBi, while simulated peak gain is given as 1.44 dBi. The discrepancies in 

the results may be due the effects of the linear ground.  Both pattern shapes are the same, but 

the main lobe is reduced because of the linear ground. The efficiency the ratio of the total 

radiated power to net power accepted by the antenna terminals was measured in the RF 

anechoic chamber giving 83%, 88%, 87%, and 70% for Pocket A, Pocket B, Pocket C and 

Pocket D respectively.                

The elevation cut and azimuth cut were defined in section 2.3.2 from antenna radiation 

patterns. Four pocket antennas pattern were measured in the chamber. The antenna under test 

(AUT) was mounted on the positioner in horizontal plane as shown in Fig. 4.12. The AUT 

axis was aligned with the axis of the rotation for easy tracking from the transmitter. The y-z 

plane (azimuthal plane)    is more directive than the y-x plane (elevation plane).  From plots of 

the measured radiation patterns in Fig. 4.13, it is observed that pattern is stable but not 

completely Omni-directional but does give the antenna good coverage. The pattern includes a 

back lobe and minor lobes that may be due the effects of the linear ground plane. Ground 

plane is not perfectly conducting. The linear ground will resonate and radiate at certain 

frequencies. 

 

Figure 4.12 Linear wire antennas (Pocket B) in the anechoic chamber. 
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The ground planes of the wire monopole antennas were designed with an appropriate wire-

grid model [4.2]. According to multipole expansion any current source that has a dimension 

smaller than the wavelength is close to an electric dipole for far field analysis. This basic 

reason gives the monopole antenna an omnidirectional radiation pattern. 

 

 

         Figure 4.13 Measured radiation pattern of linear wire antenna (Pocket B) at 

(a) Phi = 00  (b) Phi = 900 

 

4.4.           Planar version of linear wire antenna design 

A planar wire antenna may be realised by replacing the radiating and linear ground elements 

of optimised linear wire antenna with a planar element. The planar version of the linear wire 

(a) 

(b) 
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antennas was designed and simulated in CST Studio Suite. The configuration of the linear 

wire antenna used for this planar design is shown in Fig. 4.14. This antenna has radiating 

length of λ/4. The top radiating section has five segments. The planar antenna was made of 

copper element. Planar antennas were produced through the etching process on a PCB. The 

electrical length is 84 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 with strip line width of 2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. The ground plane is 58 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 by 

2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and antenna height of 56 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. The ground plane dimensions are 𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔  𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 58 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 

𝑊𝑊𝑔𝑔  𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 10 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. The PCB dielectric material used below the ground is FR4 thickness of 1.6 

mm and a relative permittivity of  4.3.   

 

Figure 4.14 Planar version linear wire design in CST 

4.4.1. Measurement of planar antennas 

To validate the planar antenna design, the fabricated antennas were measured. The calibration 

of the  𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 was performed manually using the SOLT (short-open-load-through) method. 

Connecting the calibration standards to each of the port and each port are physically 

connected to each other. Verification of its validity of the calibration was carried out by 

measuring a matched load (50𝛺𝛺) connected to each port of the VNA. The measurement set 

up is shown in Fig.4.15. 
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Figure 4.16 shows the simulated and measured S11 of the planar version of linear wire 

antenna etched on FR4 substrate. The measured results have some multiple 

harmonic−3.393𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 492 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 , −9.406 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 at 690.3 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  which is due the effects of 

the ground plane. The three measured antenna samples exhibit similar characteristics all 

resonating at 849 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀, 845 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 and 832 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀. Measurements were made in a laboratory. 

It became clear that the metal frames of the bench affected the response as the antenna was 

raised higher above the bench. The measurement did not use a balanced feed and it was 

obvious that the coaxial feed was contributing to the radiation. The ripple on the plot is 

because the measurement was carried out outside the anechoic chamber. There are more 

measured resonances, probably caused by the difference in feeds and the lack of a balun. 

 

Figure 4.15 Measurement set up for the etched pocket A antenna  

    

. 
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Figure 4.16 Measured and simulated S11 against frequency for planar antennas 

 

4.4.2 Radiation Patterns 

The radiation pattern of pocket A etched antenna is shown in Figure 4.17. The radiation 

characteristics of the pocket A etched antenna were measured in the anechoic chamber. The 

standard horn antenna was used as reference to measure the gain and radiation pattern of the 

antenna. The y-x plane and y-z plane patterns are similar. 
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Figure 4.17 Measured radiation pattern of planar antennas (Width 10 mm) 

 

4.5. Characterisation of fabric for antenna  

The dielectric properties of the textiles (denim and felt) used in this study were characterised 

using a split post dielectric resonator at 1101 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (closest frequency to 900 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 in terms 

of measurement equipment). It is possible to evaluate the MUT using either a VNA or Q 

meter connected to the SPDR. This study uses the Q meter. The Q meter measures the S21 

(a) 

(b) 
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results using split post dielectric resonator without a vector network analyser. The 

measurement setup as shown in Figure 4. 18. The Q factor was calculated using. 

Q = fr
fh 3dB− fl3dB 

                                                                                                                    (4.1) 

Where  𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 is the resonant frequency while 𝑜𝑜ℎ 3𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙3𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  is the −3𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 bandwidth.  

The fabric materials under test (MUT) were cut according the dimension of cavity which was 

13𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚 ×  13𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚. The thickness of each textile samples was measured. The Q was measured 

when the resonator was empty, then the MUT was placed in the resonator and the Q 

measured. A commercial software was used to calculate the dielectric parameters from the 

two Q measurements and the sample thickness. Results for the single layer denim are 

thickness 0.85 mm  εr = 1.97  tanδ = 0.07. For felt fabric results are thickness  1 mm,  εr =

1.2 and (tanδ) = 0.0013. From the measurement, it is observed that the two fabric samples 

have low permittivity. Fabric samples are porous in structure. 

 

Figure 4.18 Measurement setup for dielectric parameters of textile samples 

 

 

Microwave 
Q meter 

Split post dielectric resonator  

Textile 
sample 
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4.6. Manufacture of fabric antennas 

Embroidery model of the stitched antenna is based on are fast and flexible generating stitch 

patterns. This model allows easy integration of high frequency systems into clothing [4.4]. 

Embroidery was chosen as a method of production of this design. This method provides high 

speed and easily modified embroidered designs 

 The fabric antenna design was exported as a graphic format on a drive and sent to the digital 

embroidery machine (Fig. 4.19). The antenna is embroidered using a multi strand conducting 

LiberatorTM with a conductor of silver. The yarn has 66 polymer threads with 1𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚  silver 

coating on each thread. Computerised embroidery is used to fabricate all antennas in this 

study. A denim substrate with thickness of 0.85 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 was used for the embroidered antenna 

production. The fabric antennas were sewn using the computerised embroidery machine that 

has ten needles. This embroidery machine has several stitching patterns and different threads 

are used based on the design. Threads are selected automatically with designs and needles. 

The threads and needles can be swapped.  

Different stitches such as zigzag stich, fill stitch, running stitch, and spiral stitch are some of 

the stitching pattern. Running stitches were used for the fabrication. To achieve a better 

conduction and lower loss the stitching threads is in a direction parallel to the current flow 

[4.6]. The fabrication process is fast and accurate depending on stitching patterns. The fabric 

antenna has two parts the radiating elements 605 stitches and ground plane 556 stitches for 

Pocket A antenna. A coaxial cable was soldered to the antenna at the lower end of the 

antenna to obtain a good connection. The solder was used as connection between coaxial 

cable and antenna because it is easy to remove. Several antennas were made in this design. 

The fabric pocket A antennas having a ground plane of widths 10 mm, 5 mm and 2 mm 

parameters are summarised in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.19 Embroidery machine creating a pocket antenna 

 

4.7. Effect of ground plane width on the fabric antenna 

The length of the ground plane, Lg, and ground plane width, Wg, were varied. It was observed 

that the centre frequency of the three antennas shifted.  Figure 4.20 shows the measured 

return loss for three fabric antenna samples with ground plane widths of  2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 5 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  

and  10 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 . The S11 parameter of Pocket A antenna (see Fig.4.21) with these different 

ground widths antennas show significant resonances at 932𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 at −21.19𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 907.30𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 

at −19.6𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  and 900𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  at−33.98𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 . The ground plane of fabric antenna acts as a 

radiating element and its parameter influences the S11 response. For monopole antennas with 

a finite ground, ideally the ground should have no effect on performance of antenna. Current 

distribution on the ground plane affect the impedance bandwidth, gain and the radiation 

pattern of the antenna [4.7]-[4.8]. The radiated efficiency increases as the width of the ground 

plane is increased. The increased in length of the ground plane also gives a better resonant 

frequency the antenna. The ground plane controls the efficiency of the fabric antenna. The 

gains of the fabric antenna increase as the ground plane width get larger. 
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Figure 4.20 Measured S11 results for three identical fabric antennas with different ground 

plane width. 

 

Figure 4.21 Photograph of Pocket antennas
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Table 4.2 Comparison of different version of Pocket A antenna. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Note: 
(1) Fabric version of Pocket A antenna with 10mm ground plane 
(2) Fabric version of Pocket A antenna with 5mm ground plane 
(3) Fabric version of Pocket A with antenna 2mm ground plane 
(4) Wire sample of Pocket A antenna 
(5) Planar version of Pocket A antenna 
* Ground plane thickness of wire diameter (0.75𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) 

 

Antenna 

sample 

(see 

Note 

below) 

Antenna 

length 

(mm) 

Width of 

radiating 

element 

(mm) 

Ground 

plane 

(mm2) 

Measured 

f0 (MHz) 

Measured 

S11 (dB) 

-10dB 

Bandwidth 

(%) 

Radiated 

Efficiency 

(%) 

Peak 

gain 

(dBi) 

1 84 4 60 × 10 900 -33.99 12.2 60 2.08 

2 84 4 60 × 5 907 -19.68 6 57 1.15 

3 84 4 78 × 2 929 -21.12 6.8 53 1.4 

4 84 4 60 ×∗ 900 -15.1 7 87 2.34 

5 84 4 58 × 10 843 -21.0 19.3 80 2.5 
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4.8.    Discussion of comparison of the simulated, planar and stitched 

antenna  

An important feature in this study was comparing the operating bandwidth of the different 

antennas. Table 4.2 shows a comparison result of the measured for measured of linear wire, 

planar and fabric antennas. The five antennas have good impedance matching that gives wide 

bandwidth. The bandwidth is calculated from S11  and referenced to the centre frequency fc =

(fu + fl)/2  where 𝑜𝑜𝑢𝑢 the upper −10 dB frequency and 𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙  is the lower edge frequency 

at−10 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑. The antenna sample 1 has a broad bandwidth but almost 80 % radiated efficiency 

may likely due some errors in the setting the chamber for measurements and is less likely to 

be the true resonance frequency. 

The measured result and simulated reflection coefficient (S11) are shown in Fig. 4.22. 

Antenna sample 5 has  a resonant frequencies of   846.3 MHZ at -20.99dB while that of the 

antenna sample 1 resonates  900 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 33.98𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑. Simulated S11 resonated at −11.31𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 

at 899𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 that of antenna sample 4 the resonant frequency is at −15.1𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  at 903𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 . 

Based on the −10𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 bandwidth antenna sample 5 has a bandwdth of 174MHz but low gain,  

better performance than the other antennas have good return loss of 21.06𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑. The fabric 

antenna has a low gain and bandwidth of 115MHz which covers the desired frequency band 

for the envisaged applications There are variation between the fabric and planar antenna 

because the substrate denim permittivity is 1.9 used for the embroidery while planar FR4 

substrate was 4.3 . The variation in the substrate will explain the differences in antenna 

performances. Fabrication inacuracies and measurement errors are some of also likely causes. 

The planar antenna made of copper strip has a better performance than fabric antennas in 

terms of usable frequency. The fabric antenna is flexible, it can be easily integrated into 

clothing and is wearable.  

.
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Figure 4.22  S11 results  of the Pocket A in three different profile: linear wire, planar and 

fabric antennas. 

Radiation characteristics were also studied. The measurement set-up for the fabric antennas is 

depicted in Fig.4.23.The radiation patterns were measured  for all the constructed fabric 

antennas ( 900 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀).  Measurements were performed using standard horn antenna 

(RS100250) as reference. The gain, efficiency and radiation pattern were measured. The  

antennas were measured in the 𝐸𝐸𝜃𝜃 and 𝐸𝐸Φ plane 

                          

Figure 4.23 Measurement setup for stitched antenna in anechoic chamber. 
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The gain of the antenna is 1.57 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  with a maximum gain of 2.08 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 for the operating 

frequency at GSM band (900 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀). The fabric antenna has a low gain possibly due to the 

lossy material. The radiation efficiency the antenna is 60 % at 900𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀.    

4.8.1. Measurements of antenna on curved surface 

A fabric antenna was measured in free space, on a human body and a human body with 

isolating layer. The various distances from the human body were considered during S11 

measurements to study the antenna performance. When antennas are operating on some parts 

of the human body, certain factors must be considered for flexible and wearable antennas. 

These include bending, crumpling and twisting actions [4.10]. The antenna was placed on a 

curved surface, a polystyrene foam cylinder of 120 mm diameter similar to that of human leg 

to examine the antenna performance. The polystyrene form has a relative permittivity close to 

that of free space.  

Figure 4.24 shows the setup of antenna measurement on curved. S11 measurements were 

carried out on the bent. fabric pocket A antenna and S11 results are shown in Figure 4.25. The 

resonant frequency and reflection coefficients from the plots are: curved surface 935 MHz at 

−28.35 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 10𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  bandwidth 102 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  and free space 900𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 31.09𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 10𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 

bandwidth 108𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀.  Based on the analysis, the reflection coefficient and resonant frequency 

shift  reduces to the 935 MHz at -28.35dB and −10𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 bandwidth reduces to 102 MHz from 

108 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀.  The antenna resonant frequency shift is most likely due to the curve on the 

antenna as well as the fact that the flat antenna was  lying on a wooden table. The reflection 

coefficient has changed slightly, 10 dB bandwidth has also changed. This is most likely 

caused by a change in impedance match. The fabric antenna still operates within the desired 

frequency range.  
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Figure 4.24 Measurement set Pocket A under bending condition 

 

Figure 4.25 Measured S11 of Pocket A on curved surface. 
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4.8.2   Human body effects 

Textile antennas have been used over recent years as wearable antennas due to flexibility and 

structural elasticity to ensure comfort to users. This antenna can be fully integrated into 

intelligent garments called wearable electronic systems [4.11]. The concept of wearability 

requires the antennas to be measured on-body. The human body has a frequency dependent 

conductivity and permittivity. The body tissue has a high permittivity and is also a lossy 

medium that cause the resonant frequencies to change. 

The designed antennas are to operate in proximity to the human body, when they are placed 

on layers of a garment. The antenna has been simulated in CST Microwave Studio using a 

flat body Phantom (Figure 4.26) with a separation distances from the human body. The 

antenna was simulated in free space. For this pocket antenna simulation an average clothing 

thickness of 2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 was considered. The air gap between the felt fabric substrate and the 

human body was small (1𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚). The properties and parameters of the flat body Phantom are: 

Muscle (𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 = 52.79;  𝜎𝜎 = 1.705, 𝑎𝑎ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 23𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚). Skin (𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 = 31.29;  𝜎𝜎 =

5.0138, 𝑎𝑎ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) and Fat (𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 = 5.28;  𝜎𝜎 = 0.1, 𝑎𝑎ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 8𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) [4.13].   

                      

Figure 4.26 Pocket antenna mounted on the flat body phantom of the human body 
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Fabric antenna measurements were performed when worn on human body and off body 

indicated in set-up in Figure 4.27. The effect of body on input match characteristic of fabric 

antenna was measured by placing the antenna on the chest.   

 

                                 
 

Figure 4.27 Measurement set-ups for on-body test. 

Simulated and measured reflection coefficients (S11) for the pocket antenna both with and 

without the presence of flat body Phantom are shown in Figure 4.28.  For the results without 

the body S11 is  900 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 32.31 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,  and bandwidth is 13.78 % (841 − 965𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀).  

The results with body resonant frequency of  858 MHz 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 43.4 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  and bandwidth  is 

15.26 % (805 − 936𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀) . Simulated results without flat Phantom gives a resonant 

frequency of  907 MHz at -16.94 and a bandwidth 10.8% (858𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 − 956𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀)  while 

simulations with the flat Phantom gives a resonant frequency of  868 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 22.52𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 

𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑  𝑎𝑎 bandwidth 11.8% (805𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 − 907𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀). 

For the chest measurements; the antenna is mounted directly on the shirt of thickness about 

3mm (measured). This may account to detuning effects because of the lossy nature of human 

body. When the antenna was worn on the body from the S11 response plot, comparing the 
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results of the detuning effect when the antenna is in Off-body and On-body, there is a 

downward shift in frequency. The results show that the pocket antenna is suitable and 

efficient over the 120 MHz band from 805 MHz to 936 MHz Over this band the pocket 

antenna achieved a gain of 1.9 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  and −5.61 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  without and with flat body Phantom. 

Human body lowers the resonant frequency of the wearer [4.14]. 

 

Figure 4.28 Measured S11 of Pocket A the on-body and Off body  

4.8.3. Radiation patterns 

 
The simulated 3-D far field pattern is show in Figure 4.29 antenna radiation pattern without 

the body the region with the highest gain 1.9 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 which is coming from the radiating element. 

When the pocket A antenna is placed on the body the radiation pattern is shown in Figure 

4.30 with the antenna gain of −5.61 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑. The gain of the antenna reduced from 1.9 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 to  

−5.61 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 when the antenna pattern changes because of dielectric constant property of the 

body phantom. From Fig.4.30 the antenna was simulated without the human model; the 

radiation efficiency is 83 % but when the simulated on a human phantom there is drop in the 

radiation efficiency to 15.8 % as shown in Fig.4.30. The change is due to separation distance 
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of 3 mm-gap used in the simulation between antenna and human phantom. This gives a 

proximity to the body because the gap is small. 

 

Figure 4.29 Far field directive pattern of pocket 𝑉𝑉 antenna without the body 

 

Figure 4.30 Far field directive pattern of pocket 𝑉𝑉 antenna on flat body Phantom 
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The simulation of pocket A antenna was performed on the human phantom using CST 

Microwave Studio. The CST uses the IEEE C95.3 standard averaging method. The 

dielectric properties of the human body tissues in section 2.4.3 were used. The referenced 

input power of  0.25 𝑊𝑊  gives a SAR distribution of Fig.4.31 The simulated results are 

2.38𝑊𝑊/𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘  for 1𝑘𝑘  of tissue and 1.55𝑊𝑊/𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘  for 10g of tissue. Figure 4.32 shows the 

simulated results at input power of 0.5𝑊𝑊; (1𝑘𝑘 SAR) averaging gives 4.757W/kg and (10𝑘𝑘 

SAR) is 3.102 𝑊𝑊/𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘. Using a referenced input power for the SAR averaging is shown in 

Fig.3.33. The maximum level of 9.515𝑊𝑊/𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 for 1g of tissue and 6.205 𝑊𝑊/𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 for 10𝑘𝑘 of 

tissue. The lossy nature of human body causes energy to get absorbed when 

electromagnetic waves are propagating. At the lower input power, the SAR limit is within 

the acceptable limit. The high SAR value could be reduced by using a reflector on the 

ground plane. 

 

 

Figure 4.31 Specific absorption rate (SAR) at 870MHz on human phantom model with input 

power of 0.25W (a) SAR distribution for 1g and (b) SAR distribution for 10g 

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4.32 Specific absorption rate (SAR) at 870MHz on human phantom model with input 

power of 0.5W (a) SAR distribution for 1g and (b) SAR distribution for 10g 

 

Figure 4.33 Specific absorption rate (SAR) at 870MHz on human phantom model with input 

power of 1W (a) SAR distribution for 1g and (b) SAR distribution for 10g 

 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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4.8.4. Summary 

Pocket antennas designed and fabricated with 10 mm ground plane width shows better 

antenna performances compared to 2mm and 5mm ground plane width antennas. The 10 mm 

ground plane width gives a resonant frequency and reflection coefficient of 900 MHz at -

33.99 dB with a 12.2% bandwidth compared to 2mm, 929 MHz at -21.12 dB and 5mm, 907 

MHz at -19.68 dB which are 6% and 6.8 % respectively. 

It is demonstrated that from the results of Figure 4.28 that when the Pocket A antenna is 

placed on human body a flat phantom, the resonant frequency shifted downward but still 

covered -10 dB bandwidth for GSM 900. Placing the antenna directly on the human body 

worsens the antenna performance because of lossy nature of human tissues but the pocket 

antenna was tested on body considering separation gap of 3 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.   

 

4.9. Simulated and measured performance characteristics of meshed 

monopole antennas 

 

4.9.1. Antennas Layouts 

The investigation of meshed monopole antenna properties was carried out using CST 

Microwave Studio. The interaction of the paralell and orthogonal lines in TM010 current path 

was examined. The structure of proposed meshed monopole antenna is shown in Fig.4.34. 

Meshed monopoles consist of two sets of mesh lines. The radiating element of the monopole 

antenna is meshed and represented by a length of  λ/4 with strip width of the radiating 

element WS . A coaxial cable with an inpedance of 50 Ω is used to feed the antennas. Meshed 

ground plane is defined by W ×Lg. The distance dL and dW between the strip can be calculated 

by (𝐿𝐿 − 𝐿𝐿𝑤𝑤)/(𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣,ℎ − 1). The line width 𝐿𝐿𝑤𝑤  of the strip is taken as 0.2 mm and variables 𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣 

and 𝑉𝑉ℎ  represents the number of vertical lines and horizontal lines respectively. The 

transparency 𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙𝑀𝑀  is given as the ratio between the non-metal area and the total area of 

the solid structure (4.2) [4.12]. The total number of vertical lines are fixed to five and length 

(𝐿𝐿) of the radiating segment is fixed to λg/4.  

Ttransparency    =       L.W−Lw.Nh.L−Lw.Nv.W+Lw2.Nv.Nh
L.W

                                     (4.2) 
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 Figure 4.34 Meshed monopole antenna layouts  

The monopole is meshed and printed on FR4. The meshed monopole antenna has no ground 

plane behind the radiating element. The printed meshed monopole was designed using 

equation (4.3). The meshed monopole antenna samples were constructed with 1.6 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

thickness on  an 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹4 substrate with relative dielectric constant of 4.3 and loss tangent of 

0.018. The meshed lines were etched on a 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 substrates.  

𝜆𝜆 = 𝜆𝜆𝑔𝑔 = 𝜆𝜆0
�𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

                                                                                                                     (4. 3)                

Where 𝜆𝜆0 = 𝑐𝑐 𝑜𝑜⁄  free space wavelength, 𝜆𝜆𝑔𝑔 guided wavelength in FR4 substrate and 𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓  is 

the effective dielectric constant which is applied to microstrip transmission line. Equation 

(4.4) [4.15] was used to roughly computed as approximately 1.6783. 

𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = 1 + 𝜀𝜀𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹4−1
2

�1 − � 𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠 ℎ⁄
1+𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠 ℎ⁄

��                                                                                       (4.4)   

                   

Pure copper of thickness 0.035𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  was used with a line width of 0.2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. The meshed 

monople antennas were placed on solid ground plane of 60 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 × 10 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  as shown in 

Fig.4.35.  The meshed monopole consist of vertical (𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣) = 5 and horizontal lines (𝑉𝑉ℎ) = 68 

width a radiating length 68 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. In this study a line width of 0.2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 was used but the line 

width affects the transparency of the meshed monopole antennas. 
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 The reflection coefficient (S11) response of antenna sample 20 (uniform meshed monopole) 

was simulated and measured and compared with the unmeshed monopole antenna.  The 

spacing between the uniform mesh is 1mm both with ground plane and radiating element.  

Figure 4.36 shows the S11 of the simulated and measured meshed and unmeshed monopole 

antenna sample. The resonant frequency of uniform meshed monopole 20 (measured) 

is  921 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 32.86𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,−10 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  bandwidth 283 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 while the simulated result is 

905 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 16.52 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,−10𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 bandwidth 100 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀.  The impedance bandwidth 

increased from  11 % (simulated) to 30 % (measured) for the uniform meshed antenna. The 

unmeshed monopole antenna resonated is 866𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 28.17 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,−10𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 bandwidth 237 

MHz for the measurement and at 900 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 14.77 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,−10 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  bandwidth 85 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀   

for the simulation. A discrete port was placed between the ground plane and the radiating 

element. Meshing an unmeshed monopole antenna increased the resonant frequency 

suggesting a reduction in current path length. 

 

                     

Figure 4.35 Meshed monopole antenna sample 20 
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Figure 4.36 S11 plot of  meshed and unmeshed monopole antenna see Table 4.5 for detail of 

antennas 

Antenna sample 21 is  meshed monopole consisting of 𝑉𝑉ℎ = 8  horizontal lines and 𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣 = 5  

vertical lines Antenna height (𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿) is 68 mm width a radiating width of 4𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  with 𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿 =

1𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤 = 10𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, ground plane length (𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔) = 60𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and width of the ground plane 

(𝑊𝑊𝑔𝑔) = 5𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. Antenna sample 24 is meshed having the following dimensions of  𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣 = 5 

and 𝑉𝑉ℎ = 17, 𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿 = 1𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤 = 5𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿 = 84𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔 = 60𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝑊𝑊𝑔𝑔 = 5𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. The line 

width is 0.2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and radiating width of 4 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. 

S11 plots of samples of meshed monopole are shown in Figure 4.37. Antenna sample 21 

(measured) 894𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 52.32𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  and −10 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑   bandwidth (862 − 942𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀)  while the 

simulated S11 is 899 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  at −11.22𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,−10𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑    bandwidth (878 − 926𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀) . The 

measured and simulated S11 of antenna sample 24 are 885𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  at −57.25 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,−10𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 

bandwidth (861 − 927𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀)  while simulated value  is 892 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 −

16.62 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,−10 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 bandwidth (852 − 949𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀). 
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Figure 4.37 Measured S11 of two size meshed monopole antennas with different mesh 

parameters on FR4 see Table 4.5 for detail of antennas 

The details of the geometries of the meshed monopole are shown in Table 4.5. The unmeshed 

monopole and uniformly meshed monopole exhibit similar resonant frequencies and -10dB 

bandwidth. The mesh material used was a copper conductor. The linewidth was fixed 

at0.2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 while the number of vertical lines is 5 and the number of horizontal lines varied 

from 41 to 3. The transparency ranged from 64.57% to 73.55%.  Reducing the horizontal 

lines of the meshed monopole does not change the antenna performance. Meshing is carried 

out to reduce the material used in fabrication of the meshed monopole whilst maintaining 

acceptable antenna performance. 
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Table 4.3 Geometry of meshed monopole antennas on FR-4 

Meshed 
monopole 

type 

Meshed 
monopole 

dimensions
𝐿𝐿 × 𝑊𝑊 
(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) 

Measured
𝑜𝑜0 (MHz) 

Measured 
S11 (dB) 

-10 dB 
Bandwidth 

(MHz) 

Nh NV 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙𝑀𝑀 (%) 
 

Unmeshed 
monopole 

68 by 4 864 -28.14 238 unmeshed 100 

Sample 20 68 by 4 920 -32.86 282 41 5 67.59 

Sample 21 84 by 4 894 -52.19 71 10 5 73.55 

Sample 24 84 by 4 884 -56.40 73 18 5 71.74 

Sample 25 84 by 4 721 -27.05 96 3 3 64.57 

Sample 26 84 by 4 901 -47.71 80 41 5 67.59 

Sample 27 84 by 3 904 -42.20 138 Triangular meshed 

 

4.9.2. Surface current distribution 

 

Figure 4.38 shows the currents on the vertical and horizontal line of a meshed monopole 

antenna. A detailed analysis of the surface current show that current flows along the vertical 

and horizontal lines. There is more current flow  along the vertical lines showing that the 

main current flows in that direction. The horizontal lines causes meandering in the current 

path and the vertical lines decreasing surface current leading to lengthened current path. The 

fundamental resonant frequency is lowered due to more meandering sections. Current flows 

along the surface within antenna vertical length because of the number of paths but mesh 

paths are two dimensional. The meshed monopole forces a slight offset on the source position. 
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Figure 4.38 Simulated surface current for antenna sample 21 at 900 MHz. 
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4.9.3. Stitched meshed monopole   

The meshed monopole antenna samples were named as shown in Table 4.4  Figure 4.39(a), 

(b), (d) and (f) are of the dimensions. Antennas have different stitching designs. Figure 4.39(c) 

and (e) uses the different square stitched configurations with same dimensions.  

Table 4.4 Parameters of stitched monopole antennas 

S/No Antenna samples (Dimensions in 

mm) 

Stitched pattern Fabric 

1 M01: ground (70 × 10) radiating  

element (84 × 4) 

Cross stitch Felt 

2 M04: ground (70 × 10) radiating 

element (84 × 4) 

Square stitch Denim 

3 M05: ground (70 × 10) radiating 

element (84 × 4) 

Cross stitch Denim 

4 M4: ground (70 × 10) radiating 

element (84 × 4) 

Cross stitch Felt 

5 M1: ground (68 × 10) radiating 

element (83 × 4) 

Triangular Felt 

6 M03: ground (65 × 5) radiating 

element (84 × 4) 

Square with diagonal Denim 

7 M3: ground (68 × 10)  radiating 

element (84 × 4)  

Square stitch Denim 

8 M02: ground (70 × 10) radiating 

element (84 × 4) 

Running stitch Denim 

9 M5: ground (70 × 10) radiating 

element (84 × 4) 

Fill stitch Denim 

10 M6: ground (70 × 10) radiating 

element (84 × 4) 

Fill stitch Felt 
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Figure 4.39 Stitching patterns (a) triangular stitch (b) running stitch (c) square with diagonal stitch (d) cross stitch (e) square stitch (f) fill stitch 

(a) (c) 

(f) (d) 

(e) 

(b) 
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Table 4.5 Measured results for stitched monopole antennas same nominal dimensions in all cases 

  

Antenna 

design 

 

Running 

(Denim) 

M2 

 

Square with 

diagonal 

(Denim) M3 

 

Fill stitch 

(Denim) 

M5 

 

Square 

(Denim) 

M03 

 

Triangular 

(Felt) 

M1 

 

Fill stitch 

(Felt) 

M4 

 

Cross stitch 

(Felt) 

M01 

Measured 

𝑜𝑜0 (MHz) 

935 880 937 909 919 937 951 

Measured 

S11 (dB) 

-26.81 -31.71 -31.39 -28.96 -23.29 -31.39 -20.56 

-10dB Bandwidth 

(MHz) 

114 81 120 57 85 122 83 

Number of stitches 1254 390 1254 1280 1254 1254 1547 

𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎ℎ (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)

× 𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎ℎ(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚). 

84 × 4 84 × 4 84 × 4 84 × 4 84 × 4 84 × 4 84 × 4 
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The stitched patterns were created using the Byepass stitching method that is explained in 

chapter 5. The monopole antenna was embroidered onto a felt layer as shown in Fig.4.40. 

The Stitch pattern is triangular. Due to nature of the Amberstrand thread which has 

protruding broken strands, edges of the triangle are not smooth.  Figure 4.39 shows the five 

different stitching patterns for embroidery software used in this study. The parameters are 

shown in Table 4.4. The fabricated geometry is stitched with a better than 1mm  precision 

and the lengths are different due to nature of pattern realisations. Using the monopole 

dimensions, five different types of stitch were considered: running stitch, cross stitch and fill 

stitch, square and triangular stitched design. Simulation and measurement were carried out 

over the frequency range of (0.4 − 2.0 𝐺𝐺𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀) in each case. Measured S11 results are shown in 

Fig.4.41, It is shown monopole antenna (M03) is well matched resonant frequencies; S11 of 

M03 is −28.9 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 909 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 , with 57 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 − 10 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  bandwidth. The antenna 𝑀𝑀03  has 

two resonances at 909 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  and 1804 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 13.3 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  width 100 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 − 10 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 

bandwidth. 

                                                     

 

Figure 4.40 Triangular stitched pattern of monopole antenna 

Some stitched antenna parameters for  both ground and radiating element, M3 is 390: Total 

antenna height of 84.20 mm, radiating element of monopole 83 mm and width of ground 

plane of 10 mm, length of ground plane of 68 mm. Sample 𝑀𝑀03 uses a total number of stitch  

1280 but a square stitch pattern design with MATLAB. Parameters for embroidered 

Stitched 
monopole 

84
 m

m
 

70 mm 

Felt 
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monopole antennas heigth of 84mm and width of the ground of 70mm. As shown in Figure 

4.42 measured S11 of 𝑀𝑀1 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 23.3 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  at 919 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  and a -10 dB bandwidth 77 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  

ranging from 888 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 966 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 while 𝑀𝑀2 presented S11 of −26.75 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 at 937 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  and 

−10 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 bandwidth of 128 MHz ranging from 888 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 1016 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀. 𝑀𝑀2 and 𝑀𝑀1 are all 

fully textile monopole antennas. 𝑀𝑀2 has a larger bandwidth than 𝑀𝑀1 because larger ground 

plane and the stitched pattern.  In both designs, the bandwidth is larger to cover the entire 

GSM 900. 

 

Figure 4.41 S11 plot of antenna sample 𝑀𝑀03 employing denim fabric 

The meshed monopole antenna (𝑀𝑀6) employing the fill stitch in realisation has a stitch count 

of 1254 with an antenna height of 84 mm and ground plane antenna width of 70 mm. The 

simulated and measured S11 results are shown in Fig. 4.43. S11 of  𝑀𝑀5 (simulated) is -16.96dB 

at 906 MHz with -10dB bandwidth of 93 MHz ranging from 856 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 953 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 while 

measured S11 given as −34.57 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 918 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀, −10 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 bandwidth 120 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (871 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 −

991𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀).Simulated and measured S11 of  𝑀𝑀6 are   -14.48 dB at 906 MHz with a -10 dB 

bandwidth of 135 MHz (856𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 − 991𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀)  while measured S11 of 

−30.28 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 940 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀,  -10dB bandwidth of 124 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (890𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 − 1014𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀) . Both 

fully textile monopole antennas cover the GSM900 band. The differences between simulation 

and measurement results of S11 and resonant frequencies may be attributed to fabrication error 

as results of flexible coaxial SMA positions. 
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Figure 4.42 S11 plot of  measured meshed stitch antenna samples on denim 

 

             Figure 4.43 S11 plot of meshed monopole antenna employing denim and felt fabric 
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4.9.4. Summary 

The fabric samples were measured using the split post dielectric resonator to determine 

dielectric properties. The wearable monopole and pocket antennas were simulated using CST 

Microwave Studio using the denim and felt fabric as substrate with permittivity of 1.97 and 

1.2 respectively. A set of fully textile pocket and collar antennas were developed making 

flexibility and automation of the production process easier using the embroidery machine. 

Based on the results,  the bandwidth of meshed monopole antenna is proportional to number 

of stitches.  The greater the number of stitches the better impedance bandwidth at -10 dB see 

as Table 4.5. Using the same dimensions of the antenna but different stitch patterns gives 

different impedance bandwidth.  

The stitched pocket and collar antennas with fabric substrate can replaced the rigid antenna of 

same configurations. The antennas are seamlessly integrated onto felt and denim substrate 

which  could be placed on a garment and address the requirement of unobtrusiveness of 

wearable antennas.            
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Conclusion 

A range of test antennas were constructed and fabricated on fabric and FR4. The stitched 

triangular pattern is a valid alternative to solid conductors. The stitched antennas using 

Byepass design yields comparable results to antennas stitched using cross stitch or running 

stitch of the same dimensions. The measured S11 results and simulated samples of the 

embroidered and meshed monopole antennas exhibits similar resonant frequencies for the 

same dimensions. 

This chapter reports the validation of a numerical optimisation method for the design of linear 

wire antennas using GA (MATLAB)-NEC2 through experimental measurements. Results 

from the automated methods were compared with CST models, showing good agreement. 

Results of the pocket antennas were fabricated. Measurements of antenna return loss were 

performed with 37397D VNA. Radiation patterns of optimised linear wire antenna, planar 

and fabric antennas were measured in H-plane and E-plane in the anechoic chamber. 

This procedure of using the GA coupled with NEC2 to optimise parameters of antenna yields 

good designs, showing remarkable performance in terms of bandwidth and return loss (S11). 

There were good agreements between simulated and measured S11 of the optimised linear 

wire antennas. The proposed antenna designs were well matched as the bandwidth covers the 

GSM 900MHz.  It is observed that as ground plane width of the fabric antennas increased, the 

gain and radiated efficiency improved. On-body measurement and simulation have been 

validated. The antenna shows some detuning effects when placed on the body with a 

resonance frequency shift as in the S11 plots. The distance in which the on-body antenna was 

placed on the body during the test show some deviation to the free space because of 

additional layers of clothing as the expected results. 
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 Chapter 5 
Optimisation of antenna meshing 

 
So far, in this thesis some results have been presented for meshed copper and textile 

monopoles. This chapter explores the optimal mesh structure, density and production 

techniques. This chapter starts by looking at meshed ground planes for patch antennas as a 

generic problem. The ground plane of the bent wire and linear monopole is a line. Using a 

microstrip ground plane provides a proper surface to look at the resistances between meshes. 

The primary focus of this section is to design a ground plane for microstrip patch antennas 

using textile materials and standard textile manufacturing techniques of computerised 

embroidering of conductive thread into fabric. 

5.1.    Introduction to Meshed Ground plane for microstrip patch antennas           

Textile structures are used for wearable antennas because they are light weight, long-lasting, 

flexible and conformable. This structure is also soft, deformable, breathable, durable, and 

washable. Textile antennas have recently been studied by different researchers because of a 

number of possible applications (i.e.personal communications, health monitorong, sport 

training, wearable sensors, location tracking, biomedical, antimicrobial textiles ) as well as 

relative low cost [5.1]-[5.2].  

This study is in two parts, measurement on the proposed stitched ground plane compared 

with an infinite resistive network and using embroidery techniques to increased the stitch 

density to achieve the same as high stitch density antenna designs. Fabrication of the 

antennas is by  embroidery on fabric performace and etching on FR4 substrate. For 

comparison, fabrication techniques are important when determining the characteristics, cost, 

and stability of fibre-based fexible and wearable antennas.  

Solid patch antennas with meshed ground are presented as a reference showing the effects on 

the resonance frequency. Different stitch patterns and densities on the proposed antennas are 

examined in this chapter. A stitch pattern is develop for the proposed antenna using the 

microstrip patch antenna as the basis for evaluating the performance. 

Meshing renders antenna metallisation transparent and a transparency is evaluated based on 

the mesh geometry. In [5.3] meshed patch antennas have similar properties to normal 

microstrip patch antenna since they use less metal making them optically transparent. Meshed 

monopole antennas are  designed and embroidered to show metal coverage using CST 
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Microwave Studio. All fabricated textile antennas have been designed to function within the 

2.45 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band and 5 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 wearable wireless local 

area networks (WLAN) frequencies. 

5.2.    Development of designs: Theory of infinite arrays of resistors 

It is possible to relate the embroidered mesh structure to the electrical resistance of a resistive 

network helping to define a sheet or surface resistance. The theory of  electrical networks was 

formulated by Kirchhoff based on linear analysis. This entailed computation of the resistance 

between nodes in a resistive network considering their potentials. Figure 5.1 gives an 

illustration of  infinite number resistors of resistance  (𝑅𝑅) connected in the form of either a  

rectangular  or square grid. The current that entered a node will be equal to the current 

leaving and each of the four resistors connected to a node carries a current of  𝐼𝐼 4⁄ . The 

resulting voltage drop between the two nodes will be equal �𝐼𝐼
4
�𝑅𝑅 [5.4-5.6]. 

                                

Figure 5.1 A square cut from the infinite array  

The node number is repesented by n and m for the calculation of an equivalent resistance 

between two arbitrary nodes. The grid is a two dimensional 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 square resistance network 

as shown in Figure 5.1. Applying Kirchhoff’s current law at node (𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚), the external current 

entering the node must be equal to the current leaving the node through four resistors that is 

attached to a node. This concept is given as [5.4] 

𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛 = �𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛 − 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛+1� 𝑅𝑅⁄ + �𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛 − 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛−1� 𝑅𝑅⁄  

Origin  (0,0) 
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+ (𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛 − 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚+1,𝑛𝑛) 𝑅𝑅⁄ + (𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛 − 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚−1,𝑛𝑛) 𝑅𝑅.⁄                                                                    (5.1) 

At a node where 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛 is zero, this expression (5.1) reduces to 

4𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛 = 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛+1 + 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛−1 + 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚+1,𝑛𝑛 + 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚−1,𝑛𝑛.                                                                   (5.2) 

The equations (5.1) and (5.2) are finite difference equivalents of Poisson’s and Laplace’s 

equations respectively.The resistance between (0,0) and (𝑚𝑚,𝑚𝑚) could be obtained directly 

from the solution of the problem in which the current I enters at (0,0) and leaves at infinity 

and given in terms of the nodes voltages, the resistance is 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛 = 2(𝑉𝑉0,0 − 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛)/𝐼𝐼, 

𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛 =(𝑅𝑅 2𝜋𝜋⁄ ∫ (2 − 𝑒𝑒−|𝑚𝑚|𝛼𝛼cos (𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛)𝜋𝜋
0 − 𝑒𝑒−|𝑛𝑛|𝛼𝛼cos (𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛))/sinh (𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝑛𝑛),                         (5.3)                             

where 𝛼𝛼 and 𝑛𝑛 is given as 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ (𝛼𝛼) + 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑛𝑛) = 2 and equation (5.4) is expresssed as  

𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛 = (𝑅𝑅 𝜋𝜋)� (1 − 𝑒𝑒−|𝑚𝑚|𝛼𝛼 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛))/ 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚ℎ(𝛼𝛼 𝛼𝛼𝑛𝑛),
𝜋𝜋

0
�  

= (R π)∫ (1 − e−|n|α cos( mβ))/ sinh(α dβ)π
0⁄                                                                (5.4)                                                                     

Equations (5.1-5.4)  may be summarised as giving resistance [5.4]:  

𝑅𝑅0,0 = 0; 𝑅𝑅1,0 = 𝑅𝑅 2;⁄  𝑅𝑅1,1 = 2𝑅𝑅 𝜋𝜋.⁄  

5.3. Simulation of finite array 

A code was developed for calculating  the resistance from the centre of a finite grid of 

resistors to every point in the grid,  nodal analysis is used to do the calcuation. Assuming that 

the nodal voltage at each point is 𝑉𝑉(𝑠𝑠, 𝑗𝑗). A finite grid of resistors were created and defects 

were then introduced into the grid. This is the fraction of the available branches or nodes that 

have a defect; if a resistor does not connect to a node it is  deleted from the netlist completely. 

There need to be 4 branches before this defect can occur. This is why the ones on the edge are 

always connected and it goes to the same value. 

Figure 5.1 shows the real part of  normalised impedance in a finite array. The most defective 

part of the grid is at the edge where the nodes are connecting. The numerical simulation data 

is depicted in Table 5.1. The approach used for find the resistance that would be measured  

between spaced nodes is same with the result obtained. 
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Figure 5.2 Real part of the normalised resistance to each grid point for a (4 × 4) array 

 

Table 5.1 Finite numerical simulation of the real part of  normalised resistance one quarter of  
a finite array.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the next section a method for constructing textile meshes is developed for MATLAB. This 

was used to construct physical prototypes. 

  1.1502     1.1882     1.2734     1.4268     1.7288 

node 20 node 21 node 22 node 23 node 24 
0.9367     0.9735     1.0546     1.1940    1.4268 

node 15 node 16 node 17 node 18 node 19 

0.7562     0.8129     0.9199     1.0546     1.2734 

node 10 node 11 node 12 node 13 node 14 
0.5069     0.6513     0.8129     0.9635     1.1892 

node 5 node 6 node 7 node 8 node 9 
0 0.5069     0.7562     0.9366     1.1592 

node 0 node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 

Origin (0,0) 

Origin (0,0) 
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5.4.  Bypass method for stitched pattern designs 

The stitch pattern for the antennas were created using MATLAB. The MATLAB code is 

written to reproduce the required stitch pattern proposed.  Personal embroidery machine (PE-

NEXT) file format is in a  -pes file and the instructions for creating pattern commands are 

‘end’. ‘stop’, ‘jump’ and ‘trim.’ The embroidermodder 2.00 software allows one to edit, scale 

and convert embroidery files to other formats using the libembroidery library. This library  

supports writing and reading.CSV (comma separated values) format files. The file format can 

be viewed in microsoft excel or Notepad since it is in a spreadsheet. The process conversion 

from .csv to .pes for the embroidery machine is shown in Fig.5.3. Once the conversion is 

succesfull, the pattern is viewed in the embroidery software to check how the pattern looks. 

The designed pattern is exported to the embroidery machine via a USB port.  

When manufacturing a meshed conductive surface the embroidery machine is, ideally to 

traverse each branch of the mesh only once. This gives gains in terms of production time as 

well as economy of yarn use. Figure 5.4 shows three possible mesh patterns, two of which 

meet the criterion of stitching each path only once. The mathematical solution to the problem 

is not trival, requiring the evaluation of the euler path. The patterns were created using a set 

of coordinates geometry and linear equation to actualised the patterns. Stitches are formed by 

interlocking an upper and a lower yarn (looper). 

The size of the squares is in millimetres. The horizontal stitches were created before vertical 

stitches by making the full length of the line to maximum (𝑚𝑚, 𝑦𝑦). Vertical lines where formed 

from left to right and the last line on +𝑦𝑦 before reaching 𝑚𝑚 = 0. The next full length of line to 

min y to one over and make the horizontal lines top to bottom. Figure 5.4 (c)  is triangular 

stitch formations where using the x and y coordinates. Create a base for the 𝑚𝑚 and 𝑦𝑦 as the 

sizex and sizey. The triangle is created in equilateral shape. 

The study of different stitch pattern and sewing type for meshed patch antennas results in 

different effects on embroidery accuracy and RF performances. Embroidery designs use 

several sewing types such as zigzag stitch, fill stitch, and spiral stitch. The automated 

embroidery machines in Loughborugh University is used to transform the antenna designs 

into a stitching pattern for all the stitched antennas [5.7-5.8]. Three different  stitching types 

were created and generated using MATLAB as indicated in Figure 5.4 
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Figure 5.3 Bypassing techniques used for stitch pattern formation 

Develop antenna geometry 

Run the MATLAB 
script (saved as .CSV) 
to generate mesh and 
produce stitch file 

Viewing file in Excel 

Embroidermodder 

Is conversion 
successful? 

Viewing 
Notepad or Excel 

No 

Export the file 
. pes 

  

EEnd End 

Start 

Yes 
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Figure 5.4  Three representative stitch patterns (a) single stitched (b) same path 

double stitched (c) Path single stitched 

Liberator thread  and Amberstrand thread consisting of 66 filaments in a conductive yarn 

were used in this study. The equivalent conductivity of the yarn was calculated in chapter 2 

despite the fact that it does not have a uniform conductive structure.  Amberstand 66 is used 

in wearable high frequency electronics applications as a results of the measurement in [5.9]. 

Denim and felt materials are chosen as substrates.  

 

Figure 5.5 Mesh stitch problem - no contact made 

          (a)                                        (b)                                  (c)  

𝑅𝑅∆𝐿𝐿 

𝑅𝑅∆𝐿𝐿 
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Where 𝑅𝑅 = 6.54 Ωm−1  and 𝑅𝑅∆𝐿𝐿  is the equivalent resistance of one cell width. From the 

format in Fig.5.5 all the nodes seem to be connected but this is not so because of the varying 

tension of the yarn. The major challenges were find out if the nodes are electrically connected. 

It is observed that the stitches were not always connected at each node, the four threads go 

through the same hole but there is no electrical contacts. The pattern was created to improved 

electrical connections across the horizontal and vertical sections. It is a square meshed of size 

8 × 8,  with an off-set threads were created of ½ a grid distance.The nodes are interconnected 

when checked with a multimeter. 

The output sample of the stitched meshes on felt and denim is shown in Fig.5.6(a-f). All the 

output samples were designed and fabricated using the Byepass method. Samples (a) and(d) 

are the same offset designs but on different materials. Samples (b) and (d) are rectangular 

design of the stitched ground plane on felt substrate. The triangular stitched mesh developed  

and fabricated on a felt substrate (Fig.5.6(c)). The diagonally cross rectangular stitched mesh 

is shown in Fig.5.6(f). 
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Figure 5.6 Output samples of stitched meshes on felt and denim 

 

 

(a) (d) 

(b) (e) 

(c) (f) 
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5.5.  Measurements of Meshed resistive network 

There are various methods for determining the electrical resistance of electroconductive 

fabric which include two-electrode method, constant voltage,constant current method, 

Wheatsone-bridge method and Thomson-bridge method [5.10]. The two-wire used by the 

ohmmeter measurement is not reliable for measuring low resistances because the resistance 

of the leads, which may be of the same size as the resistance you are measuring. The the four-

point probe method is used to overcome the problem of the two-point probe method. This 

approach gives the function at relationship between the resistance and the voltage and current 

readings for the various geometries [5.11]. In this measurement the standard 4-wire Kelvin 

bridge method (separate voltage and current sense probes) was used to obtain the highest 

accuracy since measuring a low resistance across the grid. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Measurement referenced point of meshed ground plane 

The measurements were carried using the point (0,0)  indicated on the Fig. 5.7 as the 

referenced node. Analogue meter (HP4328A milliohmmeter) was used but had its precision 

augumented by connecting a high impedance digital meter in parallel with the moving coil 

0,0 

0,4 

4,0 

Stitch 

hole 
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panel meter in the instrument. The digital meter was calibrated however due to the 

normalisation this effect was cancelled out. The  theoretical value for Amberstrand (R)  =

 2Ω/foot =  6.54 Ωm−1.  For example the distance between two nodes of  7mm =

 46.04 mΩ. This value is an approximation because across the meshes the distances look 

equal. Pressing down the probe of the multimeter gives a better results when measuring 

between nodes across a meshed on fabric material. The measured results from the node points 

are shown in Table 5.2.  

Note the edge effect on the measurements, which are on smaller array than the modelled 

mesh. 

 

Table 5.2   Measured mesh point values normalised data for an 8 × 8 stitched ground plane 

 

 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

4 1.5443 1.3357 1.1815 1.1424 1.0968 1.1750 1.3466 1.4270 1.5638 

node20 node21 node22 node23 node24 

3 1.3357 1.1880 1.1685 1.0099 0.9470 0.9231 1.0143 1.1012 1.3119 

node15 node16 node17 node18 node19 

2 1.1707 1.0056 1.0143 0.8601 0.7384 0.7558 0.8622 1.0512 1.1316 

node10 node11 node12 node13 node14 

1 1.1055 0.8709 0.7493 0.6993 0.4973 0.7775 0.7037 0.8014 1.0143 

node 5 node 6 node 7 node 8 node 9 

0 0.9708 0.8318 0.6972 0.5125 0 0.4973 0.7428 0.8731 0.9600 

node 0 node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 

-1 1.0686 0.8622 0.7341 0.6841 0.5582 0.7145 0.8166 0.8644 1.0078 

-2 1.1403 0.9622 0.9860 0.8796 0.7645 0.8601 0.9817 0.9730 1.0403 

-3 1.3598 1.1576 1.1598 1.1012 1.0317 0.9795 1.1272 1.2098 1.2554 

-4 1.5399 1.4487 1.3705 1.1989 1.1989 1.3227 1.2836 1.4183 1.5551 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Origin (0,0) 
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Table 5.3. Resistances 𝑅𝑅(𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛) between node (0,0) and node (m,n) in units of R of infinite 

array (analytical data adapted from [5.4]). 

n/m 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

10 1.247 1.248 1.253 1.261 1.271 1.283 1.296 1.311 1.326 1.342 1.358 

9 1.214 1.215 1.221 1.230 1.242 1.257 1.272 1.289 1.306 1.324 1.342 

8 1.176 1.178 1.186 1.197 1.212 1.229 1.247 1.267 1.287 1.306 1.326 

7 1.133 1.136 1.146 1.160 1.179 1.200 1.222 1.244 1.267 1.289 1.311 

6 1.084 1.088 1.101 1.120 1.144 1.169 1.195 1.222 1.247 1.272 1.296 

5 1.026 1.032 1.050 1.076 1.106 1.317 1.169 1.200 1.229 1.257 1.283 

4 0.954 0.964 0.992 1.028 1.067 1.106 1.144 1.179 1.212 1.242 1.271 

node20 node21 node22 node23 node24 

3 0.860 0.880 0.924 0.976 1.028 1.076 1.120 1.160 1.197 1.230 1.261 

node15 node16 node17 node18 node19 

2 0.727 0.773 0.849 0.924 0.992 1.050 1.101 1.146 1.186 1.221 1.253 

node10 node11 node12 node13 node14 

1 0.500 0.636 0.773 0.880 0.964 1.032 1.088 1.136 1.178 1.215 1.248 

node 5 node 6 node 7 node 8 node 9 

0 0.000 0.500 0.727 0.860 0.954 1.026 1.084 1.133 1.176 1.214 1.247 

node 0 node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 

 

 
 

Origin (0,0) 
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of measured point with simulation and analytical results of stitched 
ground plane. 

 
The analytical, simulation and measured result of the meshed ground plane are shown in 

Fig.5.8. The data are plotted from Table 5.1, Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. The meshed grid is 

simulated with a uniform conductor while the fabrication or embroidery is carried out with a 

non-uniform conductor. The meshed grid point in the measurement across the points varies 

due to expansion of Amberstrand conductors. The difference in the results is a result of the 

distances between meshed and the uniformity of the conductors across the the grid. The 

separation between two nodes are not equal because of manufacturing tolerance. The 

simulation considering 7 points gives: 0.9869,  1.0002, 1.0606, 1.0871, 1.0361, 1.0871, 

1.5638 and the measurement gives a 1.0968, 1.175, 1.3466, 1.427, 1.1316, 1.3119, 1.1487. 

The average error across the grid nodes  (8 × 8) is about 23.51%.  Once the mesh is larger 

the measured result the resistances across the mesh will be similar to the infinite meshed 

network.  
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5.6.   Modelling and Design of Microstrip Patch antenna with Meshed 

ground plane 

 
The majority of  the  research  work  carried  out  on fabric antennas in the literature is 

centred around microstrip patch antennas as a result of its advantages of miniaturisation, low 

profile, compactness, ease of integration in clothing materials and good radiation patterns. 

Fabric antennas consist of upper and lower conductive layers of antenna patchs and ground 

plane and a middle layer of dielectric substrate [5.1,5.9]. A planar structure is a basic 

requirement for wearable textile antenna. A microstrip line–fed rectangular (square) patch as 

shown in Fig.5.9, was designed using the transmission line model considering the dielectric 

constant (𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟) , resonant frequency (𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟)  and height of substrate (ℎ𝑠𝑠)  for calculating the 

physical dimensions of the patch using equations (5.5)-(5.8) [5.12 -5.14]. The dielectric 

constant is of a lower value to enhance fringing and radiation. The bandwidth of the patch is a 

function of substrate height. Patch antenna dimension is 𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝 in mm and 𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝 in mm  where λ is 

the free space wavelength at 2.45 Hz  and 5 Hz  wireless networking bands. The 

dimensions of the feed line are  Lf × 𝑊𝑊𝑓𝑓 and feed line inset (𝑦𝑦0) for impedance matching. 

The dimension of substrate and ground plane is given as (Ws × Ls and hs)  and �Wg ×

Lg and tgs� all in mm respectively. The microstrip patch antenna has been designed for two 

applications. 

 

The embroidery technique is used to place a conductive yarn onto Denim or felt substrate for 

the ground plane of patch antennas operating at 2.45 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺  and 5 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 frequencies. The 

substrate dielectric constant and loss tangent are determined by measurement using split post 

dielectric resonators (SPDR) for the fabric samples. The patch antenna  is constructed on a 

two layer substrate having a FR4 of relative permittivity 𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 of 4.3  loss tangent 

(tanδ) of 0.018 and relative permittivity of Denim fabric of 0.7 mm, εr of 1.97   and loss 

tangent (tanδ) of 0.0707 and and for a felt fabric of 1 mm, εr of 1.2 and (tanδ) of 0.0013. A 

copper layer of thickness  of 0.035mm was used on the reference antenna. 

 

Two types of conductive thread materials were used for the fabrication of the prototype 

stitched antennas: Liberator-20 and Amberstrand 66 (metal clad polymer) [5.9]. Liberator 20 

consists of a yarn of 20 strands of diameter 0.22 mm. Each strands has a Vectran fiber core 
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with silver coating. The DC resistance of Liberator-20 is 2Ω/ft which gives an effective 

conductivity  of   4.5 × 107S/m.   Liberator-20  is  created  by  Syscom  Advanced  Materials. 

 The following formulae for the antenna design are taken from Balanis [5.13] 

Effective dielectric constant 𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = 𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟+1
2

+ 𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟−1
2
�1 + 12 ℎ

𝑊𝑊
�
−1/2

                                         (5.5) 

𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(
𝑊𝑊
ℎ
≫ 1) 

Effective length 𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = 𝐿𝐿 + 2∆𝐿𝐿                                                                                          (5.6) 

Normised extension length ∆𝐿𝐿
ℎ

= 0.412
(𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟+0.3)�𝑊𝑊ℎ+0.264�

(𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟−0.258)�𝑊𝑊ℎ+0.8�
                                                   (5.7) 

Resonant frequency(𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟)010 =  1
2𝐿𝐿√𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟�𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟𝜇𝜇0

                                                                             (5.8) 

There are various way of feeding the microstrip patch antenna which include coaxial probe 

feed, microstrip line, inset fed, aperture coupling and proximity coupling. Most designs of 

microstrip antenna are fed by simple coaxial probe because of ease of fabrication. In this 

study the rectangular microstrip patch antennas are fed by a microstrip line with inset feed. 

The inset feed is used for microstrip patch antenna to improve the impedance match with 

planar feed configuration. The input impedance of microstrip patch antenna depends on the 

feed position for probe feed or the microstrip feed inset [5.15]-[5.16] . 

The transmission-line model represent the patch as a low-impedance line whereby the width 

of the patch determines the impedance and the effective dielectric constant. A microstrip 

patch consists of parallel plate radiation conductance and capacitive susceptance that loads  

both the radiating edges of the patch Thomas Milligan [5.14 ] gives the radiation conductance 

for a parallel-plate radiator as 

 = πW
ηλ0

�1 − (kH)2

24
�                                                                                                               (5.9)      

Re = 1
2G

                                                                                                                                (5.10) 

The computed value of G was 2.49mΩ and  𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟  the input resistance at the edge,  is 200Ω with  

𝑦𝑦0  inset distance. The capacitive susceptance in relation to the effective strip extension is 

given as 

B = 0.01668 ∆
H
W
λ
εeff                                                                                                         (5.11) 
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 Microstrip antenna is fed from the edge using an inset line where the gap on either side of 

strip line is equal to its width. The feed location 𝑦𝑦0 was computed from equation (5.9-5.13) 

using a radian angle measure.  

Ri = Resin4 πy0
L

                                       0 ≤ y0 ≤
L
2
                                                       (5.12) 

y0 = L
π

sin−1 �Ri
Re
�
1
4�                                                                                                          (5.13) 

Computed values of 50Ω  feed inset, 𝑦𝑦0 for 5 Hz  was 3.5mm and for  2.45 Hz  the value is 

given as 7.5mm.The values were compared to the computed values in [5.13] 
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Figure 5.9  Geometry of proposed inset microstrip fed patch antenna (a) Top conductor (b)  

Solid ground (c) Meshed ground 
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5.6.1.   Investigation of mesh width of meshed patch antenna 

 

 Microstrip patch antennas have a wide range of applications including printing on or within 

glass areas of vehicles for intelligent and telematics systems providing a cost effective 

solution. Rectangular printed patch antennas made from conducting mesh have improved 

bandwidth but have low gain [5.3]. To examine the effect of meshing on the antenna 

performance and to normalise the meshed antenna to a reference, a solid patch antenna was 

designed, fabricated from FR4 substrate and tuned to the same frequency as the meshed 

antennas. 

 
Meshed patch antennas have been studied by Clasen and Langley [5.3] considering mesh 

lines with fixed line width. In their study they examined meshed patch antenna with solid 

ground plane and meshed ground plane but the effects of the line width (𝐿𝐿𝑤𝑤)  and the mesh 

spacing on the resonant frequency and the gain were compared with using a reference patch 

antenna see Figure 5.10 (a) and (b). The patch antenna has two radiating slots of length Wp. 
The microstrip antenna is either fed with a microstrip line or cable. Many modal waves are 

excited. In this study the antenna was fed with a microstrip line. The antenna design 

frequency 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 = 𝑐𝑐
2𝐿𝐿√𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟

= 2.45 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺. The resonant length from the theoretical calculation 𝐿𝐿 =

𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 2⁄  gives 29.5 mm but the actual physical length is set to  28 mm. The rectangular patch 

antenna had a length 𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝 = 28 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,  width of the patch  𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝 =  38 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, relative permittivity 

𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 = 4.3, thickness of the dielectric substrate is 1.6 mm and the loss tangent 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 = 0.018. 

The theoretical length is slight longer than the physical length as expected due to fringing 

effect.  
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Figure 5.10(a) Antenna geometry of antenna design A and  (b) Picture of microstrip patch 

antenna (Antenna design A) 
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5.6.2.  Simulated and measured reflection coefficient and simulated 

radiation patterns. 

The resonant frequency and reflection coefficient of all the designed samples of antennas 

were measured using a 37397D Vector Network Analyser to verify the theoretical analysis, 

The simulated and the measured S11 of the antenna sample is shown in Fig. 5.11. The 

measured result S11 −11.87dB at 2.45 Hz    with bandwidth of 70 MHz compared with the 

simulation S11 of −13.87dB at 2.45 Hz   and −10 dB bandwidth of 64 MHz. 

Two patterns in two plane yz and xz were defined in chapter 2. Figure 5.12 is the simulated 

pattern of reference antenna A (Fig. 5.10). The maximum directivity is 7.1 dBi. The E-plane 

and H-plane at boresight is the same. The front to back ratio of the solid patch 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =

15 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹. There are no side lobes but back lobes as a result of the finite ground plane. A larger 

ground plane or use of EBG materials will reduce the backlobe. 

 

Figure 5.11 The reflection coefficient of Antenna design A with solid ground plane (see 

Figure 5.10) 
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Figure 5.12 Simulated radiation patterns for microstrip patch (of Fig.5.11-Antenna design A) 

at 2.45 GHz. 

5.6.3.  Meshed ground plane 

Table 5.4 shows the parameters of four simulated solid patch antennas with meshed ground 

planes. NH and NV are the number of horizontal and vertical lines of the meshed ground plane. 

The horizontal lines are perpendicular to the  resonant length of the patch. The number of 

horizontal lines is 14 and number of vertical lines is 15 for all the antenna referred to as 

antenna design  𝐴𝐴 − 𝐸𝐸 . Line width, 𝐿𝐿𝑤𝑤, is 0.2 mm  and thickness of copper layer is  

0.035 mm. These antennas were excited by a 50 Ω microstrip line in CST Microwave Studio.  
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Table 5.4 Simulated results of patch antenna with meshed ground plane 

Antennas 

design 

Simulated 

f0 (GHz) 

Simulated 

S11 (dB) 

-10 dB 

Bandwidth 

(MHz) 

Simulated 

Directivity 

(dBi) 

Simulated 

Gain 

(dB) 

Simulated 

Radiated 

Efficiency 

(%) 

A.  2.44 -13.97 60 7.1 6.31 88 

B. 

Lw
= 0.2mm 

 

2.24 -16.05 70 5.66 5.25 93 

C. 

Lw
= 0.4mm 

 

2.28 -13.07 70 5.81 5.5 93 

D. 

Lw
= 0.6mm 

 

2.31 -32.9 80 6.08 5.74 92 

 E. 

Lw
= 0.8mm 

 

2.37 -14.78 90 6.48 6.05 90 

 

In [5.19] the resonant frequency, gain and efficiency of the meshed patch antennas decrease 

when the transparency of the patch antenna is increased. The number of horizontal line and 

vertical lines were kept constant, changing the line width to examined the transparency The 

transparency of the meshed ground was computed using equation (5.14) but the parameters 

are defined in section 4.9.1. From  the study its was observed that 𝐿𝐿𝑤𝑤 = 0.2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 the 

transparency is 91.5%, 𝐿𝐿𝑤𝑤 = 0.4 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  gives a transparency of  83.4%,  𝐿𝐿𝑤𝑤 = 0.6 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  the 

transparency is 75.8 % and Lw = 0.8 mm the transparency is 68.4%. Meshed patch antenna 

design with thin lines produces more transparent antennas but with gain loss of the antenna.  

Ttransparency    =       L.W−Lw.Nh.L−Lw.Nv.W+Lw2.Nv.Nh
L.W

                                                   (5.14) 
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Figure 5.13 Effect of the linewidth on the resonant frequency of rectangular meshed ground 

for patch antenna. 

Increasing the linewidth from 0.2 mm to 0.8 mm increases the impedance bandwidth and 

shifts the resonant frequencies from 2.44 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 to of 2.22 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 as shown in Fig.5.13. The 

bandwidth of microstrip antennas is proportional to the thickness of the substrate. The FR4 

substrates are very thin in terms of the wavelength (thickness ≪ 𝜆𝜆0
4�   making the 

bandwidth narrow as shown in Table 5.3. The gain and the resonant frequency decrease with 

a decrease in the line width while the mesh spacing increases. Meshing of the ground causes 

gain loss of the antenna.   
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5.6.4.  Simulated Radiation pattern of a Patch antenna with solid and 

meshed ground plane (Realised Gain/dBi)        

Figure 5.14 Simulated radiation patterns at 2.45 GHz for microstrip antennas with radiating 

patch and meshed ground compared to Antenna A which has a solid ground plane for meshes 

details see Table 5.4 
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5.6.5.  Microstrip Patch (Inset feed) at 2.45 GHz 

The structure and dimension of the proposed microstrip patch antenna is shown in Fig. 5.15. 

The ground plane covers the entire side of the substrate and is made of copper sheet of 

0.035 mm thickness. The radiating element is designed with the same thickness copper. The 

substrate is FR4  (εr = 4.3 and loss tangent δ = 0.018)   has a size of  𝑊𝑊𝑔𝑔 × 𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔 =

70 mm × 65 mm of substrate height hs = 1.6 mm is used for all the antennas. The size of 

the patch 𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝 × 𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝 = 38 mm × 28mm. The feedline has a characteristic impedance of 50 Ω 

for maximum power transfer.  

  

   

Figure 5.15 (a) Simulation model of referenced patch B  and (b) Photograph of fabricated 

microstrip patch (referenced design-inset feed) 

(a) 
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(b) 
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The simulated and measured reflection coefficient are shown in Fig. 5.16. The reflection 

cofficient is at centre frequency of the Wi-Fi band (2.4 − 2.485 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺).  Measured S11 is 

−21.48 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹  at 2.43𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺,−10𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹  Bandwidth 49 MHz  and simulation S11 is  −25.81 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹  at 

2.46 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺  −10 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹  bandwidth 87 𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺.  

 

Figure 5.16 Comparison between simulation and measurement of the proposed microstrip 

patch (inset feed) of Fig.5.15 by means of the S11 plot 

 

 

Figure 5.17 Simulated radiation pattern of gain (of Fig 5.15) 
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A set of four rectangular patch antennas (see Fig.5.15 for the dimension of the patch) with 

meshed ground plane with line width 0.2 mm  were printed on FR4 substrates backed with 

meshed copper grounds is shown in Table 5.5. The design of meshed patch antenna using 

three horizontal line were studied by [5.17,5.20]. Similar concepts were used to design the 

meshed ground plane of the microstrip antennas in this study where three horizontal lines one 

at the top, one at the bottom and the other at the feed point at the middle were used. This 

horizontal line at the feed allows current to flow to the vertical lines  Antenna samples 

(antenna 5 and antenna 6) had a ground plane of 65 mm by 70 mm. The meshed ground of 

antenna 5 consist of number of vertical lines 𝑁𝑁𝑣𝑣 = 25 and number of horizontal lines 𝑁𝑁ℎ = 3. 

This antenna has a transparency of 91.5% and metal coverage of 8.5%. Antenna 6 has 𝑁𝑁𝑣𝑣 =

36 and 𝑁𝑁ℎ = 3, the transparency of 88% and metal coverage of 12%. Antenna 5 has a finer 

meshed ground plane giving a higher resonant frequency and better impedance bandwidth 

than antenna 6 because the meshed is coarse and closedly compact together. The resonant 

frequency of antennas 5 and 6 are higher than conventional antenna 4 because the electrical 

lengths of antenna 5 and 6 are shorter as in Fig.5.18 and Fig.5.19. 

Antenna 7 and 8 are etched on a FR4 substrate of ground plane (70 mm by 70 mm) but of 

the same dimension of the patch as antenna 4 Antenna 7 has  𝑁𝑁𝑣𝑣 = 15  and 𝑁𝑁ℎ = 8  

transparency of 93.5% and metal coverage of 6.5% and Antenna 8 is built with a solid patch 

(see Table 5.5) over a meshed ground plane  and a dielectric constant of substrate between 

the patch and ground plane is 4.3 and thickness of 1.6 mm.The meshed ground plane consist 

of    𝑁𝑁𝑉𝑉 = 𝑁𝑁ℎ = 15 transparency of the antenna is 91.5% and metal coverage of 8.5%.  The 

transparency of these antenna increased the antenna directivity and the resonant frequency 

reduces as reported [5.3]. Antenna 7 has higher centre frequency and better impedance 

bandwidth than antenna 8 because of the reduced number of parallel lines to the length of 

antenna ground plane.  
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Table 5.5 Simulated and measured result of representative examples for meshed ground plane 

 

Figure 5.18 shows the S11 values for three antennas described in the previous paragraph. 

Antenna 4 has a good impedance match −25.7 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 at 2.46 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 − 10 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹  bandwidth of 

87𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺  and measured values −21.5𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 at 2.43𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 − 10𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹  bandwidth of 61𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺.  The 

measured S11 value of Antenna 5 is −37.9𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 at 2.53 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺  and impedance bandwidth 

153MHz while the simulated result is −17.5 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 at 2.51 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 − 10𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 bandwidth of 80𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺. 

The measured result shows that antenna 6 resonates  −21.8 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 at 2.53 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 with an 

impedance bandwidth of 110 𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 while the simulated results are −24.2𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 at 2.50𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 −

10𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹  bandwidth of 80𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 . Meshing the ground plane gives an enhanced bandwidth 

compared to a solid ground (2.5 %)  to meshed ground (7.5%) . The difference between 

simulation results and the measured results may be attributed to inductance offered by the 

Antenna 

design 

Patch ground Simulated 

f0 (GHz) 

Measured 

𝑓𝑓0(GHz) 

Simulated 

𝑆𝑆11(dB) 

Measured 

𝑆𝑆11(dB) 

Simulated 

Directivity 

(dBi) 

Simulated 

Radiation 

Efficiency 

(%) 

Antenna 

4 

  

2.46 2.45 -25.8.0 -21.4dB 6.93 91 

Antenna 

5 

  

2.54 2.53 -22.2 -37.8 6.48 79 

Antenna 

6 

  

2.52 2.50 -14.3 -30.1 6.52 84 

Antenna 

7 

  

2.45 2.51 -29.6 -22.8 5.87 92 

Antenna 

8 

  

2.3 2.25 -36.3 -14.9 5.67 92 
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coaxial probe.  Another reason, may be as a result of no nexact values of the dielectric 

constant of  FR4 substrate being available for the process of fabrications.  

  
Figure 5.18 S11 result for meshed ground plane and conventional patch antenna (antenna 4) 

  
Figure 5.19 S11 Simulation results of horizontal lines (𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻 = 3) and varying vertical lines  (𝑁𝑁𝑉𝑉) of 

meshed ground plane 
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Figure 5.20 show the radiation patterns in the E- and H-plane simulated at 2.45 Hz .Antenna 

4 has  maximum directivity at a peak value of 6.93 dBi whereas antenna 6 has directivity of  

6.52 dBi. Both antennas have very similar patterns. Antenna 4 is an inset fed  solid patch  

with a solid ground plane. The other antenna samples 5,6,7 and 8 are solid patch with meshed 

ground ground on FR4 substrate.  
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Figure 5.20 Simulated radiation patterns for the Gain of antenna design 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 
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5.6.6. Simulated surface current for meshed ground plane 

 
The surface current is strong at the feed point and along the feed length. Currents flow along 

the vertical lines and the horizontal lines shows a decrease in current path as shown in 

Fig.5.21 (a) and increase the the fundamental resonant frequency. When the number of 

horizontal lines are reduced to three (3)  top, feedpoint and bottom current path decreases (see 

Fig.5.21(b)) and more current flows along the vertical path causing an increase in the 

resonant frequency.  

 

  

  
 

Figure 5.21 Simulated surface current on the meshed ground plane at 2.45 Hz  

(a) 

(b) 
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5.7. Microstrip patch at 5 GHz for evaluation of meshed ground plane  

 
The dimensions of the microstrip patch antennas were approximated from equations (5.6-5.14) 

from existing literatures [5.13-5.17] as shown in Fig.5.10(a) and (b). The next patch antenna 

was designed to operate at 5 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 and the dimensions are listed in Table 5.6. The proposed 

antennas are constructed with two different substrates: FR4 substrate and fabric substrate. 

The patch and the inset line are made on the same layer. Antenna dimensions are the same for 

all meshed ground plane evaluated in this section. 

 

5.7.1. Production of textile meshed ground plane 

 
The (Brother Pro PR1000e  Entrepreneur) was use to realise the  fabrication of the stitched 

ground plane for the Microstrip patch antennas. The thread used for this study was a Multi-

thread conductive yarn Amberstrand Silver 66. One single thread of Amberstrand is made of 

66 identical filaments. The diameter of the Amberstrand filament is approximately 17µm 

[5.9]. The stitching was performed along the horizontal step and vertical step  directions for 

antennas PA2, PA3, PA4 and PA5.The lock stitch method was used where two threads: 

conductive thread and non-conductive thread were used for stitched formation. A stitch 

density of 4.5 lines/mm was used for the ground plane. Current prefers to follow path of 

least resistance rather jump from one yarn to another [5.18]. The number of stitches for the 

ground plane for antenna PA3 and PA4 was 449. The number of stitches for antenna sample 

PA2 is 313 and PA5 is 1161. Stitching the ground plane on to fabric material (felt or denim) 

first, the stitched ground plane is cut and attached to the FR4 substrate using repositionable 

adhesive. 

Antennas are named as follows, Antenna PA1 is a solid patch on a solid ground plane, 

antenna PA2 is asolid patch etched on FR4 and conductive thread stitched on felt material as 

a ground plane, antenna PA3 is a solid patch and meshed ground (using conductive thread on 

felt material), antenna PA4 is a solid patch on FR4 substrate and conductive thread stitched 

on denim fabric as a ground plane, antenna PA5 solid patch on FR4 substrate with a 

(triangular meshed) on a felt ground plane, MGP1 meshed patch on mesh ground plane 

(2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 × 2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) and antenna MGP3 solid patch on FR4 meshed ground similar (to PA2), 
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antenna MGP2 meshed patch on solid ground, antenna and antenna MGP4 solid patch on 

meshed ground (2mm × 2mm). 

 

Table 5.6 Microstrip antenna dimensions and parameters 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Operating frequency, f in GHz 5 

Dielectric constant 4.3 

Length of the patch, LP  in mm 14 

Width of the patch,  WP in mm 18.42 

Position of inset feed point,  𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝 in 

mm 

3.5 

Distance between feed & patch Wfp 1.2 

Width of the microstrip feed line 

Wf in mm 

1.2 

Height of substrate FR4 in mm 1.6 

Loss tangent of FR4 0.018 

Ground plane length  Lg  44 

Ground plane width  Wg  48 

Thickness 𝑡𝑡 in mm 

Copper sheet 

0.035 

Linewidth, 𝐿𝐿𝑤𝑤, in mm 0.2 
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Table 5.7 Simulated and measured parameters of representative examples of meshed and stitched ground planes for microstrip antennas

Antenna  
design 

PA1 PA2 PA3 PA4 PA5 MGP1 MGP3 

Ground 
plane 

       

Measured 

f0 (Hz ) 
4.97 5.48 5.32 5.31 5.02 4.7 5.07 

Measured  

S11 (dB) 
-25.6 -17.42 -25.99 -30.8 -15.3 -24.3 -37.8 

Simulated 

S11 (dB) 
-21.4 -19.21 -32.59 -25.34 -22.39 -26.9 -17.8 

Measured 

−10 dB  

Bandwidth 

 (MHz) 

150 502 660 780 814 220 180 

Simulated 

-10dB 

Bandwidth 

(MHz) 

200 200 190 424 200 240 80 

Simulated 

Directivity 

 (dBi) 

7.03 5.09 6.76 6.22 6.7 6.91 7.22 

Simulated 

Radiated  

efficiency 

(%) 

91 86 77 84 87 72 88 
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5.7.2. Solid patch with solid ground (PA1) and meshed patch with meshed 

ground 
 

Antenna sample PA1 is a solid patch with solid ground plane and antenna sample MGP1 a 

meshed patch with meshed ground plane. Both have the same dimensions. They are 

fabricated on an FR4 substrate of 1.6 mm thickness. The reflection coefficient, S11, of each 

antenna sample is shown in Fig. 5.22. PA1 simulation S11 result is 

−21.4𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 at 4.97𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺,−10 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹  bandwidth of 200 𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺  and  measured S11 is −25.6 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 at  

4.92 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 ,  -10 dB bandwidth 200 𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺  while MGP1 has a measured S11 

of −24.2 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 at 4.70 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺,−10𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 bandwidth   of  220 𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺  and simulation S11 result at 

−26.9 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 at 4.82𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺,   240 𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺.  The drop in frequency of meshed patch with meshed 

ground (MGP1) is lower by 4.47%  as compared to PA1. It has a higher impedance 

bandwidth. The difference between the measured and simulation as a result errors of substrate 

permittivity.  

 

 
Figure 5.22 S11 Measured result compared with simulation of solid patch (PA1) with solid  

ground and meshed patch (MGP1) with meshed ground 
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The radiation pattern at 4.82 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 as shown in Figure 5.23  where the E-plane and H-plane 

shows the leakages on the meshed ground plane, particularly for the H-plane. The pattern of 

the meshed patch antenna does not change significantly  compared to the solid patch result. 

The solid patch has a directivity of  7.03 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠 and the directivity of the meshed patch is 

6.91 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠. There is directivity show only a small change when the antenna is meshed. The 

maximum directivity of the patch antenna (PA1) to the directivity at the rear is given as 

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 18.32𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹.  

           
 

Figure 5.23 Stimulated radiation pattern of antenna samples MGP1 and PA1 
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5.7.3. Comparison of patches with meshed and solid ground planes  
 

The measured input reflection (S11-parameter) of the antenna samples MGP4 and PA1 is 

shown in Fig.5.24. The antenna sample MGP4 is solid patch on a meshed ground plane while  

PA1 is solid patch on a solid ground plane. The measured S11 for of MGP4 is 

−20.2 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 at 4.72 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 −10𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 bandwidth of 260 𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 (measured) while simulation results 

gives −15.4 dB at 4.93 Hz  −10 dB  bandwidth of 140 𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 . PA1 simulation result is 

−21.4𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 at 4.97𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 will  −10 dB bandwidth of 200 MHz and  measured S11 of −25.6 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 

at 4.92 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺  at -10 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹  bandwidth 200 𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺.  Antenna sample MGP4 has a directivity of 

6.98 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠 while the solid patch PA1 has a directivity of 7.03 𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠. 

 

Figure 5.24 Simulated and measured S11 results of the antenna MGP4 and PA1 (solid patch 

on meshed and solid ground planes) 

5.7.4.  Stitched ground plane on fabric substrate. 

Antenna sample MGP3 is a solid patch (for dimensions see Table 5.5) with a meshed ground 

plane on FR4 substrate. Sample PA2 is solid patch antenna on an FR4 substrate backed with 
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stitched meshed ground plane of the same dimension as MGP3.  Measured S11 results are 

shown in Fig.5.25. It is shown that two patch antenna were well matched at their resonant 

frequencies: MGP3 is -15.9 dB at 5.07 GHz and -14.4 dB at 5.48 GHz, with 600 MHz -10 dB 

bandwidth. The stitched ground plane  resonance is slightly higher than the copper because 

the line width of the Amberstrand is thicker. The measured S11 of PA2 is -17.2 dB at 5.48 

GHz with 780 MHz -10 dB bandwidth. The stitched ground plane has a higher bandwidth 

than the antenna sample PA1 because the increased thickness of the substrate. PA2 stitched 

measured is different to the stitched simulated: 

• More resonances at low frequency in the PA2 simulation are missing because the 

stitching at corners may not be fully connected. It is speculated that there should be 

loop resonances and these are missing. 

• More loss at high frequency in the measured and broader band in PA2 stitched 

connected. because there are losses in the yarn that have not been taken into account 

in the model 

MGP3 has thin traces on the ground plane and hence more inductances which may have 

given a different result. 
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Figure 5.25 Meshed ground (MPG3) and stitched ground plane (PA2) measured results 

compared with simulation of PA2 

The stitched antenna was placed on a rigid substrates, FR4 and compared with the etched 

antenna, PA1, see Table 5.7. All the stitched pattern was fastened to the FR4 substrate and 

the stitching were done using 2 mm spacing based on the design from MATLAB. 

Amberstrand Silver 66 thread was used. This antenna consists of three layers: the top patch, 

the dielectric substrate (FR4) and a thin fabric material, on which is placed the stitching of 

the ground plane. The same dimension of the ground plane (44 mm ×  48 mm)  were used 

for all the stitching designs. Antenna PA3 is on a felt fabric ground plane with total substrate 

thickness approximates  2.6 mm. Antenna sample PA4 is placed on denim fabric.  

 

The simulated and measured S11 of three samples of stitched antenna is depicted in Fig. 5.26. 

Measured S11 of PA3 is -25.8 dB at 5.31 GHz with 800 MHz -10 dB bandwidth, Simulated 

S11 of PA3: -32.7 dB at 4.56 GHz with 500 MHz -10 dB bandwidth. The differences between 

the simulation and measurement due to inaccuracy of thickness of the  rigid substrate and 

fabrication errors. Measured S11 result of PA3: -30.7 dB at 5.31GHz with 680 MHz -10 dB 

bandwith while the simulated S11 result -25.2 dB at 5.46 GHz 420 MHz -10 dB bandwidth, the 
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simulation and measurement agreed for the antenna sample PA4. However PA3 has higher 

impedance bandwidth than PA4 as a result of the substrate thickness. The antenna sample 

PA4 has a centre frequency of -30.7dB at  5.31 GHz compared with PA3 -25.8 dB at 5.46 

GHz. Antenna sample PA5, stitched on a denim substrate in triangulular geometry,  has a -10 

dB bandwidth of 861 MHz at -15.2 dB. The difference between the measurement and 

simulated results may be attributed to two reason, air gap between the FR4 and fabric layer 

which was not considered during simulation. The adhesive spray used for fixing the fabric to 

FR4 was not taken into consideration during simulation.  

 

MPG3 and MPG4 have different meshed ground planes, which explains the difference 

between measurements (Fig. 5.25 and Fig. 5.24). 

 

The reflection coefficient of  antenna PA3 was measured when placed onbody as shown in 

Fig.5.27. The measurements were carried out considering a 3𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 gap between the body and 

the antenna. The S11 off-body measurement has S11 at 5.18GHz at -23.78 dB with -10dB 

bandwidth of  0.651GHz while the on-body measurement 4.781GHz of -15.26dB and 

5.316GHz at -23.55dB, with -10dB bandwidth of 0.86GHz. The -10dB bandwidths in free 

space and worn does not change significantly. The on body measurement shows the 

bandwidth has broadened and no change in resonant frequency except in two modes. 

 

The simulated radiation patterns for a conventional microstrip patch antenna (PA1) and a 

microstrip patch with meshed ground at their resonant frequencies are shown in Fig.5.28. 

Meshing the ground plane does not change the shape of the pattern for the patch antenna but 

only causes some back radiation will leakage through the ground plane. The patterns are 

normalised to the peak gain at each frequency. 
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Figure 5.26 Measured S11 results of antennas with different stitched ground plane on different 

textile substrate 

 

Figure 5.27 Measured S11 of antenna sample PA3 off and on body 
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Figure 5.28 Stimulated radiation patterns of antenna samples that are presented in Table 5.7 
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5.7.5. Simulated surface current for meshed ground plane 
The surface current is strong at the feed point and along the feed length. Currents flow along 

the vertical lines and the horizontal lines shows a increase in current path as shown in 

Fig.5.29 and lowering the the fundamental resonant frequency.  

 

  
 Figure 5.29 Simulated surface current on meshed ground plane for  microstrip patch antenna 

at 5𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 

5.7.6. Summary 

The bypass method employed in this study shows the possibilities of increased stitch spacing 

for ground plane of antennas and also at the same time reducing the cost of production of the 

stitched antennas. Full control of the stitch pattern is achieved. A higher conductive path was 

achieved on the mesh designs.  

Current follows along the stitched path of ground plane. This stitched ground were applied to 

microstrip patch antennas. The patch antennas was designed at 5𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 with consistent 

dimensions and with differing format ground plane of the same size. A solid patch with solid 

ground plane was used for comparison with the stitched ground planes. Closer stitched 

configuration were achieved which gives resonant frequency at 5𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺. A fabric patch design 

with stitched ground shows comparable performace to coventional copper patch antenna of 

same design. 
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Conclusion 
The bypass method using MATLAB software is used to control the stitching techniques and 

stitching density. Three sets of geometric patterns were created include rectangular, square 

and triangular mesh. These patterns were stitched onto denim and felt fabric materials to 

provide a microstrip patch ground plane. The rectangular and square patterns uses less yarn 

compared to the triangular patterns. However, the Bypass method can be used to create any 

geometric pattern desired for any particular antenna ground plane. The solid ground plane of 

the microstrip antenna were replaced with a stitched ground plane for applications at 

2.45 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 and 5 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺. This method has proven successful based on results from the ground 

plane designs carried out in this study.  

 

The meshed ground plane of the size  8 × 8 using an offset distance of ½ grid was designed 

using the proposed stitching pattern. The first stitch patterns created were not connecting 

properly at all node points when measured but to improved connections between the vertical 

and horizontal sections, an offset grid were generated. Measurement results on the proposed 

stitched ground planes were compared with the theory of infinite resistive network that shows 

good agreement.  

 

Two types of feed were considered in the modelling of the microstrip patch antenna. The 

inset feed gives a better match and higher resonant frequencies than the direct feed microstrip 

line because the input impedance is clearly defined. The inset fed microstrip antenna has an 

efficiency of 91 % while the microstrip line fed has an efficiency of  88 % at the centre 

operating frequency of 2.45 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺.  From the results at −10𝛼𝛼𝐹𝐹 bandwidth for microstrip patch 

at 5 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺,  a bandwidth of 150 𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 was realised but the value of 861 𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 bandwidth was 

achieved using the triangular stitched ground plane pattern. The rectangular stitched pattern 

used for the same microstrip patch antenna give a -10 dB bandwidth of 780 𝑀𝑀𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺.  These 

results  of the meshed stitched antennas shows a bandwidth broadening when the antenna is 

stitched on fabrics. Meshed version of the antenna will be advantageous if applied because 

less materials is required, implying less weight and cost, they can equally be integrated into 

clothing for wearable applications. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1. Summary of Results 

 
In chapter 2 a brief review of wire antennas was presented, showing how the first wire 

antenna was proposed. Antennas are designed either by a set of equations or using a simulator 

to create a design and then to analyse the properties. The process of designing an antenna by 

intuition or trial and error takes quality time since antennas are highly multimodal. 

Evolutionary optimisation such as by use of genetic algorithms has been used to improve the 

quality of existing designs, to create new designs and to simplify the design process. Genetic 

algorithms have been successfully used for the optimisation of linear wire antennas, crooked-

wire antennas and microstrip spiral antennas, at different frequency bands. 

An understanding of textile antenna design and manufacturing techniques is essential in this 

study. The properties of the fabrics used as dielectric substrates and their characterisation are 

highlighted. Embroidery is fast and flexible in creating new patterns and make integrating 

radio frequency systems into clothing/garments for wearable applications. 

The simulation-based optimisation is used for design of linear wire antennas in chapter 3. The 

genetic algorithm is used for optimisation and the computation of wire antenna characteristics 

is performed using an electromagnetic solver (NEC2). Results from the GA run were used to 

produced samples of linear wire antennas. The NEC2 results were compared to CST (a FIT 

solver) simulations before fabrication. The performance of the linear wire antennas was 

evaluated for a population of 30 and evolved for 500 generations or 15000 fitness 

calculations. The GA is flexible and gives better and improved designs of antennas. 

Chapter 4 presents the fabrication and measurements of wire, planar and stitched antennas. 

The antenna samples were named Pocket A, pocket B, pocket C, pocket D and collar A, 

collar B, collar C, collar D. This procedure of using the GA coupled with NEC2 to optimise 

parameters of antenna yields good designs, showing remarkable performance in terms of 

bandwidth and return loss (S11).  All the four optimised antennas had good efficiency that 

make them suitable for communication applications.  

Chapter 5 focuses on the production of stitched ground planes for textile applications. A 

meshed resistive grid was evaluated using Kirchhoff’s current law and nodal analysis.  The 
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equivalent resistance between nodes are a function of their distance apart. A finite resistive 

grid was simulated and compared with measured sets of data. For the purpose of 

implementation of the designs, a microstrip patch antenna was designed and stitched on a 

meshed ground with denim and felt fabric. A practical mesh ground plane was modelled and 

designed using MATLAB. The designs were exported to embroidery machine software for 

production. Representative samples, used as patch ground planes, were validated.           

6.2. Main Contributions 

 
The main contributions of this thesis are:  

• A generic method of modelling wire antenna is proposed using Numerical 

Electromagnetic Codes (NEC2) built on the application of genetic algorithm (GA). 

• A set of novel pocket and collar antennas were optimised using the generic method 

to produce covert antennas for civilian applications. These covert antennas can be 

retrofitted to existing garment designs and there is a high level of flexibility. 

•  A stitched ground plane for microstrip patch antennas and stitched monopoles 

were developed and fabricated using the MATLAB interface to computer 

embroidery. 

• The interface method reduces the stitching density and electrical resistance 

between mesh nodes making the antennas to be flexible and wearable. 

 

6.3. Industrial Applications 

 
This thesis has shown the possibility of designing a novel bent wire antenna (for wearable 

applications) using an inspired optimisation process.  This method was achieved by the use of 

MATLAB and NEC2 for automating the design cycle. Results were compared with CST 

Microwave studio before fabrication on printed circuit board (PCB). The stitched wire 

antennas were integrated in apparel using embroidery. 

 

The work reported in this thesis has produced an approach that answers the motivation behind 

the work. Cables are expensive to install over some areas in Nigeria. Wearable wire antenna 

can be used for communication. These stitched antennas could be produced on a large scale 
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since the embroidery process is easy, reliable and low cost. The wire antenna could be used 

on children’s school bags with other sensors to monitor and track movement in case of 

kidnapping and to detect of killing of herdsmen in Nigeria.  

 

6.4. Future Research 

This thesis is primarily focussed on covert antennas to be hidden in garments/clothing for 

wearable applications and produce a technique that could bypass the PE design embroidery 

machine. 

• The linear wire antennas were used as reference for this optimisation procedure to 

perform the designs although some other types of antennas such as Stitched and 

printed dipoles could be considered [6.1]- [6.2].  

• The stitched antennas will be connected to GSM and Wi-Fi communication modules 

and performances should be tested.  

• In this research, probe fed techniques were used for the rectangular patch antenna 

designs, circular and triangular patch antennas would be exploited to generate a 

circular polarisation to manage propagation path problems. Other alternative feeding 

techniques should be investigated in future to ease the manufacturing processes.  

• Finally, an exploration local fabric material in Nigeria and the possibilities of 

integrating these into textile antennas to reduce the cost of manufacturing should be 

undertaken. All fabrics need to be characterised.  
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APPENDIX A 
 Numerical Methods 

 

1. Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) 

 
The FDTD method is a direct implementation of Maxwell’s time dependent curl equations to 

solve the temporal variation of electromagnetic waves within a finite space that contains an 

object of arbitrary geometry and compositions. A good understanding of the principles on 

which the software is based is important in order to set relevant parameters of the simulators 

[1]. The (FDTD) method introduced by Yee in 1966 [2] is one of the grid-based differential 

time domain numerical methods. The entire computation domain is meshed into individually 

cuboid cells which each are solved into time domain. He started considering a Cartesian mesh 

and setting the three components Ex, Ey, Ez  to be located in middle of the edges and the other 

three components  Hx, Hy, and Hz.    to be located at the centre of the faces. The dual grids 

were introduced which are called the electric and magnetic grids. The finite-difference time–

domain (FDTD) method [3] solves the coupled Maxwell’s curl equations directly in the time 

domain by using finite time steps over small cells in space. The solution domain is discretized. 

FDTD excels at analysing of inhomogeneous and nonlinear media but its demand for system 

memory are high because of discretization of the entire solution domain. The FDTD method 

reduces the differential equations that can be solved by sets of difference equations. A cell 

has only one material. It may not be homogenous, but it is still one boundary.  
 

2. Finite Integration Technique (FIT) 

 
The Finite Integration Technique was developed and published by Weiland in 1977 [4]. FIT 

is a theoretical framework for solving the integral rather than differential form of Maxwell’s 

equations in the time domain. The FIT is a discretised form of Maxwell’s equations. The 

method can be applied to static, harmonic and time dependent fields, mainly because it is a 

computer-compatible reformation of Maxwell’s equation in integral form. For many practical 

problems, both frequency and time domain analysis are essential and only the combination 

yields successful results [5] - [6]. The equations (A.1) - (A.7) are the continuous form of 

Maxwell’s equations and can be solved by using mathematical properties of the integral. 

These equations are the integral form.  
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Faraday’s Law:  ∫E��⃗c . dl⃗ = − ∂
∂t ∫ B��⃗ . dS�⃗S                                                                                (A.1) 

Gauss’s Law for magnetic field:  ∮ 𝐵𝐵�⃗𝑆𝑆 . 𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆   =   0                                                               (A.2) 

Ampere’s Law:     ∫ 𝐻𝐻��⃗ .𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆  =  ∫ 𝐽𝐽.𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 ∫ 𝐷𝐷��⃗ .𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆                                                            (A.3) 

Gauss’s Law for electric field:  ∫ 𝐷𝐷��⃗ .𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∫ 𝜌𝜌𝑑𝑑𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉                                                              (A.4) 

                                                                               D��⃗ = εE��⃗                          (A.5) 

                                                                                 B��⃗ = µH��⃗                          (A.6) 

                                                                                 J⃗L = kE��⃗                 (A.7) 

 

Where 𝐸𝐸�⃗  = Electric field vector (V/m); 𝐻𝐻 ����⃗ = Magnetic field vector (A/m); 𝐵𝐵�⃗  = Magnetic flux 

density vector (Tesla); 𝐷𝐷��⃗  = Electric Displacement (C/m2); 𝐽𝐽 𝐿𝐿= displacement current density 

(A/m2); 𝜌𝜌 = volume charge density (C/m3). 

 

Computer Simulation Technology Microwave Studio (CST) is a 3D simulation package for 

electromagnetic analysis. CST uses a number of different solvers or simulators (Transient 

solver, Frequency domain, Eigen-mode solver, Integral equation solver) to solve different 

problems based on their applications. CST uses the Finite Integration Techniques for 

computing the 𝐸𝐸 ���⃗ and 𝐻𝐻��⃗  field at each point [6]. This package is used in the thesis to validate 

the NEC2 results. 

 

3. Numerical solution by the Method of Moments 

 
The Method of Moment transforms an integral or differential equation into a set of 

simultaneous linear equations that they then be computed numerically. Application of the 

Method of Moment yields an impedance matrix that may be solved for the current and other 

properties. The method was first applied to electromagnetic problems in the 1960s by 

Harrington [7]. The Method of Moments expands the currents on an antenna (or scattering 

object) in a linear sum of simple basis functions. The Method of Moments is computationally 

efficient and is easily combined with other frequency domain methods to solve large 

problems. The Method of Moment is very useful in solving radiation and scattering problems. 

It is mostly suitable for wire antennas [7]. The assumptions for the formulation are as follows: 
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The integral equation (A.8) is solved by Method of Moments [9-10]. The solution is an 

integral or differential equation that has the general for 

                                          F(g) = h                        (A.8) 

where F is an integral or differential operator, 𝑔𝑔 is the desired response function (charge or 

current) and h is a known source or excitation function. The objective is to find 𝑔𝑔 once 𝐹𝐹 and 

ℎ is known. The unknown response function can be expanded as a linear combination of 𝑁𝑁 

terms as: 

g(z′) ≈ a1g1(z′) +  a2g2(z′) + ⋯+ aNgN(z′) = ∑ anN
n=1 gn(z′)                                   (A.9) 

where 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛  is an unknown operator and each 𝑔𝑔𝑛𝑛(𝑧𝑧′)  is a known function usually a basis 

function. Substituting equation (A.9) into (A.8) and applying the linearity of the F operator 

gives (A.10) into  

                         ∑ anF(gn) = hN
n=1                        (A.10) 

The basic function 𝑔𝑔𝑛𝑛 depends on each value of 𝐹𝐹(𝑔𝑔𝑛𝑛) in (A.10). The expansion of (3.10) 

leads to one set of equation. This is accomplished by evaluating (A.10) using the boundary 

conditions at different points. This method is referred to as point matching (or collocation). 

        The equation (A.10) takes the form of 

        ∑ anF(gn) =  hm′N
n=1      m = 1, 2… N                         (A.11) 

The equation (A.11) is expressed in matrix form as: 

          [Zmn][In] = [Vm]                         (A.12) 

where  

                                                       Zmn = F(gn)                         (A.13) 

                                                        In = an                                      (A.14) 

                                                             Vm = hm                         (A.15) 

The unknown coefficients 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛  can be solved using inverse matrix techniques on equation 

(A.12) as: 
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                                           [In]  = [Zmn]−1[Vm]                        (A.16) 

The underlying concept of the Method of Moments is the numerical solution of integral 

equations for currents induced on a structure by the sources and incident electromagnetic 

fields. The integral is reduced to a series of linear algebraic equations and solved using a 

matrix method. Linear wire antennas can be solved efficiently by the used of MoM.  

 

4. Integral Equations and Numerical solutions in Numerical 

Electromagnetic Code  

 
The Numerical Electromagnetic Code is also known as NEC is a user-oriented program for 

analysing the interaction of electromagnetic waves with conducting wires and surfaces. 

NEC2 is public domain software for antenna modelling. It uses an integral form of numerical 

solution. NEC2 uses Method of Moment’s codes for analysis. NEC2 is use for the modelling 

of wire structures in free space or with conducting ground. The NEC2 solver computes 

current distributions, impedances, power input, radiation pattern, efficiency and gain of a 

wire antenna. 

NEC2 program uses electric-field integral equation (EFIE) for thin wires structures as well as 

the magnetic-field integral equation (MFIE) for large smooth surfaces. For a structure that 

combines wires and surfaces NEC2 uses both EFIE and MFIE coupled together [9-10]. The 

integral representation of the electric field of a volume current distribution 𝐽𝐽 used in NEC2 of 

the form of EFIE as, 

                E(����⃗ r⃗) = −jη
4πk ∫ J(��⃗ r⃗). �r⃗ − r′��⃗ � dV′v                          (A.17) 

 Where                                     

           𝐺𝐺 �r⃗ − r′��⃗ � = (k2I + ∇∇)g �r⃗ − r′��⃗ �                                          (A.18) 

           g �r⃗ − r′��⃗ � = exp �−jk �r⃗ − r′��⃗ �� / �r⃗ − r′��⃗ �                          (A.19) 

           k = ω�µ0ϵ0                             (A.20) 
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           η = �
µ0
ε0

                                  (A.21) 

 

Where 𝐸𝐸�⃗ (𝑟𝑟) is the radiated electric field, I is the current on the wire antenna, 𝑟𝑟  is the vector 

to a point on the wire, 𝑟𝑟′��⃗  is the vector to the observation point, 𝜇𝜇0 is the permeability constant, 

𝜖𝜖0  is the free-space dielectric constant, k is the free-space wave number or propagation 

constant. When considering the current distribution along the surface of perfectly conducting 

body Equation (A.17) becomes  

                          E(����⃗ r⃗) = −jη
4πk ∫ J(��⃗ r⃗). �r⃗ − r′��⃗ � dA′v                         (A.22) 

In NEC2, the thin-wire approximation is used, and numbers of approximations were 

introduced to simplify Equation (A.22). 

•  𝐸𝐸𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 = 0 along the surface as the conductor is perfect (PEC). 

•  The circumferential current is negligible and only the axial component needs to be 

considered. 

• The total current is observed and treated as a filament on the wire; boundary condition 

is enforced on the wire surface 

A filamentary current (𝐼𝐼) in (A.14) replace the axial current around a wire of surface current 

𝐽𝐽𝑠𝑠(𝑟𝑟) 

Where  

                                                            I(s)ś = 2πaJ⃗s(r⃗)                       (A.23) 

The magnetic field integral equation is obtaining from the integral representation for a 

surface current distribution 𝐽𝐽𝑠𝑠��⃗  of magnetic field, 

 

                                         𝐻𝐻��⃗ 𝑆𝑆(𝑟𝑟) = 1/4𝜋𝜋 ∫ 𝚥𝚥𝑠𝑠��⃗𝑠𝑠 (𝑟𝑟′)����⃗ × ∇′𝑔𝑔(𝑟𝑟 − 𝑟𝑟′��⃗ )𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑′                       (A.24) 

The differentiation is with respect to the integral variable 𝑟𝑟′��⃗ . The current 𝐽𝐽𝑠𝑠  is inducing by the 

external incident field 𝐻𝐻��⃗ 𝐼𝐼 , which implies that the total magnetic field inside the perfectly 

conducting surface must be zero.  
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Wire antennas in NEC2 are divided into short straight segments; this increases current 

distribution on each segment. NEC2 uses the basis functions for providing both current and 

charge continuity at junctions. The current on a wire segment in NEC2 is given by equation 

(A.14) and currents are defined over the sub region of the overall structure [10]. The basis 

function or the current expansion function have the form of equation (A.15) made of three 

parts, the constant term, odd function and even functions. 

                             Ij(s) = Aj + Bjsinks�s − sj� + Cj[cosks�s − sj�]                         (A.25) 

 

                                �s − sj� < ∆j/2                                                                                    (A.26) 

Where  𝑠𝑠𝑗𝑗 is the value of s at the midpoints of 𝑗𝑗𝜕𝜕ℎ segment with ∆𝑗𝑗 being the length of the 

segment j and  𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 = 𝜔𝜔�𝜇𝜇0𝜀𝜀0 . Of the three unknown constants, two terms were eliminated by 

imposing continuity conditions on the current and charge at the ends of segment. The 

remaining term is related to current amplitude and solved using matrix form of method of 

moment. 
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APPENDIX B 

GA RESULT AND MONOPOLE ANTENNAS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.1 GA runs for 500 generations 

Table B. 1 NEC2 input data structure 

Card Description 

CM Command line 

CE Comments line 

GW Wire specification 

Tag Number 

Number of segments 

XW1- X coordinate of wire end 1 

YW1- Y coordinate of wire end 1 

ZW1 - Z coordinate of wire end 1 

XW2 - X coordinate of wire end 2 

YW2 - Y coordinate of wire end 2 

ZW2 – Z coordinate of wire end 2 

Rad- radius of the wire 

GE Geometry End 

EK Extended thin-wire approximation 

Ex Excitation source 

GN Ground parameter 

FR Frequency specification 

FR Frequency Sweep 

LD Structure impedance loading 

RP Radiation pattern 

EN End of data 
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Figure B.2  Meshed monopole antenna samples (a) etched solid monopole (b) antenna sample 
25 (c) antenna sample 27 (d) antenna sample  24   (e) antenna sample 26 (f) antenna sample 

20 and (g) antenna sample (21) 

 (a)                               (b)                       (c) 

  (d)             (e)                 (f)                   (g)       
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Figure B.3 S11 plot for etched meshed antenna samples 22 and 23 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table B.2 Resonant frequencies and bandwidth of stitched antenna samples 

Figure B.4 S11 plot of measured antenna sample 24 with simulation 
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Table B1. Resonant frequencies and bandwidth of stitched antenna samples 

Stitched antenna samples Measured 

 𝒇𝒇𝟎𝟎 (MHz) 

Measured  

S11 (dB) 

-10dB 

Bandwidth 

(MHz) 

Radiated 

efficiency 

(%) 

 
EA01 

879 -18.88 126 91 

 
EA03 

939 -15.87 56 61 

 
EA04 

897 -42.53 60 54 

 

 
EA06 

972 -16.87 115 80 

 
EA07 

919 -12.50 53 62 

 
EA08 

983 -51.51 288 74 
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APPENDIX C 

MATLAB SCRIPTS FOR AUTOMATING WIRE ANTENNAS 

1. Calculate and draw the segment length of the linear wire antenna 
 
Function [THETA1, THETA2, THETA3,THETA4, THETA5, l1,l2,l3, l4,l5,A] = 
meander_new( ) 
close all 
clear variables 
noantennas = 30; 
[THETA1, THETA2, THETA3,THETA4, THETA5, l1,l2,l3, l4,l5] = initialise(noantennas); 
[A,newFileLog]= execute(THETA1, THETA2, THETA3,THETA4, THETA5, l1,l2,l3, 
l4,l5,noantennas); 
l1 = newFileLog(:,1); 
THETA1 = newFileLog(:,2); 
l2 = newFileLog(:,3); 
THETA2 = newFileLog(:,4); 
l3 = newFileLog(:,5); 
THETA3 = newFileLog(:,6); 
l4 = newFileLog(:,7); 
THETA4 = newFileLog(:,8); 
l5 = newFileLog(:,9); 
THETA5 = newFileLog(:,10); 
l6 = newFileLog(:,11); 
l7 = newFileLog(:,12); 
% boundingbox(noantennas, A); 
save('l7data.mat', 'l7') 
save('l6data.mat', 'l6') 
save('alldata.mat') 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
% % % % 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
% % % % 
% This function initialise the variables 
function[THETA1, THETA2, THETA3,THETA4, THETA5, l1,l2,l3, l4,l5] = 
initialise(noantennas) 
THETA1 = 30+(30)*rand(noantennas,1); 
THETA2 = 30+(30)*rand(noantennas,1); 
THETA3 = 30+(30)*rand(noantennas,1); 
THETA4 = 30+(30)*rand(noantennas,1); 
THETA5 = 30+(30)*rand(noantennas,1); 
% the antenna length; 
% length in millimeter                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
l1  = 8.3 + (13.9)*rand(noantennas,1); % length of first length 
l2  = 8.3 + (13.9)*rand(noantennas,1); % length of second length 
l3  = 8.3 + (13.9)*rand(noantennas,1); % length of third length 
l4  = 8.3 + (13.9)*rand(noantennas,1); % length of fourth length 
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l5  = 8.3 + (13.9)*rand(noantennas,1); % length of fifth length 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
% % % % 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
% % % % 
    % This section does the execution of the antennas structures. 
function[A,newFileLog] = execute(THETA1, THETA2, THETA3,THETA4, THETA5, 
l1,l2,l3, l4,l5,noantennas) 
A = zeros(2,6,noantennas); 
x0 = 0.0; 
y0 = 0.0; 
iX = 0.0; %intersect point x axis 
iY = 0.0; %intersext point y value 
j=1; 
loopcount=0; 
reset=0; 
while j <= noantennas 
    A(1,1,j)= x0; 
    A(2,1,j)= y0; 
    for i = 2:length(A); 
        if  i == 2  %first line doesn't need to be checked for intersection 
            A(1,i,j) = l1(j)*sind(THETA1(j)) + A(1,1,1); 
            A(2,i,j) = l1(j)*cosd(THETA1(j)) + A(2,1,1); 
        if i == 3 
            while (iX~=10000 || iY~=10000) 
                A(1,i,j) =l2(j)*cosd(THETA2(j)+THETA1(j)) + A(1,2,j); 
                A(2,i,j) = l2(j)*sind(THETA2(j)+THETA1(j)) + A(2,2,j); 
                line1 = [A(1,1,j) A(2,1,j) A(1,2,j) A(2,2,j)]; 
                line2 = [A(1,2,j) A(2,2,j) A(1,3,j) A(2,3,j)]; 
                [iX,iY] = lineintersect(line1,line2); 
                if iX~= 10000 || iY~=10000 
                    THETA2(j) = 30+30*rand(1,1); % Theta angle is regenerate at each angles 
                    loopcount=loopcount+1; 
                    if loopcount>=10 
                        [THETA1, THETA2, THETA3,THETA4, THETA5, l1,l2,l3, l4,l5] = 
initialise(noantennas); 
                        reset=1; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            iX = 0; 
            iY = 0; 
        end 
        if i == 4 
            for k = 1:2 
                while (iX~=10000 || iY~=10000) 
                    A(1,i,j) = l3(j)*cosd(THETA3(j)+THETA2(j)+THETA1(j)) + A(1,3,j); 
                    A(2,i,j) = l3(j)*sind(THETA3(j)+THETA2(j)+THETA1(j)) + A(2,3,j); 
                    linex = [A(1,k,j) A(2,k,j) A(1,k+1,j) A(2,k+1,j)]; 
                    line3 = [A(1,3,j) A(2,3,j) A(1,4,j) A(2,4,j)]; 
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                    %plot(linex,line3) 
                    [iX,iY] = lineintersect(linex,line3); 
                    if iX~= 10000 || iY~=10000 
                        THETA3(j) = 30+30*rand(1,1); 
                        %%%%% 
                        loopcount=loopcount+1; 
                        if loopcount>=10 
                         [THETA1, THETA2, THETA3,THETA4, THETA5, l1,l2,l3, l4,l5] = 
initialise(noantennas); 
                            reset=1; 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            iX = 0; 
            iY = 0; 
            k=1; 
        end 
        if i == 5 
            while k<=3 
                while (iX~=10000 || iY~=10000) 
                    A(1,i,j) = l4(j)*cosd(THETA4(j) + THETA3(j)+THETA2(j) + THETA1(j)) + 
A(1,4,j); 
                    A(2,i,j) = l4(j)*sind(THETA4(j) + THETA3(j)+THETA2(j)  +THETA1(j)) + 
A(2,4,j); 
                    linex = [A(1,k,j) A(2,k,j) A(1,k+1,j) A(2,k+1,j)]; 
                    line4 = [A(1,4,j) A(2,4,j) A(1,5,j) A(2,5,j)]; 
                    %plot(linex,line4) 
                    [iX,iY] = lineintersect(linex,line4); 
                    if iX~= 10000 || iY~=10000 
                        THETA4(j) = 30+30*rand(1,1); 
                        k=0; 
                        iX=10000; 
                        iY=10000; 
                        %%%%% 
                        loopcount=loopcount+1; 
                        if loopcount>=10 
                            [THETA1, THETA2, THETA3,THETA4, THETA5, l1,l2,l3, l4,l5] = 
initialise(noantennas); 
                            reset=1; 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
                k=k+1; 
                iX=0; 
                iY=0; 
            end 
            k=1; 
            iX = 0; 
            iY = 0; 
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        end 
        if i == 6 
            while k<=4 
                while (iX~=10000 || iY~=10000) 
                    A(1,i,j) = l5(j)*cosd(THETA5(j)+ THETA4(j)+ THETA3(j)+THETA2(j) 
+THETA1(j)) + A(1,5,j); 
                    A(2,i,j) = l5(j)*sind(THETA5(j)+THETA4(j) + THETA3(j)+THETA2(j) + 
THETA1(j)) + A(2,5,j); 
                    linex = [A(1,k,j) A(2,k,j) A(1,k+1,j) A(2,k+1,j)]; 
                    line5 = [A(1,5,j) A(2,5,j) A(1,6,j) A(2,6,j)]; 
                    [iX,iY] = lineintersect(linex,line5); 
                    if iX~= 10000 || iY~=10000 
                        THETA5(j) = 30+30*rand(1,1); 
                        k=0; 
                        iX=10000; 
                        iY=10000; 
                        %%%% 
                        loopcount=loopcount+1; 
                        if loopcount>=10 
                            [THETA1, THETA2, THETA3,THETA4, THETA5, l1,l2,l3, l4,l5] = 
initialise(noantennas); 
                            reset=1; 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
                k=k+1; 
                iX=0; 
                iY=0; 
            end 
            k=1; 
            iX = 0; 
            iY = 0; 
        end 
        disp(strcat('plot',num2str(j))); 
        disp(l4(j)); 
        %     axis above zero 
        lowest_y = min(A(2,:,j)); 
        if lowest_y < 0 
            A(2,:,j)= A(2,:,j)+ abs(lowest_y); 
        end 
    end 
    if reset==1 
        j=j-1; 
        reset=0; 
    else 
        newFileLog(j,:) = 
[l1(j),THETA1(j),l2(j),THETA2(j),l3(j),THETA3(j),l4(j),THETA4(j),l5(j),THETA5(j)]; 
        writeInputFile(A,1,j); 
        figure 
        %     grid on 
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        hold on 
        title(strcat('j=',int2str(j))) 
        plot(A(1,:,j),A(2,:,j),'g'); 
        %    the 10.0000 represents the padding, change as desired. 
        plotBoundary(A,j,2,10,10); 
% %           plotStaticBoundary(); 
        drawnow; 
        axis square ; 
        hold off 
    end 
    j=j+1; 
end 
% Set the file paths 
cd 'c:\4nec2\' 
pwd 
cd exe 
%if you want to run the monopole simply remove the percentage sign from 
%below 
for i=1:noantennas%+1 
    % i=1:noantennas+1 
    % Generate some geometry to run 
    filenamestring=sprintf('../out/input%d.nec', i); 
    filenamestring2=sprintf('../out/geom%d.out', i); 
    fid = fopen('nec2d.tmp', 'wt' );           % Generates the text file 
    fprintf( fid, '../out/input%d.nec\n', i);     % that tells nec where to look 
    fprintf( fid, '../out/geom%d.out\n', i);     % for the input and output files 
    fclose(f 
    % Run nec from the command line 
    !Nec2dXS1k5.exe 0<nec2d.tm 
    fid = fopen(filenamestring2, 'r'); 
    tline = fgets(fid); 
    while ischar(tline) 
        if(findstr(tline, 'FREQUENCY=')) 
            tline=lower(tline); 
            disp(tline) 
        end 
        tline = fgets(fid); 
    end 
    fclose(fid);  
end 
% cd 'F:\project files\' 
     x = OutputFile(THETA1, THETA2, THETA3,THETA4, THETA5, l1,l2,l3,l4,l5, A) 
 
        

2. Checking lineintersect 
 

function [x,y]=lineintersect(l1,l2) 
%This function finds where two lines (2D) intersect 
%Each line must be defined in a vector by two points 
%[P1X P1Y P2X P2Y], you must provide two has arguments 
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%Example: 
%l1=[93 388 120 354]; 
%l2=[102 355 124 377]; 
%[x,y]=lineintersect(l1,l2); 
%You can draw the lines to confirm if the solution is correct 
%figure 
%clf 
%hold on 
% line([l1(1) l1(3)],[l1(2) l1(4)]) 
% line([l2(1) l2(3)],[l2(2) l2(4)]) 
% plot(x,y,'ro') %this will mark the intersection point 
%There is also included in another m file the Testlineintersect 
%That m file can be used to input the two lines interactively 
%Made by Paulo Silva 
%22-02-2011 
 %default values for x and y, in case of error these are the outputs 
x=10000; 
y=10000; 
 %test if the user provided the correct number of arguments 
if nargin~=2 
disp('You need to provide two arguments') 
return 
end 
 %get the information about each arguments 
l1info=whos('l1'); 
l2info=whos('l2'); 
 %test if the arguments are numbers 
if (~((strcmp(l1info.class,'double') & strcmp(l2info.class,'double')))) 
disp('You need to provide two vectors') 
return 
end 
 %test if the arguments have the correct size 
if (~all((size(l1)==[1 4]) & (size(l2)==[1 4]))) 
disp('You need to provide vectors with one line and four columns') 
return 
end 
 try 
ml1=(l1(4)-l1(2))/(l1(3)-l1(1)); 
ml2=(l2(4)-l2(2))/(l2(3)-l2(1)); 
bl1=l1(2)-ml1*l1(1); 
bl2=l2(2)-ml2*l2(1); 
b=[bl1 bl2]'; 
a=[1 -ml1; 1 -ml2]; 
Pint=a\b; 
 %when the lines are paralel there's x or y will be Inf 
if (any(Pint==Inf)) 
disp('No solution found, probably the lines are paralel') 
return 
end 
 %put the solution inside x and y 
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x=Pint(2);y=Pint(1); 
 %find maximum and minimum values for the final test 
l1minX=min([l1(1) l1(3)]); 
l2minX=min([l2(1) l2(3)]); 
l1minY=min([l1(2) l1(4)]); 
l2minY=min([l2(2) l2(4)]); 
 l1maxX=max([l1(1) l1(3)]); 
l2maxX=max([l2(1) l2(3)]); 
l1maxY=max([l1(2) l1(4)]); 
l2maxY=max([l2(2) l2(4)]); 
 %Test if the intersection is a point from the two lines because  
%all the performed calculations where for infinite lines  
if ((x<l1minX) | (x>l1maxX) | (y<l1minY) | (y>l1maxY) |... 
       (x<l2minX) | (x>l2maxX) | (y<l2minY) | (y>l2maxY) ) 
x=10000; 
y=10000; 
disp('There''s no intersection between the two lines') 
return 
end 
 catch err 
%if some strange error ocurred show it to the user 
rethrow(err) 
disp('There''s no intersection between the lines (x=nan,y=nan)') 
end 
 
 

3. This program read the output file and extract the frequency and the 
magnitude of the normalised impedance 

 
% This program read the output file and extract the frequency and the  
% magnitude of the normised impedance. 
% The magnitude of the normalised impedance is used for computation of  
% S11 results Z/50 Ohms.The result are display as plots and array. 
% Individul S11 and average S11 results are computed. 
function x = OutputFile(THETA1, THETA2, THETA3,THETA4, THETA5, l1,l2,l3, l4,l5, A) 
x='true'; 
generation = 1; 
genmax = 10; 
while generation <= genmax 
    cd 'c:\4nec2\' 
    pwd 
    cd 'out' 
    close all 
    % create backup files for genetic algorithm 
    foldername = strcat('generation',num2str(generation-1)); 
    status = mkdir(foldername); 
    status1 = copyfile('geom*.out',strcat(foldername,'/')); 
    status2 = copyfile('input*.nec',strcat(foldername,'/')); 
    status3 = copyfile('s11.txt',strcat(foldername,'/')); 
    status4 = copyfile('figure_*.fig',strcat(foldername,'/')); 
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    FID_S11 = fopen('c:\4nec2\out\s11.txt' , 'w', 'n'); 
    targets11 =[-1 -1 -1 -2.5 -5 -15 -5 -2.5 -1 -1 -1] 
%     [-3.4087 -4.3763 -5.6161 -7.0433 -8.2649 -8.5826 -7.8106 -6.5639 -5.3626 -4.3731 -
3.9611];%[1 1 1 .75 .5 0.0001 .5 .75 1 1 1];%% 
    noantennas=length(THETA1); 
    fprintf(FID_S11,'Number\t ---l1-- \t -theta1 \t ---l2-- \t -theta2 \t ---l3--\t -theta3 \t ---l4-- \t 
-theta4 \t ---l5-- \t -theta5 \t objvalue  \t fitvalue \n'); 
    clear PointError 
    clear s11 
    clear ObjectiveValue 
    clear AverageError 
    clear ReadS11Result 
    for b=1:noantennas 
        fName = sprintf('geom%d.out', b); 
        fid=fopen(strcat(fName)); 
        linecount=0; 
        requiredpoint=0; 
        reqcount = 1; 
        line=0; 
        found=0; 
        reqstring=cell(50,1); 
        while line~=-1 
            linecount = linecount+1; %start counting to keep track of the line numbers 
            line = fgets(fid); %get the data written and assign it to line 
         if findstr(line,'FREQ.')>0 %look for specified string in the line 
                requiredpoint = linecount;  %record point at which the string was found 
            end 
            if linecount==requiredpoint+4 
                found = 1; 
            end 
            if found == 1 
                reqstring{reqcount}=line; 
                reqcount=reqcount+1; 
            end 
            if linecount > requiredpoint+4 && found==1 && findstr(line,char(10))<=2 
                found=0; 
            end 
        end 
        fclose(fid); 
        % SPLIT THE PARAMETERS INTO ARRAYS 
        try  
            for i = 4:50   
                disp(reqstring{i}) 
                c(i-3,:)=strsplit(reqstring{i}); 
            end 
        catch ME 
        end 
        % calculate the return loss each of the antennas. 
        % create an array for the return loss each antennas 
        FREQ = str2double(c(:,2)); 
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        % FREQ = str2double(c); 
        % FREQ = Frequency [MHz] 
        RESISTANCE =str2double( c(:,3)); 
        REACTANCE = str2double( c(:,5)); 
        clear S11 
        clear ReflCoeff 
        ReadS11Result(b)=0; 
        % MAGNITUDE = NORMALIZED IMPEDANCE 
        for i = 1:length(RESISTANCE 
        %     S11 = Return loss. 
          ReflCoeff(i) = (RESISTANCE(i) + 1j* REACTANCE(i)- 50)./(RESISTANCE(i) + 1j* 
REACTANCE(i) + 50);% calculate the reflection coefficient. 
        %  ReflCoeff(i) = (str2double(MAGNITUDE(i)) - 1)./(str2double(MAGNITUDE(i)) + 
1);% calculate the reflection coefficient. 
          % plot the Return loss vs Frequency. 
            if ReflCoeff(i) == 0  
                S11(i) = 0; 
                s11(b,i) = 0; 
            else 
                S11(i) = (20*log(abs(ReflCoeff(i)))); 
                s11(b,i) = (20*log(abs(ReflCoeff(i)))); 
            end 
            ReadS11Result(b) = ReadS11Result(b) + S11(i); 
        end 
        spe=0; 
        for p = 1:11 % the number of frequency points 
        PointError(b,p) = (targets11(p) - s11(b,p))^2/(targets11(p))^2;% targets11(p) - s11(b,p)% 
        spe = spe + PointError(b,p); 
        end 
         
        AverageError(b) = (spe)/11; 
        ObjectiveValue(b) = 1/AverageError(b);%1/AverageError(b); 
        ReadS11Result(b) = ReadS11Result(b)/11; 
        if ObjectiveValue(b) > 10 % setting the objective value to 1.5 limit 
            generation = genmax; % maximum number of geration to run 
        end 
        figure 
        grid on 
        hold on 
        title(sprintf('Antenna %d', b)); 
        xlabel('Frequency (MHz)') 
        ylabel('S11 (dB)') 
        plot(FREQ,S11); 
        plot(FREQ,targets11) 
        hold off 
        fnamebeginning = 's11_'; 
        fnameextension = '.fig'; 
        fname = strcat(fnamebeginning, int2str(b), fnameextension); 
        saveas(gcf, fname) 
    end 
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    maxobjectives(generation) = max(ObjectiveValue); %get the best objective value in each 
generation and add it to an array 
    minobjectives(generation) = min(ObjectiveValue); %get the worst objective value in each 
generation and add it to an array 
    avgobjectives(generation) = mean(ObjectiveValue); %get the average objective value in 
each generation and add it to an array 
    maxpointerror(generation) = max(AverageError); 
    minpointerror(generation) = min(AverageError); 
    maxS11(generation) = min(S11) 
    fitvalue = optimizedga(THETA1, THETA2, THETA3,THETA4, THETA5, l1,l2,l3, 
l4,l5,A,ObjectiveValue,PointError); 
    for b = 1:noantennas 
        fprintf(FID_S11,'%3i \t %8.4f \t %8.4f \t %8.4f \t %8.4f \t %8.4f \t %8.4f \t %8.4f 
\t %8.4f \t %8.4f \t %8.4f \t %8.4f \t %8.4f \n',... 
            
b,l1(b),THETA1(b),l2(b),THETA2(b),l3(b),THETA3(b),l4(b),THETA4(b),l5(b),THETA5(b)
,ObjectiveValue(b),fitvalue(b)); 
    end 
    fclose(FID_S11); 
    generation = generation+1; 
    cd C:\4nec2\out 
    load('newdim'); 
    status5 = copyfile('s11_*.fig',strcat(foldername,'/')); 
end 
figure %new figure to plot max objective value over generation 
hold on 
plot(1:genmax,maxobjectives, 'Linewidth',3); %plot best objective values 
plot(1:genmax,minobjectives,'Linewidth',3); %plot worst objective values 
plot(1:genmax,avgobjectives,'Linewidth',3); %plot average objective values 
ylabel('Objective value'); 
xlabel('Generation number'); 
legend('Best','Worst','Average'); 
hold off 
saveas(gcf, 'objectivegraph.fig') 
 

4. Input card file (4NEC2) 
 

Function writeInputFile(A,seg,n)% n = number of linear wire antennas,Seg=segment length 
filenamebeginning = 'input'; 
filenameextension = '.nec'; 
fName = strcat(filenamebeginning, int2str(n), filenameextension); 
FID_nec = fopen(strcat('c:\4nec2\out\', fName) , 'w', 'n'); 
seg = 11; 
 [left,iLeft] = min(A(1,:,n)); 
% [left,iLeft] = max(A(1,:,n)); 
[right,iRight] = max(A(1,:,n)); 
%  iLeft=36; 
%  iRight=40; 
% %    Geometry input for NEC 
fprintf(FID_nec,strcat('CM Linear wire antenna design','\n')); 
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fprintf(FID_nec,strcat('CM Linear wire antenna design','\n')); 
fprintf(FID_nec,strcat('CE FIle Generated by MatLab','\n')); 
fprintf(FID_nec,'GW %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',1,seg,0,A(1,1
,n),A(2,1,n),0,A(1,2,n),A(2,2,n),0.8); %segment lengt 
fprintf(FID_nec,'GW %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',2,seg,0,A(1,2
,n),A(2,2,n),0,A(1,3,n),A(2,3,n),0.8); %segment length 
fprintf(FID_nec,'GW %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',3,seg,0,A(1,3
,n),A(2,3,n),0,A(1,4,n),A(2,4,n),0.8); % segment length 
fprintf(FID_nec,'GW %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',4,seg,0,A(1,4
,n),A(2,4,n),0,A(1,5,n),A(2,5,n),0.8); %segment length 
fprintf(FID_nec,'GW %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',5,seg,0,A(1,5
,n),A(2,5,n),0,A(1,6,n),A(2,6,n),0.8);%segment length 
% % % % % % ground plane4 
% % % % % GW 6 1 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 -0.0975 1.0000 0.1000 
% % % % % GW 7 1 0.0000 0.0900 1.0000 0.0000 44.7601 1.0000 0.1000 
% % % % % GE 0 
%  fprintf(FID_nec,'GW %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',6, 1, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 1,1 ,0.75); 
%  fprintf(FID_nec,'GW %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',7,1,0, -1, 
1, 0, 44, 1,0.75); 
fprintf(FID_nec,'GW %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',6,seg,0,A(1,i
Left,n),0,0,0,0,0.8); 
fprintf(FID_nec,'GW %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',7,seg,0,0,0,0,
A(1,iRight,n),0,0.8); 
fprintf(FID_nec,'GW   %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',7,1,0,A(1,iR
ight,n),0,0,0.024,0,.75); 
% fprintf(FID_nec,'GS   %3i %3i %8.4f\n',0,0,0.001); 
  
fprintf(FID_nec,strcat('GE 0 \n')); 
% fprintf(FID_nec,strcat('GE','\n')); 
fprintf(FID_nec,strcat('EK \n')); 
fprintf(FID_nec,'EX %3i %3i %3i %3i %3i %3i %3i\n',0,1,1,1,1,0,0);%Exitation Command 
wire 1 segment 
fprintf(FID_nec,strcat('GN -1 \n')); 
% 'GN   2   0   0   0   13  0.005       ' Use this line if ground used 
fprintf(FID_nec,'FR %3i %3i %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f\n',0,1,0,0,900,0); 
fprintf(FID_nec,'FR %3i %3i %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f\n',0,11,0,0,850,10); 
% %  fprintf(FID_nec,'FR %3i %3i %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f\n',0,17,0,0,400,100); 
fprintf(FID_nec,'LD %3i %3i %3i %3i %8.4f\n',5,1,0,0,58000000); 
% % 
fprintf(FID_nec,'RP %3i %3i %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',0,1,1,1000,90,0,0,0);%ca
lculate gain at boresite 
% fprintf(FID_nec,'RP %3i %3i %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',0,10,1,1000,0,0,10,90); 
fprintf(FID_nec,'RP %3i %3i %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',0,361,1,1000,-90,90,1,1); 
fprintf(FID_nec,'RP %3i %3i %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',0,1,361,1000,90,0,1,1); 
% % 
fprintf(FID_nec,'RP %3i %3i %3i %3i %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f %8.4f\n',1,7,73,1000,180,0,
-30,5,1000); 
fprintf(FID_nec,strcat('EN','\n')); 
% RP 0 37 73 1003 -180 0 5 5 
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 fclose(FID_nec); 
 

5. Execution of the Genetic algorithms 
 

function[A,newFileLog] = newexecute(THETA1, THETA2, THETA3,THETA4, THETA5, 
l1,l2,l3, l4,l5, noantennas) 
A = zeros(2,6,noantennas); 
x0 = 1; 
y0 = 1; 
iX = 0; %intersect point x axis 
iY = 0; %intersext point y value 
j=1; 
 loopcount=0; 
reset=0; 
while j <= noantennas 
    A(1,1,j)= x0; 
    A(2,1,j)= y0; 
    for i = 2:6; 
   if  i == 2  %first line doesn't need to be checked for intersection     
        A(1,i,j) = l1(j)*sind(THETA1(j)) + A(1,1,1); 
        A(2,i,j) = l1(j)*cosd(THETA1(j)) + A(2,1,1);   
   end 
  if i == 3 
          A(1,i,j) =l2(j)*cosd(THETA2(j)+THETA1(j)) + A(1,2,j); 
            A(2,i,j) = l2(j)*sind(THETA2(j)+THETA1(j)) + A(2,2,j); 
        iX = 0; 
        iY = 0; 
    end 
    if i == 4  
            A(1,i,j) = l3(j)*cosd(THETA3(j)+THETA2(j)+THETA1(j)) + A(1,3,j); 
            A(2,i,j) = l3(j)*sind(THETA3(j)+THETA2(j)+THETA1(j)) + A(2,3,j); 
    end 
    if i == 5 
            A(1,i,j) = l4(j)*cosd(THETA4(j) + THETA3(j)+THETA2(j) + THETA1(j)) + A(1,4,j); 
            A(2,i,j) = l4(j)*sind(THETA4(j) + THETA3(j)+THETA2(j)  +THETA1(j)) + A(2,4,j);  
    end 
    if i == 6 
            A(1,i,j) = l5(j)*cosd(THETA5(j)+ THETA4(j)+ THETA3(j)+THETA2(j) 
+THETA1(j)) + A(1,5,j); 
            A(2,i,j) = l5(j)*sind(THETA5(j)+THETA4(j) + THETA3(j)+THETA2(j) + 
THETA1(j)) + A(2,5,j); 
    end 
    %disp(strcat('plot',num2str(j))); 
    %disp(l4(j)); 
%     axis above zero 
    lowest_y = min(A(2,:,j)); 
    if lowest_y < 0 
        A(2,:,j)= A(2,:,j)+ abs(lowest_y); 
    end   
end 
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 if reset==1 
    j=j-1; 
    reset=0; 
else 
    newFileLog(j,:) = 
[l1(j),THETA1(j),l2(j),THETA2(j),l3(j),THETA3(j),l4(j),THETA4(j),l5(j),THETA5(j)];  
    writeInputFile(A,1,j); 
    figure 
%     grid on 
    hold on 
    title(strcat('j=',int2str(j))) 
    plot(A(1,:,j),A(2,:,j),'g'); 
%    the 10.0000 represents the padding, change as desired.  
plotBoundary(A,j,2,10,10);  
 plotStaticBoundary(); 
    drawnow; 
    axis square ; 
    hold off 
    filenamebeginning = 'figure_'; 
    filenameextension = '.fig'; 
    fName = strcat(filenamebeginning, int2str(j), filenameextension); 
    saveas(gcf, fName) 
end 
j=j+1; 
end 
 save('newdim','THETA1', 'THETA2', 'THETA3','THETA4', 'THETA5', 'l1','l2','l3','l4','l5'); 
load('newdim'); 
% Set the file paths 
cd 'c:\4nec2\' 
pwd 
cd exe 
 %if you want to run the monopole simply remove the percentage sign from 
%below 
 for i=1:noantennas%+1 
% i=1:noantennas+1 
% Generate some geometry to run 
filenamestring=sprintf('../out/input%d.nec', i); 
filenamestring2=sprintf('../out/geom%d.out', i); 
 fid = fopen('nec2d.tmp', 'wt' );           % Generates the text file 
fprintf( fid, '../out/input%d.nec\n', i);     % that tells nec where to look 
fprintf( fid, '../out/geom%d.out\n', i);     % for the input and output files 
fclose(fid); 
 % Run nec from the command line 
 !Nec2dXS1k5.exe 0<nec2d.tmp 
 fid = fopen(filenamestring2, 'r'); 
 tline = fgets(fid); 
while ischar(tline) 
    if(findstr(tline, 'FREQUENCY=')) 
        tline=lower(tline); 
        disp(tline) 
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    end 
    tline = fgets(fid); 
end 
 fclose(fid); 
 end 

 
6. Optimise Genetic algorithm 

 
function Fitvalue=optimizedga(THETA1, THETA2, THETA3,THETA4, THETA5, l1,l2,l3, 
l4,l5,antenna,objvalue,pointerror) 
Oavg = sum(objvalue)/length(objvalue); 
Omin = min(objvalue); 
Omax = max(objvalue); 
Sp = 2; 
if (Omin> ((Sp*Oavg)-Omax)/(Sp-1)); 
    delta = Omax-Oavg; 
    A = ((Sp-1)*Oavg)/delta; 
    B = (Oavg*(Omax-(Sp*Oavg))/delta); 
else 
    delta = Oavg-Omin; 
    A = Oavg/delta; 
    B = -(Omin*Oavg)/delta; 
end 
Fitvalue = (A*objvalue)+B; % calculate fitness+ 
[NEWFITNESS, I] = sort(objvalue,'descend'); % sort fitness values in descending order. 
remove 'descend' to change order 
Selpop = NEWFITNESS/sum(Fitvalue); 
  
%select strongest individuals 
for i =  1:15 
   newantenna(i,:) = [l1(I(i)) THETA1(I(i)) l2(I(i)) THETA2(I(i)) l3(I(i)) ... 
       THETA3(I(i)) l4(I(i)) THETA4(I(i)) l5(I(i)) THETA5(I(i))]; %assign the parameters for 
the strongest individuals to the new antenna population  
end 
crossover(newantenna); 
end 
 function crossover(antenna) 
a1 = 0.5; %first alhpa value 
a2 = 0.8; %second alpha value 
for i=1:5 %keep the strangest objective values and crossover the weakest 
    mum(i,:) = antenna(i+5,:); 
    dad(i,:) = antenna(i+10,:); 
    popremainder(i,:) = antenna(i,:); 
    offspring1(i,:) = mum(i,:); %give offspring 1 mums genes before performing crossover 
    offspring2(i,:) = dad(i,:); %give offspring 2 dads genes before performing crossover 
%     xpoint = floor(rand(1,10)); %get the crossover point by rounding down a random 
number between one and ten 
%     for j=1:xpoint % corssover everything from the start to the xpoint 
    Xover = getXPos(); 
    for j=1:length(Xover) % corssover everything from the start to the xpoint 
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        if Xover(j) == 1  
            offspring2(i,j) = a1*mum(i,j);%+a1*(dad(i,j)-mum(i,j));  
            %offspring2(i,j) = dad(i,j)+a2*(dad(i,j)-mum(i,j)); 
            offspring1(i,j) = a2*dad(i,j);%+(1-a2)*(dad(i,j)-mum(i,j)); 
        end 
    end 
end 
%gett all memmbers back into the population 
for i=1:5 
    newpop(i,:) = popremainder(i,:);%assign the first offspring to be the first five members of 
the population 
    newpop(i+5,:) = offspring2(i,:);%assign the second offspring to be the members 5-10 of 
the population 
    newpop(i+10,:) = offspring1(i,:);%assign the uncrossed members to be the members 10-15 
of the population 
    newpop(i+15,:) = mum(i,:);%assign mum to members 15-20 in the population 
    newpop(i+20,:) =dad(i,:);%assign dad to members 20-25 in the populations 
end 
save('newpop1','newpop') 
load('newpop1') 
mutate(newpop) 
end 
function mutate(newpop) 
    % define bounds 
    %perform mutation 
    LLB = 8.31; %line lower bound of the segment length 
    LUB = 22.31; %line upper bound of the segment length 
    ALB =; %angle lower bound of the segment angle 
    AUB =; %angle lower bound of the segment angle 
    for i = % no of antennas 
        for j = 1:10 % antenna parameters 10 
            percentage = rand;% percentage paramter to check if the current element should be 
mutated 
            if percentage < 0.01 
                r = rand; %get the random number to be used in the equations 
                switch (j) 
                    case{1,3,5,7,9}% if it is an antenna length being mutated then use the length 
bounds 
                        newpop(i,j) = LLB + r*(LUB - LLB); 
                    case{2,4,6,8,10}% if it is an antenna angle being mutated then use the length 
bounds 
                        newpop(i,j) = ALB + r*(AUB - ALB); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    %write them to file 
    %newpop(:,2) = theta1 
    %newpop(:,4) = theta2 
    %newpop(:,6) = theta3 
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    %newpop(:,8) = theta4 
    %newpop(:,10) = theta5 
    %newpop(:,1) = l1 
    %newpop(:,3) = l2; 
    %newpop(:,5) = l3 
    %newpop(:,7) = l4 
    %newpop(:,9) = l5 
    %25 = number of individuals 
    
writefiles(newpop(:,2),newpop(:,4),newpop(:,6),newpop(:,8),newpop(:,10),newpop(:,1),newp
op(:,3),newpop(:,5),newpop(:,7),newpop(:,9),25); 
end 
  
function writefiles(O1,O2,O3,O4,O5,L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,no) 
%no is the number of individuals in the population 
%O represents theta 
%L represents l 
    newexecute(O1,O2,O3,O4,O5,L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,no); 
end 
function x = getXPos() 
%function to decide which chromosones should be mutated 
%this will go through the ten individual chromosones 
    for i=1:10 
        r = rand; 
        if r>=0.5 
            x(i) = 1; 
        else 
            x(i) = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
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APPENDIX D 
 

CREATING SQUARE STITCHING PATTERN AND FINITE 
ARRAY 

 
1. Creating square stitching pattern 

 
clear 
fName = 'Square02.csv’;        %# A file name 
fid = fopen(fName,'w'); 
x=0; 
y=0; 
  
lengthx= 100; %in mm 
lengthy= 100; %in mm 
% addonx=2; %mm distance between stiches 
% addony=2; %mm 
jumpx=10;  %size of squares in mm 
jumpy=10;  %size of squares in mm 
stitchB = 1; %horizontal stich before and after vertica lstich in mm 
locx=[0.0]; 
locy=[0.0]; 
  
for a=0:jumpx:lengthx % full length of line to max X 
   x=x+jumpx;  
   locx=[locx x]; 
   locy=[locy y]; 
   plot (locx, locy) 
end 
  
for a=0:jumpy:lengthy % full length of line to max Y 
   y=y+jumpy;  
   locx=[locx x]; 
   locy=[locy y]; 
   plot (locx, locy) 
end 
count = 1; 
for b=lengthx:-jumpx:jumpx % makes vertival lines from right to left 
    x=x-jumpx; %one square left 
    locx=[locx x]; 
    locy=[locy y]; 
    plot (locx, locy) 
    if b==jumpx; 
        for a=0:jumpy:lengthy % last line on +Y before reaching x=0 
          y=y+jumpy;  
          locx=[locx x]; 
          locy=[locy y]; 
          plot (locx, locy) 
          count=1; 
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        end 
    else 
            if count==1  
                for a=0:jumpy:lengthy+jumpx % full length of line to min Y, one over 
                  y=y-jumpy;  
                  locx=[locx x]; 
                  locy=[locy y]; 
                  plot (locx, locy) 
                  count =2; 
                end 
            else     
                for a=0:jumpy:lengthy+jumpx % full length of line to min Y, one over 
                  y=y+jumpy;  
                  locx=[locx x]; 
                  locy=[locy y]; 
                  plot (locx, locy) 
                  count=1; 
                end 
end 
    end 
% x=x-jumpx; %one square left 
% locx=[locx x]; 
% locy=[locy y]; 
% plot (locx, locy) 
 end 
 count=1; 
for c=lengthy:-jumpy:-jumpy %makes horizontal lines top to bottom 
%  
     if c==lengthy; 
       for a=0:jumpx:lengthx % full length of line to min x, one over 
                  x=x+jumpx - stitchB ; 
                  locx=[locx x]; 
                  locy=[locy y]; 
                   x=x + 2*stitchB ; 
                  locx=[locx x]; 
                  locy=[locy y]; 
                  plot (locx, locy) 
                  x=x-stitchB; 
                  count =2; 
                end 
         else 
            if count==1  
                for a=0:jumpx:lengthx+jumpx % full length of line to max x, one over 
                  x=x+jumpx  - stitchB; 
                  locx=[locx x]; 
                  locy=[locy y]; 
                  x=x + 2*stitchB; 
                  locx=[locx x]; 
                  locy=[locy y]; 
                  plot (locx, locy) 
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                   x=x-stitchB; 
                  count =2; 
                end 
            else     
                for a=0:jumpx:lengthx+jumpx % full length of line to min x, one over 
                  x=x-jumpx + stitchB;;  
                  locx=[locx x]; 
                  locy=[locy y]; 
                   x=x - 2*stitchB;;  
                  locx=[locx x]; 
                  locy=[locy y]; 
                  plot (locx, locy) 
                   x=x+stitchB; 
                  count=1; 
                end 
            end 
     end 
if mod(lengthx/10,2) == 0 
    %if even 
    if count ==1 
        x=x-stitchB; 
        y=y-jumpy; %one square left 
        locx=[locx x]; 
        locy=[locy y]; 
        x=x+stitchB; 
    else 
         x=x+stitchB; 
        y=y-jumpy; %one square left 
        locx=[locx x]; 
        locy=[locy y]; 
        x=x-stitchB; 
    end 
    plot (locx, locy) 
else 
   x=x-stitchB; 
     y=y+jumpy; %one square left 
    locx=[locx x]; 
    locy=[locy y]; 
    x=x+stitchB; 
    plot (locx, locy) 
    %number is odd 
end   
end 
tablexy = [locx;locy]; 
 fprintf('">","STITCH_COUNT:","%f"\n', length(locx) ); 
fprintf('">","EXTENTS_LEFT:","%f"\n', round(min(locx))); 
fprintf('">","EXTENTS_TOP:","%f"\n', max(locy)); 
fprintf('">","EXTENTS_RIGHT:","%f"\n', max(locx)); 
fprintf('">","EXTENTS_BOTTOM:","%f"\n', min(locy)); 
fprintf('">","EXTENTS_WIDTH:","%f"\n', max(locx)-min(locx) ); 
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fprintf('">","EXTENTS_HEIGHT:","%f"\n\n\n', max(locy)-min(locy)); 
fprintf('"*","STITCH","%f","%f" \n', tablexy); 
fprintf(fid,'"*","COLOR","0","0" \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'"*","TRIM","0","0" \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'"*","STITCH","%f","%f" \n', tablexy); 
% fprintf(fid,'"*","STITCH","%f","%f" \n', tablexy); 
fclose(fid); 
 

2. Create square pattern 
 
function result = createSquarePattern(filename, locx, locy) 
    fName = filename;         %# A file name 
    fid = fopen(fName,'w'); 
    tablexy = [locx;locy]; 
%     fprintf(fid,'">","STITCH_COUNT:","%f"\n', length(locx) ); 
%     fprintf(fid,'">","EXTENTS_LEFT:","%f"\n', round(min(locx))); 
%     fprintf(fid,'">","EXTENTS_TOP:","%f"\n', max(locy)); 
%     fprintf(fid,'">","EXTENTS_RIGHT:","%f"\n', max(locx)); 
%     fprintf(fid,'">","EXTENTS_BOTTOM:","%f"\n', min(locy)); 
%     fprintf(fid,'">","EXTENTS_WIDTH:","%f"\n', max(locx)-min(locx) ); 
%     fprintf(fid,'">","EXTENTS_HEIGHT:","%f"\n\n\n', max(locy)-min(locy)); 
fprintf(fid,'"#","[THREAD_NUMBER]","[RED]","[GREEN]","[BLUE]","[DESCRIPTION]
","[CATALOG_NUMBER]"\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'"$","1","0","0","0","Black",""\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'"$","2","112","188","31","Lime Green",""\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'"$","3","237","23","31","Red",""\n\n'); 
     
    fprintf(fid,'"*","COLOR","0","0" \n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'"*","TRIM","0","0" \n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'"*","STITCH","%f","%f" \n', tablexy); 
    fclose(fid); 
end 

 
3. Creating a unit cell pattern 

 
function result= drawStichingPatternSimple(length, width)  
    fName = 'SampleUnitCellPattern.csv';         %# A file name 
    fid = fopen(fName,'w'); 
    result = []; 
    for i = 0:width:length - width 
        point1 = [0; i] 
        point2 = [width; i] 
        point3 = [width; i + width] 
        point4 = [0; i] 
        result = cat(2,result, point1,point2,point3,point4) 
    end 
    result = cat(2, result, [0; length], [width; length]) 
    locx = result(1,:); 
    locy = result(2,:); 
    tablexy = [locx;locy]; 
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 %     fprintf(fid,'">","STITCH_COUNT:","%f"\n', length(locx) ); 
%     fprintf(fid,'">","EXTENTS_LEFT:","%f"\n', round(min(locx))); 
%     fprintf(fid,'">","EXTENTS_TOP:","%f"\n', max(locy)); 
%     fprintf(fid,'">","EXTENTS_RIGHT:","%f"\n', max(locx)); 
%     fprintf(fid,'">","EXTENTS_BOTTOM:","%f"\n', min(locy)); 
%     fprintf(fid,'">","EXTENTS_WIDTH:","%f"\n', max(locx)-min(locx) ); 
%     fprintf(fid,'">","EXTENTS_HEIGHT:","%f"\n\n\n', max(locy)-min(locy)); 
fprintf(fid,'"#","[THREAD_NUMBER]","[RED]","[GREEN]","[BLUE]","[DESCRIPTION]
","[CATALOG_NUMBER]"\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'"$","1","0","0","0","Black",""\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'"$","2","112","188","31","Lime Green",""\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'"$","3","237","23","31","Red",""\n\n'); 
     fprintf(fid,'"*","COLOR","0","0" \n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'"*","TRIM","0","0" \n'); 
 fprintf(fid,'"*","STITCH","%f","%f" \n', tablexy); 
    fclose(fid); 
end 
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APPENDIX E 

 
Numerical simulation of the infinite array 

 
% This code calculates the resistance from the centre of a finite 
% grid of resistors to every point in the grid 
% we use nodal analysis to do the calcuation      
clear all 
digits(3) 
%close all 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Mesh build 
M= 4; % this is the order of the grid 
      % N=1 implies that m= -1, 0, 1 and n= -1, 0 1 
      % i.e. a 9-node problem 
      % we assume that the nodal voltage at each point is V(i, j) 
      % See http://matlabbyexamples.blogspot.co.uk/2011/11/circuit-solver-using-matlab-
programming.html 
      % Create a finite grid of resistors 
      % It is possible to insert defects into the grid at this stage 
 FractionDefected=0.01;  % This is the fraction of the available branches or nodes that have a 
defect 
                     % If a resistor does not connect to a node it is 
                     % deleted from the netlist completely. 
                     % The resisitor visualisation does not account for that. 
                     % Note that increasing above 0.1 means there is a 
                     % higher 
                     % probability that a node will not connect to any of 
                     % its branches.  Thus the resistance to a point can 
                     % not be computed. 
NodeNo= 1; % Keeps a tally of the nodenumbers used so ones can be added onto the list 
 frequency=2.45e9; % Hz 
joincap=1e-12; % Capacitance in Farads of one single join      
NetList=[]; 
centrenode= (2*M+1)^2/2 + 0.5; % for convenience 
meshwidth=2*M+1;                    % 
for m=1:meshwidth-1 
    for n=1:2*M 
        NetList= [NetList ; [n+(m-1)*meshwidth (n+1)+(m-1)*meshwidth 1]]; % last digit is the 
impedance 
        NetList= [NetList ; [n+(m-1)*meshwidth  n+m*meshwidth        1]]; 
    end 
end 
m=2*M+1; 
for n=1:meshwidth-1 
    NetList= [NetList ; [n+(m-1)*((2*M)+1) (n+1)+(m-1)*((2*M)+1) 1]]; 
end 
n=2*M+1; 
for m=1:meshwidth-1 
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    NetList= [NetList ; [n+(m-1)*((2*M)+1) n+(m)*((2*M)+1) 1]]; 
end 
 NodeNo=meshwidth^2+1; % Set the nodes to the next value to be created 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% End mesh build 
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Introduce defects - delete a random selection of 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% branches 
n=round(FractionDefected*size(NetList,1)); 
idx=randsample(1:size(NetList,1),n) ; 
%NetListRows = NetList(idx,:) ; % pick rows randomly % Uncomment if breaks 
%NetList(idx,:)=[]; % remove those rows UNCOMMENT 
%idx = randsample(1:size(NetList,1),n) ; %random sample of branches 
%DeletedResistors= NetList(idx,:); % UNCOMMENT 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% END OF DEFECT 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% More defects 
% Find entries in the netlist that refer to a specific node 
% Example 
idx = randsample(1:meshwidth^2, n); 
for k=1:numel(idx); 
    defectnode = idx(k); 
    %index1 = NetList(:,1) == defectnode; 
    %index2 = NetList(:,2) == defectnode; 
    %branches=[NetList(index1, :) ; NetList(index2, :)]  % The right and up down and left 
nodes 
    branches= [find(NetList(:, 1)==defectnode); find(NetList(:, 2)==defectnode)]; 
  if numel(branches) > 3; % There needs to be 4 branches before this defect will occur 
                            % This is why the ones on the edge are always 
                            % connected and it goes to the same value. 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Example defect 
        % Move up and down branches to a new node and splice a capacitor between 
        % the two nodes 
        NetList(branches(1),:)= [NetList(branches(1), 1:2) 1];  % Left and right branches the 
SAME 
        NetList(branches(4),:)= [NetList(branches(4), 1:2) 1];  % Shouldn't make any changes 
        % Shift the up down resistors to the new node 
        NetList(branches(2),:)= [NodeNo NetList(branches(2), 2) 1]; 
        NetList(branches(3),:)= [NetList(branches(3), 1) NodeNo 1]; 
        % Splice in the capacitor between the old and new node 
        NetList=[NetList ; [defectnode NodeNo -j/(2*pi*frequency*joincap)]]; % This adds in a 
new node and connects it to the branch to the right 
  
        NodeNo=NodeNo+1; % Don't forget to move to the next node number for the next 
defect 
    end 
end 
% Inject a test voltage 
% Strategy is to change the position of the test voltage and then 
% measure the current flowing back out of the zero volts terminal 
% by adding the branch currents leading into it. 
% Then the resistance can be found. 
% This has been validated against a circuit model for a few cases. 
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% e.g. M=1 the adjacent node to the left of the centre has a resistance of 
% 0.583 ohms.  As M-> Infinity the resistance -> 0.5 as predicted by 
% theory. 
% Iterate over all the nodes in the mesh. 
for node=1:meshwidth^2 
    if node==centrenode 
        Z(node)=0; 
    else 
    Vnod=[centrenode 0; node 1]; 
    l=size(NetList,1); 
    N=max([NetList(:,1) ; 
    NetList(:,2)]);  
    A=zeros(N,N); 
    B=zeros(N,1); 
     % Load A matrix 
    for i=1:l 
           n1=NetList(i,1); 
           n2=NetList(i,2); 
           if n1==n2 
           else 
              A(n1,n2)=A(n1,n2)-1/NetList(i,3); 
              A(n2,n1)=A(n2,n1)-1/NetList(i,3); 
              A(n1,n1)=A(n1,n1)+1/NetList(i,3); 
              A(n2,n2)=A(n2,n2)+1/NetList(i,3); 
          end 
    end 
     % Load B matrix 
     for i=1:size(Vnod,1) 
            A(Vnod(i,1),:)=zeros(1,N); 
            A(Vnod(i,1),Vnod(i,1))=1; 
            B(Vnod(i,1),1)=Vnod(i,2); 
     end 
    Vo=A\B;  
    %%%% THE BELOW WORK IS DONE- COMMENTS LEFT IN FOR INFO 
    % calculate the resistance by measuring the currents into the ground node 
    % Sum of V/R 
    % DEVELOPMENT - this needs to automatically work out the currents 
    % coming into the node.  At the moment it is vastly oversimplified 
    % because it trys to work out based on position where the current is 
    % coming from 
    % AND it does not take the impedance of the branch into account.  
    % It needs to interrogate the node list for branches entering the node 
    % THEN use their impedances to calculate the currents. 
    % THIS ONLY WORKS FOR ALL EQUAL RESISTANCES COMING INTO THE 
NODE 
    branches= [find(NetList(:, 1)==node); find(NetList(:, 2)==node)]; 
    current=0; 
    for q=1:numel(branches) 
        if NetList(branches(q), 1)~=node;  
            current=current + (Vo(node)-Vo(NetList(branches(q), 1)))/NetList(branches(q), 3); 
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        end 
        if NetList(branches(q), 2)~=node;  
            current=current + (Vo(node)-Vo(NetList(branches(q), 2)))/NetList(branches(q), 3); 
        end 
    end 
    Z(node)= 1/current; 
    %Z(node)= 1/(Vo(centrenode+1)+Vo(centrenode-
1)+Vo(centrenode+meshwidth)+Vo(centrenode-meshwidth)); 
end 
end 
Z=reshape(Z, [meshwidth meshwidth])'; % convert to a matrix 
Z=flipud(Z(meshwidth/2+0.5:meshwidth, meshwidth/2+0.5:meshwidth)); 
  
figure 
imagesc([0 M], [-M 0], imag(Z)) % Currently this shows the real part of the voltage 
% caxis([0 3]) 
colorbar 
%set(gca,'YTick',[-8:0], 'YTickLabels', [{8}, {7}, {6}, {5}, {4}, {3}, {2}, {1}, {0}]); % A 
bodge!!! 
axis square 
colorbar 
colormap(flipud(hot)) 
title('Imaginary part of the normalised impedance to each grid point for a finite array') 
  
% % Draw a visualisation of the resistors on the plot 
% % Horizontal resistors 
for m=0:M-1 
    for n=0:M 
        rectangle('Position',[(0.2+m) (-0.15-n) 0.6 0.3], 'FaceColor',[1 1 
1],'EdgeColor','b','LineWidth', 1) 
    end 
end 
for m=0:M 
    for n=0:M 
        line([0.2+m -0.2+m], [0-n 0-n], 'LineWidth', 1, 'Color','b') 
    end 
end 
% Vertical resistors 
for m=0:M 
    for n=0:M-1 
        rectangle('Position',[(-0.15+m) (-0.8-n) 0.3 0.6], 'FaceColor',[1 1 
1],'EdgeColor','b','LineWidth', 1) 
    end 
end 
for m=0:M 
    for n=0:M 
        line([0+m 0+m], [0.2-n -0.2-n], 'LineWidth', 1, 'Color','b') 
    end 
end 
% blobs 
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for m=0:M 
    for n=0:M 
        rectangle('Position',[-0.05+m -0.05-n 0.1 0.1],'Curvature',[1 1], 'FaceColor',[0 0 0]) 
    end 
end 
axis off 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%real part 
figure 
imagesc([0 M], [-M 0], real(Z)) % Currently this shows the real part of the voltage 
% caxis([0 3]) 
colorbar 
%set(gca,'YTick',[-8:0], 'YTickLabels', [{8}, {7}, {6}, {5}, {4}, {3}, {2}, {1}, {0}]); % A 
bodge!!! 
axis square 
colorbar 
colormap(flipud(hot)) 
title('Real part of the normalised impedance to each grid point for a finite array') 
for m=0:M-1 
    for n=0:M 
        rectangle('Position',[(0.2+m) (-0.15-n) 0.6 0.3], 'FaceColor',[1 1 
1],'EdgeColor','b','LineWidth', 1) 
    end 
end 
for m=0:M 
    for n=0:M 
        line([0.2+m -0.2+m], [0-n 0-n], 'LineWidth', 1, 'Color','b') 
    end 
end 
% Vertical resistors 
for m=0:M 
    for n=0:M-1 
        rectangle('Position',[(-0.15+m) (-0.8-n) 0.3 0.6], 'FaceColor',[1 1 
1],'EdgeColor','b','LineWidth', 1) 
    end 
end 
for m=0:M 
    for n=0:M 
        line([0+m 0+m], [0.2-n -0.2-n], 'LineWidth', 1, 'Color','b') 
    end 
end 
 % blobs 
for m=0:M 
    for n=0:M 
        rectangle ('Position',[-0.05+m -0.05-n 0.1 0.1],'Curvature',[1 1], 'FaceColor',[0 0 0]) 
    end 
end 
axis off 
latex(sym(vpa(Z)))  
resitance = real(Z) 
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imaginary = imag(Z) 
worstresistance= max(max(Z)) 
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